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Preface 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The objective of this work is to present formic acid as a suitable compound to be used in a 

hydrogen economy. Catalytic decomposition of formic acid at mild conditions is evaluated as 

a model reaction for hydrogen generation, making emphasis on the productivity, reusability 

of the catalysts, and quantification of concomitant CO evolved from the reaction. 

Characterisation of the fresh and used catalysts is performed to study the activity/structure 

relationship and investigate the possible reasons for its deactivation. Computational 

calculations are used to support experimental data and correlate productivity and CO 

evolution with the elementary steps of the reaction and the most common surfaces of the 

catalyst. Synthesis of materials with different surface properties and preparation methods is 

a fundamental part of this work. 

In Chapter 3, a commercial Pd/C catalyst is used as a reference to establish the reaction 

conditions that lead to a kinetically limited reaction. Reusability tests and subsequent 

characterisation of the used catalyst in conjunction with computational studies are performed 

to investigate its stability. Continuous flow experiments are carried out as a preliminary test 

to improve the reusability. Following the identification of the main parameters and 

characteristics of the catalysts involved in formic acid decomposition, in Chapter 4, materials 

with different properties (graphitisation degree and acid/base surface functionalisation) are 

synthesised by two preparation methods (sol-immobilisation and impregnation) using carbon 

nanofibers as supports. Once the optimal preparation method is identified, a set of 

parameters are modified in Chapter 5 to investigate the effects it has on the structure and 

morphology of the catalysts. Besides this optimisation, two supports (activated charcoal and 

titania) are investigated and an initial study of bimetallic catalysts and its properties is 

explored. Chapter 6 presents the main consequences of these results and a set of possibilities 

to continue this research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Background 

1.1.1. Energy demand, supply and fossil fuels 

Energy plays a unique and key role in our 21st-century society. Without conversion or 

transportation of energy, no activity of any kind could take place. Continuous and sufficient 

supply of energy is essential in order to keep and improve our standards of living. The IEA 

(International Energy Agency) estimated that in 2014, the total world energy consumption 

was 9425 Mtoe (Million Tonnes of Oil Equivalent).1 Current United Nations predictions 

estimate that the world population is expected to reach 8.5 billion around 20402 and 

consequently, the total world energy consumption is expected to increase by 28 % in 2040 

according to the IEA recent projections3.  

So far, our civilisation has been deeply reliant on fossil fuels. In fact, in 2015, fossil fuels 

accounted for approximately 78.4 % of the global energy production.4 This strong 

dependence has led to significant economic and environmental consequences. From an 

economic point of view, gross production of energy from fossil fuels is concentrated in some 

determined areas governed by political factors, arising unstable prices. Moreover, from an 

environmental point of view, fossil fuels combustion constitutes the main reason for global 

warming. In summary, current energy production situation has led to three main areas of 

concern, namely depletion of fossil fuels, global warming and increasing energy costs. 

Coal and oil are expected to reach the demand peak in 2020 due to increased uptake of 

renewables and natural gas,5 and both crude oil and natural gas production are estimated to 

reach a theoretical depletion near 2060-2070,6 while remaining forms of fossil fuels will do it 

approximately by the year 2100.7 

 

1.1.2. Alternative energy sources 

The installation of a sustainable energy supply chain is one of the greatest challenges to be 

addressed in this century.8,9 Regarding this matter, attention on alternative high energy fuels 

has been implemented during the last years, in addition to continue developing other 

renewable energy sources such as biomass, solar, wind or geothermal. As of 2015, renewable 
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energy provided approximately 19.3 % of global final energy consumption.4 Worldwide 

investments in renewable technologies amounted to US$286 billion in 2015, with heavy 

investments in wind, hydro, solar and biofuels in countries such as China and the United 

States.4 

Hydroelectric power is produced from moving water. The amount of energy that this moving 

water could produce is determined by the change in elevation (or fall) from one point to 

another and the volume of the water flow. In 2015, 54.3 % of the electricity generated by 

renewable sources was produced by hydroelectric power (Figure 1).4 Wind turbines are used 

to produce electricity generated by the movement of air. Typically, these turbines generate 

from 600 kW to 5 MW. Nearly a quarter of the electricity generated by renewable sources 

was produced by wind energy. Solar energy is a broad concept which is usually divided into 

passive solar or active solar depending on the way they capture, convert and distribute solar 

energy. Passive refers to the orientation of a building towards the Sun or the selection of 

materials according to thermal mass or light dispersing properties. On the other hand, active 

solar technologies refer to the conversion of sunlight into electricity using either 

photovoltaics (PV) or concentrated solar power (CSP). Solar energy accounts for 

approximately 15.3 % of the total energy produced from renewable sources. Biomass usually 

refers to plants or plant-derived materials (specifically called lignocellulosic biomass). 

Biomass can be used directly via combustion producing heat or indirectly converting it to 

several forms of biofuel such as ethanol and biodiesel. Geothermal energy is produced from 

thermal energy generated and stored in the Earth. It is originated from the formation of the 

planet and from radioactive decay of minerals. The difference in temperature between the 

core of the planet and the surface is the source of a continuous conduction of heat from the 

core to the surface.4 

Nuclear energy, accounting for 2.3 % of the total world energy consumption, is also 

considered as an alternative to fossil fuel-based energy production mainly due to its high 

energy output. However, recent accidents such as the one that occurred in Fukushima, Japan, 

are a factual proof and reminder of the risks related to the use of nuclear power plants 

including incidents during operating procedures and disposal of harmful radioactive waste, 

negatively affecting its expansion at least in the near future.10 
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Figure 1. Worldwide renewable power capacity. 

 

Renewable energy sources have enough potential to meet future energy needs. If properly 

implemented, this energy from renewable resources presents crucial advantages including 

unlimited and secure sustainable supply, positive impact in the environment and human 

health helping to mitigate climate change, and great geographical dispersion of sources 

ensuring price stability. Nevertheless, despite these advantages, some renewable energy 

sources like wind are intermittent and it is difficult to accumulate the electricity generated in 

order to be used in a different moment, i.e. electricity produced by solar photovoltaic systems 

to be used during the night. In order to overcome these disadvantages, hydrogen is seen as a 

renewable energy source that can be generated, transported to the locations where it is 

needed and stored until it is used. 

 

1.1.3. Hydrogen: the fuel of the future 

Hydrogen is the tenth most abundant element on Earth’s crust with a 0.14 % in mass11, 

however, it is mainly present bonded to other atoms, particularly water, hydrocarbons, 

carbonates and other organic compounds. Thus, energy is needed in order to break those 

bonds. For this reason, hydrogen is considered an energy vector instead of a direct energy 

source.12 Interest in hydrogen as energy vector has increased significantly in the last few years 

either as vehicle fuel or as energy carrier used in fuel cells to generate electricity.13 Hydrogen 
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can play an important role since it can be used to accumulate, transport and use this energy 

when convenient.  

The key of this material lies in the fact that in fuel cells, combustion (reaction of hydrogen 

with oxygen) only produces water, this being a harmless process for the environment.14 

Moreover, hydrogen presents the highest energy content per mass unit compared to other 

fuels. The energy density of hydrogen is 120 kJ g-1 which is approximately three times the 

energy density of petrol (Table 1).15–17  

 

Table 1. Heating values of some common fuels. 

Fuel Net calorific value (kJ/g) 

Hydrogen 120.0 

Petrol 44.2 

Diesel 42.9 

Crude oil 43.1 

Coal 25.8 

Natural gas 45.9 

Methane 50.1 

Ethanol 26.8 

Methanol 19.9 

 

Hydrogen is the most versatile fuel since it can be converted into electricity through 

electrochemical processes or to heat either through catalytic combustion or through several 

chemicals reactions.18 Hence, energy systems powered by hydrogen seem to be an attractive 

alternative to current fossil fuel-based energy systems. 

 

1.1.4. Fuel cell systems 

Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that transform the chemical energy of a fuel such as 

hydrogen, methanol or natural gas into electrical energy when reacting with oxygen in the 

presence of a catalyst. Comparing with conventional combustion engines, fuel cells present a 
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higher fuel conversion and electrical efficiency with less toxic emissions.8,19 These factors and 

the low noise levels, lower greenhouse gas emissions, and high fuel utilisation rates, have 

converted, in the last few years, fuel cells to an attractive alternative for portable devices and 

transport with significant long-term economic and environmental benefits.20–23 On the other 

hand, the high cost, lifetime issues and, more importantly, the availability of economically 

profitable hydrogen generation, transportation and storage technologies are the main 

drawbacks that limit the commercialisation of fuel cells.19,23 Current research is focused on 

solving these issues. 

 

1.1.4.1. Types of fuel cells 

Currently, there are five main fuel cells available on the market:  

• Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) 

• Alkaline fuel cells (AFCs) 

• Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs) 

• Molten-carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs) 

• Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) 

 

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) can use either hydrogen or alcohol (e.g., 

ethanol, methanol) as a fuel. Hydrogen PEMFCs consume hydrogen and oxygen and produce 

water, heat and electricity, reaching an efficiency of up to 60 % and operating temperatures 

up to 150 °C. A direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) consumes methanol in water and oxygen and 

produces water, heat and electricity with an efficiency of up to 40 % and operating 

temperatures up to 80 °C. In both cases, the fuel is fed to the anode where it is ionised to 

form protons (H+) and electrons (e-). Protons (H+) can cross an electrolyte located between 

the electrodes while electrons (e-) are forced to pass through the electrically conductive 

material and subsequently power the connected load (Figure 2). At the cathode side, oxygen 

is reduced with protons from the anode producing water. PEMFCs are currently being 

developed for transport applications, and stationary and portable applications as well.19  
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Figure 2. Schematic of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell. 

 

PEMFCs were developed initially for military and spacecraft applications in the 1960s but was 

abandoned in the 1970s due to poor durability and high cost issues. Nowadays, PEMFC 

technology has been extended to a broad range of applications, with the potential to power 

a portfolio of devices and services such as mobile phones, laptops, cars, buses or houses.  

For large-scale manufacturing and full commercialisation of this technology, cost and 

durability are still the two major barriers. For example, Pt or Pt-based catalysts like Pt-Co are 

the only catalysts used to drive the electrochemical reactions and this element comprises a 

large portion of the PEMFC cost due to its high price and limited supply. Moreover, one of the 

major limitations on PEMFC durability is catalyst stability. Thus, developing high-

performance, low-cost, and highly durable catalysts is the number one priority for PEMFC 

research. 

 

Alkaline fuel cells (AFCs) are the most developed fuel cells. AFCs consume hydrogen and pure 

oxygen and produce water, heat and electricity at an operating temperature below 80 °C and 

reaching efficiencies of up to 70 %. The overall reaction is the same as in PEMFCs, however, 

the reactions at each electrode are different (Figure 3). At the anode, hydroxyl (OH−) ions 

react with hydrogen, releasing energy and electrons and producing water, while at the 

cathode, oxygen reacts with electrons and water forming new OH− ions.19,20 
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Figure 3. Schematic of an alkaline fuel cell. 

 

Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs) consume hydrogen and oxygen and produce water, heat 

and electricity reaching an efficiency of up to 50 %. The reactions occurring in both anode and 

cathode are the same as in PEMFCs (Figure 2). However, unlike the membrane in the PEMFCs, 

PAFCs make use of concentrated phosphoric acid (100 %) as electrolyte to conduct protons. 

Phosphoric acid is considered as an electrolyte for fuel cells due to properties such as thermal 

and electrochemical stability, low volatility and being tolerant to CO2 in the fuel. PAFC stacks 

are usually maintained above 42 °C which is the freezing point of phosphoric acid. This 

technology has reached the level of maturity where developers are focused on producing 

commercial capacity and prototype installations and furthermore, cell components are 

manufactured in large quantities. Even though it is still an expensive technology to be 

economically profitable compared with alternative power generation systems, the high 

power quality and reliability has led these systems to be used in power applications such as 

banks, hospitals, and computing facilities.19,20 

 

Molten-carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs) operate using a molten mixture of alkali metal 

carbonates, usually lithium and either potassium or sodium carbonates as electrolyte and at 

temperatures of up to 650 °C.19 At this temperature, the alkali carbonates form a highly 

conductive molten salt, being carbonate ions (CO3
2−) the ionic conductors. Besides oxygen, 

carbon dioxide needs to be supplied to the cathode and it is converted into carbonate ions. 
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At the anode, the carbonate ions are converted back into CO2 and therefore, there is a net 

transfer of CO2 from cathode to anode (Figure 4).  

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic of a molten-carbonate fuel cell. 

 

Contrary to PEMFCs and PAFCs, noble metals are not required. In MCFCs, nickel (anode) and 

nickel oxide (cathode) are used as catalysts to promote the two electrochemical reactions. 

Due to the high operating temperature, higher overall system efficiencies are usually 

achieved, and it also has greater flexibility in the use of available fuels. On the other hand, 

corrosion stability and lifespan of cell components play an important role, particularly in the 

aggressive environment of the molten carbonate electrolyte. MCFCs were initially developed 

for natural gas and coal-based power plants for electrical utility, industrial, and military 

applications.20 

 

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) operate usually between 700 and 1000 °C with efficiencies of 

up to 60 %. As well as in the MCFC, a negatively charged ion, O2− in this case, is transferred 

from the cathode to the anode (Figure 5). The electrolyte is typically zirconia doped with 8 to 

10 mole % yttria (Y2O3). This electrolyte becomes a conductor of oxygen ions at the operating 

temperatures. This range of temperatures presents challenges for both construction 

materials and durability. This electrolyte reduces the complexity of the system to only two 

phases (gas and solid). 
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Figure 5. Schematic of a solid oxide fuel cell. 

 

The anode is usually a mixture of zirconia and a metal, usually nickel, due to its high electronic 

conductivity and stability under chemically reducing conditions. Cathodes are electronically 

conducting oxides or mixed electronically conducting and ion-conducting ceramics being 

strontium-doped lanthanum manganite the most common cathode material.20 

 

In all these types of fuel cells, hydrogen is the key element that when fed into the system 

alongside oxygen, it is converted into electricity and water. Nevertheless, hydrogen does not 

occur naturally as a gaseous fuel, and for practical fuel cell systems, it usually has to be 

generated from whatever fuel source is locally available. Hence, economically profitable 

hydrogen generation is currently the challenge to solve. The next section deals with hydrogen 

production technologies currently used and possible future approaches. 

 

1.1.5. Hydrogen production processes 

The clean nature of hydrogen mainly depends on the raw material, in particular, its origin and 

the processes followed to obtain it. Nevertheless, currently 96 % of the annual mass 

production of hydrogen proceeds from fossil fuels, particularly, natural gas since, compared 

with other fossil fuels, it is less expensive, safer and easier to store, presents a less 
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environmentally-damaging combustion and it is expected to be fully available for at least 60 

years more.24 

Nowadays, several processes are employed to produce economically profitable hydrogen: 

• Steam reforming 

• Partial oxidation of refinery oil 

• Coal gasification 

• Others: electrolysis, biological methods 

 

Approximately half of the currently produced hydrogen comes from steam reforming of 

natural gas. Partial oxidation of refinery oil accounts for 30 %, coal gasification for 18 % and 

the remaining technologies such as water electrolysis just 4 % (Figure 6).25  

 

 

Figure 6. Worldwide hydrogen production processes. 

 

Considering this, it is recognisable that these technologies are non-environmentally friendly, 

non-sustainable, expensive and/or energy intensive. A brief description of these methods is 

presented below. 
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1.1.5.1. Steam reforming 

It is one of the most widespread and cheapest hydrogen production processes since it 

presents high efficiencies and low, both operational and production costs. In this process, 

hydrogen is produced by the conversion of natural gas (CH4) or hydrocarbon into H2 and CO2 

in presence of H2O vapour (steam). See figure 7 for a scheme of the process.  

 

 

Figure 7. Schematic of the steam reforming process. 

 

First, the feedstock is subjected to a hydrodesulphurisation (HDS) process. Typically, natural 

gas contains organic sulphur compounds mostly in the form of hydrogen sulphide. It has to 

be removed before any further fuel processing can be carried out since deactivation of the 

steam reforming catalysts can occur.20 H2S is absorbed onto a bed of zinc oxide (sometimes 

promoted with Cu) or active carbon, forming zinc sulphide according to the reaction: 

 

𝐻2𝑆 + 𝑍𝑛𝑂 → ZnS + 𝐻2𝑂 (eq. 1) 

 

Next step is the so-called steam reforming reaction (SR) and takes place in a tubular reformer 

(TSR). In this step, either methane or another hydrocarbon reacts with steam, producing 

syngas (eq. 2 and 3). Common inlet temperatures are 450–650 °C and the product gas leaves 

the reformer at 850–950 °C.26 

 

𝐶𝐻4 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂 + 3𝐻2 (eq. 2) 

𝐶𝑛𝐻𝑚 + 𝑛𝐻2𝑂 →  𝑛𝐶𝑂 + (𝑛 +
𝑚

2
)𝐻2 (eq. 3) 
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The catalysts used are classified into two types: nonprecious metal (typically nickel) and 

precious metals (typically platinum or rhodium), both from Group VIII elements. Typically, the 

reforming reactions are catalysed by Ni-based materials in which the Ni species are deposited 

onto ceramic supports composed of alumina and/or alumina and magnesium spinels. The 

tubular reformer typically operates at such temperatures that sintering of the nickel catalyst 

is promoted, resulting in growth of the nickel particles and consequently, a decrease in nickel 

surface area and thus, activity. Besides high temperature, the severe conditions in a tubular 

reformer involve partial pressures close to 30 bar, consequently, the support should be able 

to withstand the severe conditions in a tubular reformer without losing strength.  

In the third step, the product is fed into the catalytic converter, where CO reacts with steam 

converting it into carbon dioxide and hydrogen by water-gas shift (WGS) reaction (eq. 4).  

 

𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 (eq. 4) 

 

WGS can be classified as high-temperature shift (HTS) or low-temperature shift (LTS). HTS 

operates in the temperature range from 300 to 500 °C. Typical commercial HTS catalyst is 

composed of Fe2O3, Cr2O3 and MgO, being chromium crucial to stabilise the iron oxide and 

prevent sintering. LTS, on the other hand, is carried out at 210–230 °C. Typically, a commercial 

catalyst for LTS is composed of CuO, ZnO and Cr2O3 containing 2 wt. % MnO and MgO and 5 

wt. % Al2O3. Being CuO the active catalytic species, ZnO provides structural support as well as 

prevents the poisoning of copper by sulphur and, Al2O3 prevents dispersion and pellet 

shrinkage.27   

Even though WGS reaction does occur at the same time as steam reforming, at the high 

temperatures needed for hydrogen generation, the equilibrium point of the reaction tends to 

be displaced to the left of the equation and CO concentration can only be reduced to 1 % of 

the feed. Therefore, since most PEM fuel cells need CO concentration below 10-20 ppm, 

further processing will be required to remove it either by preferential oxidation (PROX) or 

methanation (Meth.). In the former case, CO reacts with oxygen from air reducing CO 

concentration to approximately 10 ppm, however, oxygen undesired combustion of hydrogen 

takes place to some degree as well. In methanation, CO is converted to methane through 

hydrogenation. In this case, control of the conditions inside the reactor is crucial in order to 
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minimise unnecessary consumption of hydrogen. Preferential oxidation is the technology 

currently used.28 

In case there is no ready source of steam, it may be replaced by carbon dioxide as reactant. 

This reaction is known as dry reforming, or CO2 reforming (eq. 5). Dry reforming of methane 

(DRM) can be used to convert greenhouse gases (CH4 and CO2) into valuable fuel rich syngas. 

In this process, carbon dioxide is used to reform methane to obtain syngas (H2 and CO): 

 

𝐶𝐻4 + 𝐶𝑂2  → 2𝐶𝑂 + 2𝐻2 (eq. 5) 

 

Sometimes, a hybrid approach where both steam and CO2 are used is called mixed reforming. 

Both dry and mixed reforming present energy and environmental advantages compared with 

traditional steam reforming. Nickel is again used as catalyst but deactivation due to carbon 

formation and nickel sintering can be particularly severe, and better catalysts are required. 

H:C atom ratio in the feedstock material is a crucial factor in determining the overall 

efficiency. With a higher ratio, less carbon dioxide is formed and, in the case of methane, the 

thermal efficiency of hydrogen generation by steam reforming is approximately 70–85 %. 

Nowadays, tubular reformers are designed for capacities of up to 300 000 N m3 h−1 of 

hydrogen or synthesis gas.26,28 

Usually, building and production costs are proportionally related to the number of tubes and 

size in general. For small and mid-size capacities steam reforming may be the optimum choice 

but for very large-scale production, partial oxidation processes become more economical 

because the economy of scale of the oxygen plant is more favourable. 

 

1.1.5.2. Hydrocarbon partial oxidation 

30 % of the worldwide production of hydrogen is carried out by means of partial oxidation as 

an alternative to steam reforming. In this process, the hydrocarbon is subjected to a partial 

combustion with pure O2 gas in a combustion chamber producing an effluent of H2O and CO. 

Typically, the feed consists of heavy oil fractions, but methane or biogas can be used as well.  

It can be classified as partial oxidation (POX) and catalytic partial oxidation (CPOX) depending 

on whether a catalyst is used or not.  
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Partial oxidation is a noncatalytic process. The raw material is gasified in the presence of 

oxygen and fed into the reactor where the process takes place at pressures in the 3–8 MPa 

range and temperatures typically comprised between 1300-1500 °C. Compared with steam 

reforming, more CO is produced which is further converted to CO2 and H2 through the water 

gas shift reaction.28 Partial oxidation of methane is a highly exothermic reaction so, even 

though the operating temperature is very high, this process consumes, in general, less energy 

than the steam reforming process:29 

 

𝐶𝐻4 +
1

2
𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑂 + 2𝐻2   ΔH° = −247 kJ 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 (eq. 6) 

𝐶𝑛𝐻𝑚 +  
1

2
𝑛𝑂2 →  𝑛𝐶𝑂 + (

𝑚

2
)𝐻2 (eq. 7) 

𝐶𝐻4 + 2𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑂2 + 2𝐻2𝑂 (eq. 8) 

 

As advantages over the catalytic process, the removal of sulphurous elements from the feed 

is not necessary and with such high temperature, heavier petroleum fractions such as diesel 

and residual fractions can be handled. On the other hand, it is not suitable for low scale plants 

and the high temperatures employed derives into a difficult control of the reaction. 

Catalytic partial oxidation makes use of a catalyst to drive the reaction lowering the operating 

temperature to 700–1000 °C.28 In the case of natural gas, the catalysts are typically based on 

Ni or Rh. Nickel promotes the formation of syngas, and the Ni species with oxidation number 

≥2 promote the total combustion of methane.30 However, nickel tends to form coke and the 

cost of Rh has increased significantly. Due to the exothermic nature of the reactions, control 

of temperature is hard. 

 

𝐶𝑛𝐻𝑚 +  
𝑛

2
𝑂2 →  𝑛𝐶𝑂 + (

𝑚

2
)𝐻2 (eq. 9) 

 

Compared with steam reforming, partial oxidation produces less hydrogen per molecule of 

methane which means that partial oxidation is less efficient than steam reforming. Typically, 

the thermal efficiency of partial oxidation with methane lies in the range 60–75 %. On the 

other hand, steam is not required, largely simplifying a generally very complex system. Hence, 

it may be considered where system simplicity is more important than high efficiency such as 

in small-scale cogeneration plants.20,28,31 
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The stability of the catalysts used in steam reforming and partial oxidation is of crucial 

importance. Poisoning by impurities, mainly sulphur, and coke formation are, as observed, 

the major challenges. Catalysts deactivation can be improved with the addition of catalyst 

promoters as well as the choice of catalyst support. Catalyst promoters are usually metals 

added to the Ni catalyst forming an alloy. Some of these catalyst promoters are Co, Cu, Sn, Pt, 

Pd, Mn, Rh, Ru and Au. An important improvement of the hydrogen production with Ni 

catalysts and decrease of carbon deposition has been observed.30 

 

1.1.5.3. Coal gasification 

Coal gasification is an old technology used during the 19th and the first half of the 20th 

century to produce the so-called ‘‘town gas’’ (a mixture of mainly hydrogen and carbon 

oxides, organic liquids such as tars and phenolics, and a residual coke). In gasification, coal 

reacts with steam and oxygen (or air) at high temperatures to partially oxidise coal into 

gaseous products (eq. 10, 11 and 12). The type of coal, temperature and pressure of the 

reaction, and the relative amounts of steam or oxygen injected are the key parameters driving 

the relative proportion of products.32 

 

𝐶 +  𝐻2𝑂 →  𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2     ΔH° =  +136 kJ 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 (eq. 10) 

2𝐶 + 2𝐻2𝑂 →  𝐶𝐻4 + 𝐶𝑂2     ΔH° =  +11.7 kJ 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 (eq. 11) 

3𝐶 + 𝑂2 + 𝐻2𝑂 →  𝐻2 +  3𝐶𝑂 (eq. 12) 

 

Coal gasification systems are classified into (Figure 8):  

• Moving bed 

• Fluidised bed 

• Entrained bed 

 

Moving-bed gasifiers are used for low temperature process (450–650 °C). Feedstock moves 

in a countercurrent flow with the gasification air. The outlet is a gas mixture of methane and 

ethane from devolatilisation of the coal alongside a hydrocarbon liquid stream containing 

naphtha, tars, oils, and phenolic liquids.  
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Entrained-bed gasifiers operate at high temperature (1100–1500 °C) and pressures of 

approximately 4 MPa and a co-current flow between feedstock and an oxidising agent. 

Residence times are short and so, high temperatures and small fuel particles are needed. O2 

is preferable instead of air since NOx gases are formed at this temperature.33 The outlet gas 

stream is mainly composed of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide, almost no 

devolatilised products and liquid hydrocarbons in a much lower concentration as well. 

Fluidised-bed gasifier operates in between the two previous reactor types in both 

composition and temperature (925–1050 °C). Gasification takes place in a fluidised bed in 

bubbling mode or circulating mode promoting heat and mass transfer.20 

 

 

Figure 8. Scheme of gasifiers employed in coal gasification. 

 

In all these systems, the heat required for gasification is provided by the partial oxidation of 

the coal. These gasification processes are mostly non-catalytic although, catalytic coal 

gasification has been investigated as well. During the last 30-40 years, in-depth research has 

been carried out for a large portion of the periodic system for the catalysis of coal and carbon 

gasification. Alkali, alkaline earth and transition metals have been the most investigated, 

although noble metals, lanthanides and actinides have also been studied,34–36 although the 

complexity of the systems and differences in setups investigated does not allow a meaningful 

comparison, and therefore, much agreement in the election of the optimum catalyst has not 

been reached yet.32 Commercialisation of catalytic coal gasification in the next years will 
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depend on further improvements in the control of catalyst dispersion, catalyst–support 

interaction and catalytic activity. 

Gasifier product gases contain in all cases contaminants that need to be removed before 

feeding fuel cells. Since syngas is also a product of coal gasification, further conversion of CO 

to CO2 through the water gas shift reaction is required. Further processing of the raw gasifier 

product gases can be carried out in order to increase the methane content or alter the 

hydrogen/carbon monoxide ratio to generate high-purity hydrogen.32 

Gasification processes normally suffer from low heat efficiency (of the order of 35–50 %) since 

moisture must also be vapourised.25,28 

Currently, this method is more expensive than steam reforming and partial oxidation because 

of the gasifier and the need of O2 for the reaction process. However, since oxygen separation 

unit is cost-prohibitive for small-scale plants, air may be used in the gasifiers although this 

results in a significant dilution of the product and formation of NOx. Furthermore, the use of 

coal is regarded as a cause of greenhouse gas emissions to a larger extent than other fuels. 

Hence, these plants need to be associated with carbon dioxide capture schemes.37 

 

1.1.5.4. Other methods: electrolysis 

Among other methods electrolysis of water is by far the most used at the moment, reaching 

approximately 4 % of the current hydrogen worldwide production methods.25,28 It comprises 

the splitting of the chemical bonds of water molecule into hydrogen and oxygen by a direct 

current passing through two electrodes in a water solution according to the equations: 

 

Cathode:  2𝐻2𝑂 (𝑙)  +  2𝑒− →  𝐻2 (𝑔)  +  2𝑂𝐻−(𝑎𝑞) (eq. 13) 

Anode:   4𝑂𝐻−(𝑎𝑞)  →  𝑂2 (𝑔) +  2𝐻2𝑂 (𝑙)  +  4𝑒−  (eq. 14) 

Overall:  2𝐻2𝑂  →   2𝐻2  +  𝑂2  (eq. 15) 

 

Typically, platinum is used as electrodes and sulphuric acid as the electrolyte, which does not 

corrode the electrodes, although, for industrial use, stainless steel or nickel-based electrodes 

are used in a potassium hydroxide solution at a temperature range of 60–80 °C.38 

It presents several advantages when compared with hydrogen production from fossil fuels. 

Water electrolysis produces very high purity hydrogen, it is an ecological process since no 
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greenhouse gases are produced, and the oxygen has further industrial applications, however, 

on the other hand, electrolysis is a very energy intensive technology. 

Energetic efficiency of the electrolysis of water may reach 85 % when efficiency is the key of 

the process,25 although, for commercial applications, where other parameters also play 

important roles, it is typically in the range 50–75 %.28  

Technologies searching for an increase in efficiency are focused on high-temperature and 

high-pressure electrolysis. In the former method, 800–1000 °C is reached, but, since part of 

the energy is applied to the system in form of heat instead of electricity, in general terms, this 

tends to be cheaper than ambient temperature for large-scale production. In case residual 

heat from another process is provided, efficiency is largely improved. At that temperature, 

consumption of hydrogen is approximately 5 KWh/m3. The latter method makes use of 

pressures in the range 120–350 bar. Compression of water requires less energy than 

hydrogen, thus, the necessity of a hydrogen compressor is eliminated and efficiency 

improved.39 Normal or high-pressure electrolysis plants typically operate at 70-90 °C, 

consume 4-5 KWh/m3 of hydrogen and provide a cell voltage of 1.85-2.05 V. In these plants, 

a purity of hydrogen of 99.8 % or more is obtained. 

As observed, electricity consumption is the main drawback of this technology. Then, only in 

regions with a large amount of electricity provided from renewable sources (waterfalls, 

hydroelectricity, solar or wind energy), this technology is profitable,38 explaining this, the low 

percentage of hydrogen produced by this method. 

A summary of the current technologies commercially used to produce hydrogen along with 

their feedstock and thermal efficiencies is presented in table 2. 

 

Table 2. Hydrogen production technologies summary. 

Technology Feedstock Thermal efficiency (%) 

Steam reforming Methane 70-85 

Partial oxidation Methane 60-75 

Coal gasification Coal 35-50 

Electrolysis Water + electricity 50–75 (Commercial) 
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1.1.6. Drawbacks 

Despite the potentials of using hydrogen, besides the concerns over hydrogen industrial 

production, its widespread utilisation as a major energy carrier is currently limited by the 

capacity limitations of hydrogen storage technologies and by the safety issues related with its 

storage and transportation under mild conditions, which makes public acceptance difficult.40 

These safety risks include the very high flammability: in air, flammability limits are 4.0 and 

77.0 % in volume at atmospheric pressure, and in oxygen, the upper limit increases up to 

94 %.20 Another drawback towards hydrogen economy to be faced is the energy intensive 

requirements in order to change its state conditions (pressure, temperature, phase) since 

traditional physical storage methods make use of high-pressure gas cylinders of up to 800 

bar.41 Moreover, the significant weight and volume requirements are very different from 

those of currently used fuels. Energy per mass of hydrogen is higher than for most other fuels, 

however, its energy by volume is much lower than liquid fuels like gasoline. As an example, 

1 kg of hydrogen at 15 bar occupies 800 litres, explaining the high pressure needed to store 

it. Furthermore, the energy required to transport hydrogen through pipelines of the same 

pipe diameter and pressure drop for natural gas is 20-30 % higher per unit of delivered energy. 

This means that energy transmission capacity for hydrogen is approximately 20-30 % lower 

than the UK annual average calorific value of 39.5 MJ/m3 for natural gas.42 Consequently, long 

distances H2 transportation may not be economically viable.43 In order to solve these 

problems, during the last two decades, great scientific effort has been made. Current research 

is exploring new methods to produce hydrogen in situ and store it under more favourable 

temperatures and pressures and focus on a sustainable, environmentally friendly source. 

Nevertheless, these technologies are mainly addressed for small-scale portable devices in 

comparison with large-scale hydrogen production commercially available techniques. In the 

next section, these current technologies will be overviewed. 

 

1.1.7. Alternative solutions 

Current most promising technologies to produce hydrogen in situ include the development of 

solid materials in which hydrogen is adsorbed into a porous network (physisorption), and 

materials whose decomposition process generates hydrogen (chemical hydrogen storage 

systems). These methods represent a potential route towards the development of sustainable 
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energy production processes. In the former method, examples of porous network are 

zeolites,44 metal-organic frameworks (MOFs),45 various carbon materials44 and conventional 

organic polymers.46 Regarding chemical hydrogen storage systems, firstly, due to several 

advantages as stability and safety, much attention was paid to solid-state hydrogen storage 

materials.47 Possible solid phase systems include metal and non-metal hydrides,48 amines,49 

amides,50 ammonia-like complexes.51 However, despite these features, it presents important 

drawbacks as the high temperature necessary to desorb hydrogen or the slow hydrogen 

release kinetics. Due to this, liquid-phase hydrogen storage materials as N-

ethylperhydrocarbazole,52 alcohols53 or formic acid have been recently investigated. A more 

in-depth literature review will be presented later in this chapter. Figure 9 presents a scheme 

with the possible materials available to produce or store hydrogen. 

 

 

Figure 9. Scheme of possible materials used to produce or store hydrogen. 

 

An overview of the general background and context has been introduced. At this point, a 

summary with the available compounds that release hydrogen has been presented, however, 

in order to get a more in-depth review of the mechanisms and reaction conditions that lead 

to hydrogen generation, a general introduction of catalysis will be provided in the next 

section. 
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1.2. Catalysis 

According to IUPAC, a catalyst is “a substance that increases the rate of a reaction without 

modifying the overall standard Gibbs energy change in the reaction; the process is called 

catalysis. The catalyst is both a reactant and product of the reaction”.54 In other words, the 

main function of the catalyst is to provide an alternative reaction pathway in which the total 

activation energy is lower compared with the non-catalytic reaction path facilitating to reach 

equilibrium without being consumed. Nevertheless, the catalyst does not change the 

thermodynamics of the reaction or the equilibrium position.55 In industry and biology, most 

of the chemical reactions involve the use of catalysts or enzymes, in fact, approximately 85-

90 % of materials are produced using catalysis at least in one stage.55,56 Actually, catalysts are 

not only used in chemical production but also in environmental remediation, and energy-

related processes. Catalysis plays a crucial role when used in industry since it can make the 

process more effective economically and/or environmentally friendly. 

Catalysts bond to the reactants and permit these to be converted into a product which then 

detaches from the catalyst without being altered, as observed in figure 10. In fact, the 

catalytic reaction is a cycle where the catalyst participates and is recovered in its original form. 

 

 

Figure 10. Scheme with the sequence of elementary steps in a catalytic reaction. 

 

An energy diagram to explain how the catalyst accelerates the reaction will be presented in 

the heterogeneous catalysts section, however, the principle of the mechanism is the same for 
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all types of catalysts: the reactants form bonds with the catalyst in a spontaneous reaction. 

The formation of this complex is exothermic, and the energy of the system is lowered. The 

next step is the reaction between the reactants while still bound to the catalyst. There is an 

activation energy barrier, although it is significantly lower than that for the non-catalysed 

reaction. In the last step, the products detach from the catalyst in an endothermic step. 

The types of catalysts are introduced in the next section. 

 

1.2.1. Types of catalysis 

It is possible to differentiate among three main types of catalysis: heterogeneous, 

homogeneous, and bio-catalysis. In the next paragraphs, these types will be explained. 

 

1.2.1.1. Bio-catalysis 

Bio-catalysts are also named enzymes. These are large proteins that bind to the substrate 

through a cleft surrounded by a layer of amino acid residues. Considered to be a natural 

process, an enzyme is the reaction catalyst in a living cell. Enzymes permit biological reactions 

to occur such as the breakdown of molecules, build-up of proteins and DNA, and the storage 

of energy in sugars. As advantages: enzymes are extremely efficient, they can catalyse 1000 

cycles per second or more in some cases, and highly selective catalysts since the shapes of 

both substrate and enzyme must match (Figure 11). On the other hand, enzymes are very 

sensitive to temperature changes. A certain increment in temperature can increase the rate 

at which the reaction occurs although, an increase above a certain limit can denaturate the 

proteins, this is, the breakage of the weak bonds that hold the active site in its right 

configuration.57 Nature has developed organisms with proteins able to resist very high 

temperature, the so-called thermophiles. These are organisms that live in environments at a 

very high temperature such as in geothermal springs. These organisms have enzymes 

designed to optimally function at these conditions without denaturating. 

As an example of a reaction catalysed by enzymes, one of the most representative is the 

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen by the enzyme catalase: 

 

 𝐻2𝑂2   →    𝐻2𝑂 +  
1

2
𝑂2  (eq. 16) 
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This reaction can take place at a rate of up to 107 hydrogen peroxide molecules per second.56 

 

 

Figure 11. Schematic representation of an enzyme-catalysed reaction. 

 

1.2.1.2. Homogeneous catalysis 

In homogeneous catalysis, reagents, products and catalyst are in the same phase, most often 

liquid phase. The most used homogeneous catalysts are the organometallic complexes 

although other systems are used as well, such as acid and base catalysts in ester hydrolysis, 

Lewis acids in Diels-Alder reactions or porphyrin complexes in epoxidations and 

hydroxylations. Organometallic catalysts consist of the central metal surrounded by organic 

(and inorganic) ligands. Organometallic catalysts can be easily modified by changing the ligand 

environment. This way, the same metal can produce a variety of products from one single 

substrate only by changing the ligands around the metal centre as observed in figure 12. For 

instance, when using nickel(0) as catalyst precursor, all-trans-trimer is the product however, 

when allylnickel(II) complexes are used, the product is a polymer.58 

 

 

Figure 12. Effect of ligands in the nickel catalysed reaction of butadiene. 
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A well-known example of homogeneous catalysts is the decomposition of ozone in the 

atmosphere via reaction with chlorine atoms: 

 

𝐶𝑙 +  𝑂3  →   𝐶𝑙𝑂3      (eq. 17) 

𝐶𝑙𝑂3  →   𝐶𝑙𝑂 +  𝑂2         (eq. 18) 

𝐶𝑙𝑂 + 𝑂 →   𝐶𝑙 + 𝑂2 (eq. 19) 

 

Chlorine, in this case, acts as a catalyst promoting the rate of decomposition of ozone.  

The main advantages lie on the high selectivity reached and high utilisation since almost all 

the active sites of the catalyst are reachable and furthermore, single sites may be available, 

facilitating the study of the mechanistic aspects of the reaction. Moreover, homogeneous 

catalysis does not suffer from pressure drop as some applications in heterogeneous catalysts 

do, and deep mechanistic understanding of the multiphase processes on surfaces is therefore 

not needed. On the other hand, recovery and separation of products and catalyst after usage 

and the possibility of contamination of the products by the catalyst are major disadvantages 

in homogeneous catalysis.57,58 However, the challenge of solving the problem of separation 

of reactants, catalyst, and products is principally solved by three facts: 

• Use of chemical and spectroscopic characterisation, usually NMR for organometallic 

complexes;  

• Reaction kinetics are related to each metal atom; 

• Catalysts are designed for special purposes according to known principles.59 

 

1.2.1.3. Heterogeneous catalysis 

Heterogeneous catalysts are the workhorses of the chemical and petrochemical industry. In 

heterogeneous catalysis, both catalyst and reaction mixture are present in a different phase, 

being the catalyst usually in solid phase and reagents and products in liquid or gas phase. 

Without considering the diffusion steps, heterogeneous catalysis is mainly composed of three 

stages (i) the reagent is temporarily adsorbed into the active site of the catalyst surface, (ii) 

where the reaction takes place and subsequently, (iii) the product is desorbed from the 

catalyst due to the weak bond with the surface (Figure 13).  
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Figure 13. Mechanism of heterogeneous catalysis. 

 

Heterogeneous catalysts can be classified as: 

• Unsupported (bulk) catalysts 

• Supported catalysts 

• Coated catalysts 

 

In some cases, unsupported heterogeneous catalysts need to be used, particularly when the 

support can cause side reactions or product retention by absorption. Examples of these 

catalysts are metal oxides, metals and metal alloys, carbides or nitrides. Metal oxides make 

up a large and important class of catalytically active materials. Examples such as NiO, or 

perovskite (CaTiO3) are used respectively in semiconductors field and in fuel cells or as 

catalysts for combustion. Metal gauzes or grids are mainly used as catalysts in strongly 

exothermic reactions requiring catalyst beds of small height. Some examples are Ag grids used 

in the dehydrogenation of methane, and Pt-Rh grids in ammonia oxidation in the nitric acid 

process.  Carbides and nitrides of transition metals usually adopt crystal structures in which C 

and N atoms occupy interstitial positions. These compounds present unique properties similar 

to ceramic materials in terms of melting point and hardness although with the electronic and 

magnetic properties of metals. Carbides and nitrides are excellent catalysts in hydrogenation 

catalysts or in hydrazine decomposition. 
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Supported catalysts play an important role in many industrial processes. Highly active, 

selective and stable supported heterogeneous catalysts are crucial for an economically 

profitable industry. In order to use the often expensive materials in an economical way, the 

solution is to increase the effective surface area of a valuable catalytic material by supporting 

it on an inert material or metal oxide maximising surface area and therefore the contact 

between reagent and active sites. Hence, an efficient, stable and cost-effective support is 

greatly important since it allows effective use and recycling of the expensive catalyst. 

Metals and metal oxides are the most common supported catalysts. Metals usually present 

high surface free energies and thus, particles tend to grow, reducing the surface areas. Thus, 

metals are dispersed on high surface area supports as previously explained, with two 

objectives: 

• Stabilising the nanoparticles under reaction conditions due to the metal – support 

interaction which modifies the electronic properties of the particles compared with 

the bulk metal; 

• Forming small particles which expose high numbers of low-coordinate surface metal 

atoms (particle size effect). 

Both electronic and size effects strongly influence the catalytic activity.60 

Besides monometallic supported catalysts, bimetallic catalysts are extensively used. These 

contain two different metals, typically, one active and one inactive which dilutes the active 

metal, or several active metals in the form of nanoparticle or nanooxide which are necessary 

to perform a specific reaction. This way, the selectivity of the process can be easily optimised; 

activity, stability and protection against poisoning may be enhanced; and furthermore, the 

total cost of the catalyst may be reduced. For example, in the Cu – Ni alloys, Cu is enriched at 

the surface since the surface free energy of copper is lower than that of nickel and so, the 

ratio number of available active sites and mass is higher for the alloy compared with bulk Cu.61 

Supported metal nanoparticles are of great importance due to their unique physical and 

chemical properties and various methods of preparation which will be introduced in the next 

section. Supported noble metals nanoparticles are largely used in the industry even though 

the high cost makes some processes prohibitive. Therefore, preparation methods play a 

crucial role in order to disperse the metals and reduce particle size. These methods have been 

deeply investigated to synthesise metal nanoparticles with tailored size, shape and 
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composition followed by their assembly and activation on support materials helping us to 

identify and minimise main drawbacks of traditional synthetic methodologies.62–67 

Noble metals such as Pd, Pt, Rh or non-noble metals as Fe, Co, Ni, Ru supported on active 

carbon, carbon nanofibers, TiO2, Al2O3 or SiO2 find applications on hydrogenation and 

dehydrogenation reactions which is the focus of this Thesis; Au is active for low-temperature 

CO oxidation and Ag on Al2O3 is normally used in ethene epoxidation. 

Coated catalysts are catalytically active layers applied on inert structured surfaces. The active 

layers are made of supported or bulk catalysts. The use of coated catalysts has recently 

become increasingly popular and one of the most typical examples are the monolithic 

honeycombs for environmental applications. 

Once introduced the main types of heterogeneous catalysts, advantages, disadvantages and 

more in-depth applications will be studied.  

Among the main advantages of heterogeneous catalysts are the facile separation from 

reactant and products; elimination of corrosion problems and liquid waste treatments; and 

wide range of operating conditions. On the contrary, disadvantages lie on the possible mass 

transfer limitations of reactants and products that can limit the efficiency of the catalyst; 

agglomeration of nanoparticles which is crucial for the stability and reusability (long-term 

performance) of the catalyst; possible loss of metal from the support due to leaching; and in 

some industrial processes, pressure drop is also an issue. 

Therefore, exploration of economical methods to prepare highly reactive, stable, scalable and 

recyclable heterogeneous catalysts remains an important issue in the catalysis research field. 

More specifically, as a rule of thumb, small particle size, highly dispersed and stable 

nanocatalysts should be the main objectives.  

Ammonia and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis are typical examples of heterogeneous catalysts 

largely used on an industrial scale. Ammonia synthesis by the Haber-Bosch process is among 

the most common applications of heterogeneous catalysis. In this method, nitrogen and 

hydrogen are fed over four beds of catalyst at approximately 400 °C and 15 MPa reacting 

according to the equation: 

 

𝑁2  + 3𝐻2  →   2𝑁𝐻3 (eq. 20) 
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The most common catalyst used is iron promoted with K2O, CaO, SiO2, and Al2O3. Besides iron, 

only ruthenium-based catalysts are found to be useful for this reaction, although thousands 

of systems have been studied. Ruthenium is a more active catalyst and allows lower operating 

pressures, although it is more expensive.60 Nowadays, the Haber-Bosch process produces 

approximately 450 million tonnes of nitrogen fertilizer per year, mainly in the form of 

ammonia, ammonium nitrate, and urea. 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) is another example of worldwide commercial use of 

heterogeneous catalysts. This process is used to produce hydrocarbon chains from synthesis 

gas usually following the next equation: 

 

𝑛𝐶𝑂 + (2𝑛 + 1)𝐻2  →   𝐶𝑛𝐻2𝑛+2 +  𝑛𝐻2𝑂 (eq. 21) 

 

Industrial reactors are operated at 220 – 240 °C and 2 – 4 MPa. Typically, metals like iron, 

cobalt, and ruthenium can be used as catalysts being iron and cobalt the most used due to 

the price of ruthenium. Iron is active for the water-gas shift reaction that allows the use of 

carbon-dioxide-containing syngas, however, iron presents kinetic inhibition by water. On the 

other hand, cobalt catalysts are active at lower reaction temperatures and present an 

extended durability of up to five years compared to about six months for iron, with the 

disadvantage that cobalt is more expensive than iron.60 

 

1.2.2. Preparation of catalysts (supported metal nanoparticles) 

As previously commented, preparation methods, among other factors, strongly influence the 

properties of the nanoparticles, thus, a good knowledge of the process is essential.  

Nanoparticles in the diameter range 1-10 nm were predicted by physicists to present 

electronic structures different from those of bulk metal due to quantum size effects. This 

occurs when the de Broglie wavelength of the valence electrons is of the same order as the 

size of the particle itself.68 Therefore, particle size, interparticle distance, and shape of the 

nanoparticles strongly affect the physical properties of these particles. Thus, tailoring the 

preparation of supported metal nanoparticles is of crucial importance in catalysis.69–71 Besides 

the preparation method, the selection of the right support plays an important role as well 

since by modifying the metal-support interaction, physicochemical features such as 
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dispersion, surface area and pore diameter of the support and metal particle size can be 

altered.72,73  

Often, catalysts are synthesised in batch reactors on a small scale. In many cases, scale-up of 

the process is needed, however, increasing the volume of the reactor or reagent 

concentrations may lead to mass and thermal transport inhomogeneities resulting in catalysts 

with significant variations between batches. Continuous flow methods in some cases solve 

these issues. The main advantages of using continuous flow methods reside on the improved 

heat and mass transfer leading to better uniformity; faster heating and cooling due to the 

reduced reaction volume and so, requires less energy input; and the possibility of 

automation.74 In terms of research, usually a small amount of catalyst is enough to produce 

the necessary data, in that case, batch reactors present an advantage over continuous flow 

reactors since the set-up costs are initially less expensive and more importantly in research, 

linking with the previous paragraph, each batch can be easily tailored according to the catalyst 

physicochemical requirements. 

Metal nanoparticles can be prepared either by “top down” or “bottom up” approaches. In 

“top down” procedures, bulk metals are systematically broken down by physical methods to 

generate nanoparticles of desired dimensions. On the contrary, in the “bottom up” approach, 

the formation of nanoparticles lies in the growth of clusters of several metal atoms. It involves 

a chemical reduction in two steps: nucleation and subsequent growth. The advantage of the 

“top down “method is the production of a large amount of nanocrystals however, uniformity 

of the nanoparticles and the control of the particle size is very complex.75,76 Therefore, the 

“bottom up” approach is the most used method for size- and shape-controlled nanoparticles 

syntheses. Within this approach, the main difference between the preparation techniques 

resides on how the metal is introduced and dispersed on the support. Some of the most 

important and the methods used in this Thesis are sol-immobilisation, impregnation, and solid 

grinding. 

 

1.2.2.1. Sol-immobilisation (SI) 

The immobilisation of pre-formed metallic sols finds applications in many industries since it 

provides a great control of the particle size distribution. This method immobilises the 

nanoparticles present in a colloidal suspension on a support by using stabiliser ligands and a 
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reducing agent. Typically, this preparation method follows these steps: (1) an aqueous 

solution of the metal salt precursor with a stabiliser ligand is prepared, (2) then the reducing 

agent is added, (3) the support is supplied to the mixture, (4) the stabiliser is removed by 

washing the catalyst with water, and (5) the catalyst is dried. In Chapter 2, a more in-depth 

explanation and step by step graphical representation of the process followed in this Thesis 

will be provided. 

Reduction of the metal precursor is typically performed by chemical reduction (with NaBH4 

or alcohol) but electrochemical, thermal decomposition or photoreduction is used in the 

literature as well. The colloidal solution is immediately formed upon reduction of the metal 

precursor. 

The role of the stabiliser is to prevent the nanoparticles from aggregation. In some cases, it 

may not be necessary since metal colloids are stable over long periods, however, the use of a 

ligand is essential in order to obtain a uniform and controlled particle size. Three stabilisation 

methods have been developed: 

• Increasing the surface potential and/or charge density by adsorption of surface active 

long-chain ions (e.g., citrate). 

• Reducing Van der Waals forces by adsorption of relatively rigid hydrophilic 

macromolecules (e.g., dextrin, starch) enhancing the interaction with the solvent. 

• Steric stabilisation: high molecular weight molecules such as polymers are adsorbed 

in the nanoparticles (e.g., PVA). 

Figure 14 presents a graphical representation of electrostatic and steric stabilisation.  

 

 

Figure 14. Electrostatic and steric stabilisation methods scheme.77 
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The advantages of sol-immobilisation method lie on the fact that particle size distribution can 

be controlled by modifying the preparation parameters and therefore, metal nanoparticles 

can be synthesised with a narrow particle size distribution and with a specific morphology.72 

Easy control of shape and composition is also achieved and furthermore, since the metal is 

already reduced, generally no subsequent catalyst reduction is needed.78 Usually, a highly 

dispersed metal catalyst is obtained. The main disadvantages lie on the challenges when 

scaling-up, the requirement of removal of impurities introduced by the reducing agent or 

ligand and the limitation of the number of supports since for instance, SiO2 and Al2O3 cannot 

be used due to the high dependency on the iso-electric point (IEP) of the support.79,80  

 

1.2.2.2. Impregnation (IMP) 

Impregnation is the simplest and most widely used method in industry to prepare supported 

metal catalysts. This method makes use of the characteristic pore volume of each support. 

The addition to the support of this exact volume of the solution containing the catalyst 

precursor will fill the pores by capillarity. This is the so-called incipient wetness impregnation. 

In case an excess of solution is used, the method is named wetness impregnation, and instead 

of capillary action process, the driving force for the precursor to entering the support is 

diffusion. As in incipient wetness impregnation, the volume of solution added is the exact 

amount to fill the pores, this maximizes the loading of active components in the pore matrix 

of the catalyst support. The system is then allowed to dry and heat treated under air to 

decompose any undesired salts and volatiles, and reduced in hydrogen into the supported 

metal catalyst.81 This reduction step can be instead chemically performed with a reducing 

agent after adding the support and before washing.  

The maximum loading is limited by the solubility of the precursor in the solution. The 

characteristics of the particles are strictly linked to the drying and calcination conditions and 

on the type of support.79 The hydrophobic or hydrophilic character of the support plays an 

important role when choosing the solvent. In hydrophobic supports, the capillary pressure 

becomes negative and an external pressure is necessary in order to force the liquid into the 

pores. In this case, a less polar solvent such as ethanol is typically used, although precursor 

solubility is usually lower.82 
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The simplicity of the preparation method has made impregnation attractive for industrial 

scale purposes. The advantages of this technique lie on the higher metal content that is 

possible to support and that there is no necessity of preformed nanoparticles. On the other 

hand, the particle size can reach a large value and it may result in a broad distribution of metal 

particle size and uneven element composition. Sintering during thermal treatment can take 

place as well, which can lead to poor catalytic activity and quick deactivation of the catalyst.  

 

1.2.3. Liquid-phase chemical hydrogen storage systems  

As commented in section 1.1.7, decomposition of hydrogen containing liquid-phase 

compounds may be the most plausible solution in the development of a hydrogen economy. 

Homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis has been extensively used in the decomposition 

of liquid hydrogen carrier systems (table 3), for instance, sodium and lithium borohydrides, 

as well as ammonia borane, have been widely studied since it provides a safe and low-cost 

route to produce hydrogen.51–53,83 Ammonia decomposition has been also studied at 

temperatures below 500 K showing a significant reduction in activation energy when using 

carbon nanotube catalysts promoted with cesium.84 One of the most promising solutions 

consists of the utilisation of hydrous hydrazine as reagent.85 It presents the unique advantage 

that N2 is the only by-product for the complete decomposition.86  

Methanol is another suitable material to store and handle hydrogen. Different 

thermochemical methods can be used in order to produce hydrogen from methanol. 

Methanol steam reforming is a well-known process which has attracted attention in energy 

generation using indirect methanol fuel cells. It takes place at medium temperatures (200 - 

300 °C) however, the distribution of products is too wide preventing a higher growing.53 Beller 

et al. studied the dehydrogenation of methanol using ruthenium pincer complexes in 

methanolic sodium hydroxide,87 achieving a TOF of 4719 h-1, showing a higher selectivity and 

reaction rates88 if compared with the previous methods and mainly producing hydrogen and 

carbon dioxide in the form of carbonate. 

Other alcohols like ethanol have also been studied as hydrogen carriers. Ethanol is a non-toxic 

fuel, inexpensive and moreover, in countries like USA and Brazil, the infrastructure required 

for ethanol production and distribution is already established since ethanol is currently 

distributed. Those factors have made ethanol an economically and environmentally attractive 
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fuel. Back in the 1970s, several studies were carried out in the dehydrogenation of ethanol 

among other alcohols using homogeneous catalysts. The decomposition of ethanol by 

rhodium–tin chloride catalysts in acidic media was firstly studied by Charman et al.89 Beller et 

al. also described the dehydrogenation of ethanol to ethyl acetate and acetaldehyde using a 

ruthenium pincer complex producing an initial TOF of 1483 h-1.90 

 

Table 3. Physical characteristics of liquid-phase chemical storage. 

Liquid chemical 

storage 

Density at room temperature 

(g/cm-3) 

Hydrogen content 

(wt. %) 

Ref. 

Sodium borohydride 1.07 10.8 91 

Lithium borohydride 0.67 18.4 92 

Ammonia borane 0.74 19.6 91 

Ammonia 0.73 17.6 92 

Hydrous Hydrazine 1.02 12.5 92 

Hydrazine borane 0.78 15.4 91 

Methanol 0.79 12.5 92 

Ethanol 0.79 13.0 93 

Formic acid 1.22 4.4 94 

 

1.2.4. Formic acid 

For several advantages compared with the previous materials, formic acid seems to be one 

of the most adequate compounds to be used in a hydrogen economy environment. Formic 

acid is a major product formed during biomass processing. It has been reported as a safe and 

convenient hydrogen storage material. It contains a volumetric hydrogen content of 4.4 wt. % 

of hydrogen, however, although it is relatively low compared with other hydrogen carriers 

systems, its high density produces a volumetric capacity of 53.4 g H2/L at standard 

temperature and pressure which makes this system suitable for automobile and portable 

applications.94 Furthermore, formic acid is in liquid state at room temperature, highly stable, 

environmentally benign, non-toxic and its decomposition produces mainly gaseous products: 

H2/CO2.95 According to the U.S. Department of Energy, formic acid is one of the most 
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promising hydrogen storage materials and its volumetric capacity surpasses that of most 

other storage materials today.12 Hence, an effective and controlled release of hydrogen via 

selective decomposition of formic acid to CO2 and H2 is a desirable approach.  

  

1.2.4.1. Natural sources of formic acid  

Formic acid naturally occurs in honey, fruits, leaves of some urticant plants and in the venom 

of bites and stings of ants and bees. It is found too in the product of photooxidation of alkanes 

and alkenes.96,97 Formic acid is an intermediary human metabolite: typically, methanol, 

introduced in the organism by the peels of apples or by decomposition of aspartame from 

sugar-free drinks among other sources, is oxidised in the liver to formaldehyde which is 

further oxidised into formic acid and then to formate which is excreted.98 

 

1.2.4.2. Commercial production of formic acid  

Commercial production of formic acid has substantially increased in the past decades, 

reaching 950 000 tonnes/annum in 2014.99 

These commercial methods of production include: 

• Hydrolysis of methyl formate. This is the currently dominant process. Approximately 

80 % of the installed capacity is based on this process.99 It is split into two stages: in 

the first stage, methanol is carbonylated with carbon monoxide; in the second stage, 

methyl formate is hydrolysed to formic acid and methanol. The methanol resulting 

from this process is returned to the first stage. 

 

𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻 + 𝐶𝑂 →   𝐻𝐶𝑂2𝐶𝐻3  (eq. 22) 

𝐻𝐶𝑂2𝐶𝐻3 + 𝐻2𝑂 →   𝐻𝐶𝑂2𝐻 +  𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻  (eq. 23) 

 

• The other current production method involves the formation of the free acid from its 

salts. It accounts for approximately 20 % of the total production of formic acid.99 

Sodium formate or calcium formate reacts with sulphuric, nitric or phosphoric acid. 

Due to the high cost of reactant formates, this production method is not economically 

profitable nowadays. 
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• Formic acid is also a by-product in the production of acetic acid by liquid-phase 

oxidation of naphtha or butane although, nowadays acetic acid is produced from 

carbonylation of methanol, in which formic acid is not formed.  

• Formic acid is also a by-product in the conversion of cellulose to ϒ-Valerolactone 

(GVL). C6-sugars, water and mineral acids (sulphuric or hydrochloric acid) react 

producing formic acid, levulinic acid and the mineral acid used as a reactant. 

• The production of formic acid by hydrolysis of formamide was of high importance 

several decades ago when about one third of the world production was obtained by 

this method,100 however, since the consumption of ammonia (mainly used in the 

fertilisers industry and also as precursor of nitrogenous compounds and cleaner) and 

sulphuric acid (also used in the fertilisers and chemical industry) has increased, this 

process has become economically inferior compared with hydrolysis of methyl 

formate. 

• Carbon dioxide hydrogenation in alcohol can produce formic acid in an almost water-

free environment.  

• Biomass conversion under mild conditions is the most sustainable method to produce 

formic acid, it means that the carbon neutral hydrogen storage cycle can be 

completed.101 It uses polyoxometalates as oxygen-source catalysts.102 Typically, 

Keggin-type polyoxometalates of the series [H3+nPVnMo12-nO40] has been extensively 

used, and the Lindqvist-type catalyst K5V3W3O19 has recently presented promising 

results.103,104 

 

1.2.4.3. Formic acid decomposition 

Formic acid decomposition occurs by two different pathways: dehydrogenation (1) and 

dehydration (2). Dehydration usually is promoted by heating and acidity. Selective 

dehydrogenation is indispensable for the production of ultrapure H2 without undesirable 

dehydration since toxic CO contamination produced by the latter pathway is not tolerated by 

fuel cells and also reduces the activity of Pd catalysts. 

 

Dehydrogenation:  𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 → 𝐶𝑂2 +  𝐻2   ∆G =  − 48.4 kJ/mol        (eq. 24) 

Dehydration:  𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 → 𝐶𝑂 +  𝐻2𝑂   ∆G =  − 28.5 kJ/mol (eq. 25) 
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The proposed cycle can be closed when CO2 evolved during dehydrogenation of formic acid 

is reduced with an external supply of low purity H2 (Figure 15).105 

 

 

Figure 15. Formic acid/carbon dioxide cycle for hydrogen storage. 

 

Formic acid has been intensely investigated for hydrogen generation by either homogeneous 

or heterogeneous catalytic decomposition approaches. There are reports of effective 

decomposition of formic acid using homogeneous catalysts at ambient temperatures and, 

recently, the catalytic efficiency has been significantly improved.106,107 In the next section, 

some of these most representative homogeneous and heterogeneous systems are 

introduced. 

 

1.2.5. Homogeneous catalytic decomposition of formic acid 

Previous studies have reported the utilisation of homogeneous catalysts to decompose formic 

acid at ambient temperatures and pressures (Table 4).  Mild conditions are of key importance 

since fuel cells are expected to supply energy to portable devices with low heat management 

profile. Focusing only on the main important results at mild conditions, Fukuzumi et al. 

reported a TOF of 426 h-1 at room temperature, using a heterodinucluear iridium-ruthenium 

complex [Ir(Cp*)(H2O)(bpm)Ru(bpy)2]4+ in presence of sodium formate.108 However, they 

reached a higher TOF of 1880 h-1 when they prepared a cyclometalated organoiridium 

complex [Ir(Cp*)(pba)(H2O)]+ based on 4-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)benzoic acid (pba) in a potassium 

formate system.109 At slightly higher temperature, 40 °C, Beller et al. studied several 

homogeneous catalysts in the presence of amines. An initial TOF of 3630 h-1 was reached 
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using a ruthenium phosphine catalyst RuBr3.xH2O/3PPh3 in a 5HCOOH-2Net3 mixture,110 

while, with [RuCl2(PPh3)3] and dimethylformamide, a TOF of 2688 h-1 was reached.107 

 

Table 4. Homogeneous catalysts for the decomposition of formic acid at mild conditions. 

Catalyst T (°C) TOF (h-1) Ref. 

[Ir(Cp*)(H2O)(bpm)Ru(bpy)2]4+ 25 426 108 

[Ir(Cp*)(pba)(H2O)]+ 25 1880 109 

RuBr3.xH2O/3PPh3 40 3630 110 

[RuCl2(PPh3)3] 40 2688 107 

[RuCl2(benzene)]2/6dppe 40 900 111 

[Ir(Cp*)(H2O)(dhbpy)]2+ 
60 3100 

112 
90 14000 

AlH(bip)(THF) 65 5200 113 

Fe(BF4)2.6H2O/2PP3 80 5390 114 

 

Beller et al. made a remarkable discovery when they found that the hydrogen generation 

from formic acid using ruthenium-based catalysts could be improved by the utilisation of 

visible light and proposed the mechanism shown in figure 16.115  

 

 

Figure 16. Proposed mechanism for the Ru-catalysed decomposition of formic acid with a 
[RuCl2(benzene)]2/PAryl3 catalyst.106 
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According to their investigations, visible light irradiation activates the ruthenium precursor 

RuCl2(benzene)2 which gives an aryl phosphine-ligated ruthenium hydride complex. At the 

same time, benzene ligand is cleaved under light irradiation. Formic acid subsequently is 

added to the complex and a dihydrogen formate ruthenium complex is formed. Subsequent 

eliminations of dihydrogen and carbon dioxide reform the initial ruthenium hydride 

phosphine complex. Additionally, irradiation prevents the catalyst from being deactivated. 

Simply by switching on and off the light source, it allows or stops the hydrogen generation 

from formic acid.106 

They showed promising results in terms of catalyst stability and selectivity to H2 and CO2 while 

significantly improving the catalytic efficiency however, the separation of the catalyst from 

the reaction mixture, in several cases harsh reaction conditions, moderate selectivity and the 

need for organic solvents/additives prevent formic acid decomposition using homogeneous 

catalysts from scaling-up for industrial applications.116,117 An alternative and attractive 

approach is the utilisation of heterogeneous catalysts that can achieve high catalytic activity 

(high turnover frequency - TOF) and utilisation of high substrate to metal molar ratio at low 

temperature and with high selectivity towards hydrogen.12,118 

 

1.2.6. Heterogeneous catalytic decomposition of formic acid  

Heterogeneous gas-phase formic acid decomposition to hydrogen and carbon dioxide was 

first reported by Sabatier in 1912.119 Since then, both gas and liquid-phase catalytic 

decomposition of formic acid has been thoroughly studied in literature with monometallic 

and multimetallic systems.   

Initially, studies were mainly performed in gas phase using metals120 or metal oxides,121 

however, gas-phase catalytic decomposition of formic acid requires either an inert carrier gas 

to dilute formic acid below its saturated vapour pressure or an increment of the temperature 

to at least 100 °C.122 At this temperature, using 1 wt. % Pd/C, Bulushev et al. reached a TOF 

of 255 h-1,123 although due to these drawbacks and low selectivity obtained, these factors limit 

the utilisation of gas-phase formic acid decomposition for fuel cells applications. As previously 

commented, in order to utilise hydrogen in a fuel cell in portable devices, it is necessary to 

develop heterogeneous catalysts for liquid-phase formic acid decomposition under mild 

conditions.  
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Heterogeneous catalysts used in liquid-phase formic acid decomposition are mainly 

supported mono-/bi-/trimetallic nanoparticles with usually Pd as the principal metal 

component. 

Starting with monometallic systems, Jiang and co-workers synthesised in situ Pd/C in 

presence of citric acid used as a dispersion agent to prevent aggregation of nanoparticles. This 

catalyst presented an average particle size of 2.8 nm and displayed a TOF of 64 h-1 after 160 

min at 25 °C. In comparison, the catalyst synthesised in absence of citric acid reached an 

average particle size of 11.2 nm and a TOF of 16 h-1. It is clear that this difference in activity is 

related to the formation of smaller particles with higher accessibility of the surface of the 

nanoparticles prepared in presence of citric acid compared with those prepared with another 

dispersing agent such as polyvinyl pyrrolidone or ascorbic acid. They obtained a promising 

reusability of the catalyst after two runs, however, after the fourth run the catalyst seriously 

lost its activity.124 Chan et al. studied the performance of Pd/C toward formic acid 

decomposition at temperatures between 21 °C and 60 °C, and using formic acid 

concentrations between 1.33 and 5.33 M showing that the order of reaction to formic acid 

decreases with the increase of temperature from 0.51 to 0.37. At 30 °C, an initial TOF of 48 h-

1 is reported which is lower than previous studies however, they confirmed that HCOOH 

decomposition on Pd is a size-dependent reaction and more importantly, found an optimal 

particle size distribution in the range 1.8-3.5 nm.125 Nevertheless, even if promising results, 

the majority of Pd/C catalysts deactivate quickly due to the poisoning intermediates, resulting 

in its failure in applications.123 Recent research has shown how to overcome this challenge by 

using a solution of formic acid and sodium formate of 9:1 volumetric ratio respectively and 

Pd/C reaching a TOF of 228.3 h-1 at 30 °C after two hours.126 Furthermore, the mechanism 

proposed for the decomposition of sodium formate does not produce CO, unlike the 

decomposition of pure formic acid under certain conditions.  

Using this same solution of formic acid and sodium formate of 9:1 volumetric ratio with Pd 

nanoparticles deposited on a resin, a high TOF of 820 h-1 at 75 °C with a CO evolution lower 

than 5 ppm was achieved by Yamashita and co-workers. In this work, they reported the use 

of a basic resin bearing −N(CH3)2 functional groups within its macroreticular structure as an 

efficient organic support for the active formic acid:sodium formate decomposition with Pd 

nanoparticles with an average particle size of 1.7 nm. Figure 17 displays the proposed scheme 
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for the reaction pathway on the surface of Pd nanoparticles within the basic resin showing 

the participation of the Pd−formate species as a reaction intermediate. Surface properties of 

these resins such as the hydrophilic/ hydrophobic characteristics and the easy introduction of 

functional groups, besides the fact that resins stabilise highly dispersed metal nanoparticles, 

have made these materials very attractive from the catalyst design point of view.127 However, 

a lower temperature would be preferable for fuel cell applications since low heat 

management is required. 

 

 

Figure 17. Proposed reaction pathway for formic acid decomposition using Pd supported on the basic resin.127 

 

Besides Pd, other noble metals have been used in literature such as Au or Pt. An important 

discovery was made by Ojeda and Iglesia. They reported that the active sites are not located 

on TEM-visible clusters but on the smaller Au domains such as isolated Au atoms and conclude 

that the activity of the gold catalyst supported over Al2O3 was much higher than that of Pt, 

likely due to the size of these gold domains. In this work, they have also investigated the 

mechanism of reaction on the Au/Al2O3 and Pt/Al2O3 using kinetic isotope effect (KIE – 

explained in Chapter 2). The exclusive formation of HD using both HCOOD and DCOOH 

indicates that the absorbed H atoms from –OH and –CH bond recombine together, and 

desorption is an irreversible step. KIE values (rH/rD, this means, the ratio between the reaction 

rate when using HCOOH and the reaction rate when using the isotope) for HCOOD were 1.1 

and 1.6 for Pt and Au respectively, where for DCOOH KIE were 1.7 and 2.5 and finally for 

DCOOD were KIE are 2.1 and 4.7. These values suggest the dissociation of O-H as a first step, 
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almost thermodynamic in the case of Pt. The H adsorption is followed by the reaction 

between H atom and C-H bond of formates to form hydrogen and carbon dioxide and less 

than 10 ppm of carbon monoxide making it suitable for fuel cell applications.128 Cao and co-

workers reported for the first time the formic acid-amine mixture dehydrogenation using Au 

sub-nanoclusters (~1.8 nm) dispersed on ZrO2. The reaction proceeded efficiently and 

selectively, reaching a high TOF of 1590 h-1 at 50 °C.129 In this study, the authors foresee a new 

generation of advanced nanocatalysts produced by tuning the Au clusters at the subnano 

level. 

Regarding bimetallic systems, as previously explained, either both metals are active, or one 

metal is active and one inactive, diluting the active metal. When optimised, bimetallic 

catalysts typically improve the activity and selectivity of the process and may reduce the total 

cost of the catalyst. The first reported study on the formic acid decomposition by bimetallic 

catalyst was published back in 1957 using Pd-Au alloy wires as catalytic materials.130 Since 

then, activity, selectivity and reusability have been greatly improved. Sun et al. compared the 

formic acid decomposition using monometallic Pd/C, Au/C and bimetallic alloys with different 

Au-Pd atomic compositions. They obtained the highest activity with an alloy C-Au41Pd59 

catalyst with an average particle size of 4 nm, reaching an initial TOF of 230 h-1 at 50 °C with 

an apparent activation energy as low as 28 kJ/mol. The monometallic counterparts presented 

a much lower activity, being the TOF for Pd/C, 30 h-1 and, for Au/C, 80 h-1, all under the same 

conditions (Figure 18).131  

 

 

Figure 18. Gas evolution vs. time for Pd, Au and bimetallic catalysts.131 
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This result shows that bimetallic nanoparticles can promote the catalytic activity and 

selectivity for formic acid dehydrogenation compared to the monometallic species. Since the 

catalytic activities are dependent on the catalyst surfaces, these can be modified by adding a 

different metal or changing the morphology. They explained this enhancement by the fact 

that an alloy of Au and Pd can moderate the formic acid adsorption and activation during the 

reaction. 

Xing and co-workers reported the development of Pd–Au and Pd–Ag alloys supported on 

carbon to overcome the poisoning and stability issued on monometallic Pd analogues. These 

bimetallic particles generated high purity hydrogen production from the decomposition of 

formic acid at low temperatures. They found that alloying Pd with Cu, Ag or Au, adsorption of 

CO on Pd is inhibited and consequently the reaction is not affected since the active sites are 

free. Thus, the concomitant CO poisoning is removed. The authors also reported that the 

activities of Pd–Au/C and Pd–Ag/C can be enhanced by co-deposition with CeO2 due to the 

oxidation of CO by cationic palladium species produced by CeO2, or the fact that formic acid 

may decompose by a more efficient route due to the presence of CeO2(H2O)x on the Pd 

surface.132  

Tsang et al. developed Ag-Pd core-shell nanoparticles (Ag particle size 8 nm) with the thinnest 

continuous Pd shell (Figure 19) and supported on carbon-based materials obtaining a TOF 

(based on the surface Pd site over the Ag core-Pd shell) of 125 h-1 at 20 °C and 252 h-1 at 50 

°C with a reported activation energy of 30 kJ mol-1, one of the lowest reported in the literature 

at the moment of publication.  

 

 

Figure 19. Topographical view of Ag core (grey) Pd shell (yellow) particle.133 
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They explained this higher activity of the core-shell structure relating it to a larger promoting 

effect of the core metal than in the case of the alloy structure. When increasing the 

temperature above 50 °C, CO was detected in concentrations not desirable for fuel cells, 

above 20 ppm due to the poisoning of the catalysts. Pure Pd and Ag/Pd alloy are studied and 

a higher TOF was produced with the alloy, nevertheless, the poorer volume of hydrogen 

produced prevents this catalyst to be cost-effectively used.133  

Sun and co-workers reported a composition-controlled synthesis of monodisperse 2.2 nm 

highly active and durable Ag-Pd NPs. They studied the composition-dependent catalysis and 

found that the Ag42Pd58 NPs have the highest activity of those studied in their research with 

an initial TOF of 382 h-1 and an apparent activation energy of 22 ± 1 kJ mol-1.134 

Cheng et al. reported that MIL-101, a metal-organic framework, loaded with Ag-Pd alloy with 

an average particle size of 2.7 nm, resulted in 100 % selectivity for hydrogen generation from 

formic acid solution with TOF of 848 h-1 at 80 °C.135  

Recently, Zahmakiran et al. reported an easy and reproducible synthesis method to produce 

well-dispersed bimetallic Pd-MnOx nanoparticles with an average particle size of 4.6 nm, 

supported on 3-aminopropyl functionalised silica (Pd-MnOx /SiO2-NH2). This catalyst presents 

a very high activity (TOF = 1300 h−1 at 50 °C) at high conversion (> 99 %) and selectivity 

(> 99 %). These reported values are among the best heterogeneous catalysts reported in the 

additive-free dehydrogenation of formic acid under mild conditions. Furthermore, Pd-

MnOx/SiO2-NH2 catalyst retained ca. 80 % of its initial activity after the fourth run with 

complete conversion of formic acid to hydrogen and carbon dioxide. This is one of the most 

promising research and can be a milestone towards an efficient and profitable hydrogen 

economy.136 

Regarding these high TOF values, Xu and co-workers synthesised stable Pd nanoparticles on 

nanoporous carbon MSC-30 and produced a formic acid decomposition with a TOF of 2623 h-

1 at 50 ºC and 750 h-1 at 25 °C, without undesired CO formation. This performance has been 

related to the small particles size (2.3 ± 0.4 nm) obtained adding NaOH before the reduction 

step in the deposition method and to the confinement of the NPs inside the porous structure 

of the carbon support. The activity of the Pd/MSC-30 is higher than the one exhibited by other 

Pd on porous C with similar particle size, thus stronger metal-support interaction is present 

in the case of MSC-30.137 
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Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) has been used as a single-layer carbon substrate to anchor 

metal nanoparticles. Graphene has become a promising candidate as a substrate due to 

several properties like the high theoretical surface area (2600 m2/g) and conductivity, and low 

cost among others. This unusual surface area produces a great dispersion which, moreover, 

added to the strong metal-support interaction, make these catalysts resistant to aggregation. 

Yan et al. reported a facile method to synthesise AgPd nanoparticles with an average particle 

size of about 6 nm, assembled on reduced graphene oxide achieving a maximum TOF of 105 

h-1 for the formic acid decomposition using Ag0.1Pd0.9/rGO at 25 °C and reaching a 100 % 

selectivity towards hydrogen. They reported that oxygen-containing functionalities in GO 

such as carboxylic (–COOH), carbonyl (–CO), and hydroxyl (–OH) groups, are necessary for 

anchoring metal ions and to help with the control of the sizes and distribution of the metal 

nanoparticles on the rGO during the synthesis process.138 

As well as noble metals, there are studies reporting heterogeneous catalysts composed by 

first-row transition metals. Being those resistant to acid corrosion when alloying with noble 

metals,139 cheaper and generally more easily available, are a good alternative to noble metals. 

A trimetallic Co0.30Au0.35Pd0.35 nanocatalyst prepared by Yan and co-workers reported an 

initial TOF of 80 h-1 at 25 °C which is an improved catalytic activity compared with the 

monometallic and bimetallic counterparts being this attributed to its special composition and 

surface electronic state in the alloy structure.140 The same group also prepared 

Ni0.40Au0.15Pd0.45/C but obtaining a low TOF of 12 h-1 at 25 °C.141 Zhang and co-workers, after 

further study of those transition metals, found that in some cases, Ni was eroded by H+ 

resulting in the loss of activity, however, a possible solution to this problem could be the 

construction of a core-shell nanostructure, where the transition metal is the core, improving, 

therefore, the activity and stability of the catalyst.142  

Other examples of bimetallic and trimetallic Pd-based catalysts are e.g. PdCo,143 PdCu,144 

AuPdAg,145 CoAgPd,146 which have been recently reported showing that the enhancement in 

the catalytic performance is mainly due to electronic and geometric effects. 

Table 5 presents several heterogeneous catalysts for formic acid decomposition under mild 

conditions.  
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Table 5. Supported metal nanoparticles for catalytic formic acid decomposition at mild conditions. 

 

FA: Formic acid, SF: Sodium formate         b TOF values calculated after 160 min. 

a TOF values calculated after 50 min.          c TOF values calculated based on the surface metal sites. 

 

As presented, in the last years, research efforts have led to an improvement on the 

experimental conditions, although for practical applications in portable electric devices, there 

are still limitations on component cost, catalyst deactivation, regeneration of by-products and 

control of the reaction kinetics, which current research tries to overcome.  

 

Catalyst T (°C) Reagent 

TOF (h-1) Activation 
Energy 

(kJ mol-1) 
Ref. 

Initial 2 h 

Pd/C 
21 

FA (1.33 M) 
18 15a 

53.7 125 
30 48 28a 

Pd/C (citric acid) 25 FA  64b  124 

Pd/C 30 FA:SF 1:9  228.3  126 

Pd/C 50 FA (1 M) 30   131 

Au/C 50 FA (1 M) 80    

Au/ZrO2 50 FA 1590   129 

Au41Pd59/C 50 FA (1 M) 230  28 ± 2 131 

Ag@Pd (1:1) 

20 

FA 

 125c 

30 133 35  156c 

50  252c 

Ag/Pd alloy (1:1) 20   144c  133 

Ag42Pd58 50 FA (1 M) 382  22 ± 1 134 

Pd-MnOx/SiO2-NH2 
20 

FA (0.265 M) 
140  

61.9 136 
50 1300  

Ag0.1Pd0.9/rGO 25 FA 105   138 

Co0.30Au0.35Pd0.35 25 FA 80   140 

Ni0.40Au0.15Pd0.45/C 25 FA 12   141 
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1.3. Aims of the study  

As addressed in the literature review, further studies are needed to improve and optimise the 

reaction conditions in which formic acid decomposition is performed besides improving long-

term catalytic performance. The effect of the number of metals present in the catalyst, nature 

of the support and catalyst preparation method play a crucial role in catalytic performance. 

The application of these catalysts is a promising and challenging topic in heterogeneous 

catalysis.  

Therefore, the main objectives of this study are to: 

• Study first the effect of reaction parameters on the catalytic activity and selectivity to 

hydrogen from formic acid decomposition. By modifying parameters such as 

temperature, mass of catalyst, stirring speed and concentration of formic acid, 

optimal conditions at which the reaction is kinetically limited can be found (Chapters 

3 and 4). 

• Study the mechanism of the reaction making use of the four isotopes of formic acid. 

This way, it is possible to elucidate the most plausible pathway for formic 

decomposition, and, by means of computational studies, find the optimal structure to 

maximise selectivity towards hydrogen (Chapter 3). 

• Synthesise Pd-containing catalysts with several supports and study its role in the 

catalytic activity and selectivity of the reaction. By using different supports such as 

carbon, functionalised carbon nanofibers and titania, the understanding of the metal-

support interaction is facilitated (Chapters 4 and 5). 

• Comparison of preparation methods as colloidal and impregnation methods provide 

crucial information necessary to optimise the process towards a profitable hydrogen 

production from formic acid decomposition (particle size, oxidation state, metal 

surface coverage, impurities, effect of ligand). The optimisation of these preparation 

methods is of great interest and will be studied by varying a set of parameters to 

investigate the effects these have on the structure and morphology of the as-

synthesised catalysts (Chapters 4 and 5). 

• Synthesise active Pd-containing monometallic and bimetallic catalysts according to 

the requirements observed for the decomposition of formic acid under mild 
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conditions and deeply characterise them in order to investigate activity-structure 

relationships (Chapter 5). 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL, METHODS AND CHARACTERISATION 

 

This chapter describes the materials and techniques used for catalyst preparation and 

experimental conditions used for catalyst testing and analysis of the products. The basic 

principles of the characterisation techniques used are presented as well. A list of 

abbreviatures and equations and all the chemicals used (Table 6) is presented subsequently. 

 

Abbreviations 

C: carbon 

AC: activated charcoal 

CNF: carbon nanofiber 

PS: Pyrolytically stripped 

LHT: low-heat treated 

HHT: high-heat treated 

SI: sol-immobilisation 

IMP: impregnation 

PVA: Polyvinyl alcohol 

HPLC: High-Performance Liquid Chromatography 

 

Equations 

Conversion (xa): 

 

 

Turnover frequency number (TOF): 

 

 

The remaining equations used in this Thesis will be appropriately presented during the 

discussion for an in-depth explanation. 

𝑥𝑎 =
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 − 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
    (eq. 1) 

𝑇𝑂𝐹 =
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 · 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
   (eq. 2)   
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Table 6.  List of chemicals used throughout this Thesis. 

Name Formula Company Purity Use 

Pyrolytically stripped 

carbon nanofiber 

CNFs PR24-PS Applied Sciences 

Inc  

N/A Catalyst support 

Low-heat treated 

carbon nanofiber 

CNFs PR24-LHT Applied Sciences 

Inc  

N/A  Catalyst support 

High-heat treated 

carbon nanofiber 

CNFs PR24-

HHT 

Applied Sciences 

Inc  

N/A  Catalyst support 

Carbon Charcoal, 

Wood 

C Fischer Scientific 

(C/4010/60) 

N/A Catalyst support 

Titanium (IV) oxide TiO2 (Aeroxide, 

P25) 

Fisher scientific 

(10646903) 

≥99.5 % Catalyst support 

Sodium 

tetrachloropalladate 

(II) 

Na2PdCl4·2H2O Sigma-Aldrich 

(379808) 

99.99 % Metal precursor 

Potassium 

tetrachloropalladate 

(II) 

K2PdCl4 Alfa Aesar 

(11885) 

99.99 % Metal precursor 

Hydrogen 

tetrachloroaurate 

(III) hydrate 

HAuCl4·H2O Alfa Aesar 

(12325) 

99.9 % Metal precursor 

Polyvinyl alcohol 

(Mw 9,000 -10,000) 

 [C2H4O]n Sigma-Aldrich 

(360627) 

80 % 

hydrolised 

Stabiliser ligand 

Sodium borohydride NaBH4 Sigma-Aldrich 

(480886) 

99.99 % Reducing agent 

Sulphuric acid H2SO4 Sigma-Aldrich 

(258105) 

95 – 98 % pH corrector 

Palladium on 

activated carbon 

5 wt. % Pd/C Sigma-Aldrich  

(205680) 

N/A Commercial 

catalyst 
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Formic Acid HCOOH Sigma-Aldrich 

(F0507) 

≥95 % Reagent 

Formic Acid-d HCOOD Sigma-Aldrich 

(489441)  

95 % Reagent  

Formic d-Acid DCOOH Sigma-Aldrich 

(485705) 

95 % Reagent  

Formic Acid-d2 DCOOD Sigma-Aldrich 

(426229) 

95 % Reagent  

Succinic acid C4H6O4 Sigma-Aldrich 

797987 

≥99 % Calibration 

standard for HPLC 

Phosphoric acid H3PO4 Sigma-Aldrich 

(695017) 

≥85 % Solvent acidifier 

for HPLC 

Nitric acid HNO3 Sigma-Aldrich 

(7697372) 

70 % Support 

preparation 

 

2.1. Catalyst preparation 

The catalyst preparation method is crucial since it affects the morphology and structure of 

the catalysts and subsequently its final activity. It is also of great importance to the 

reproducibility of the preparation method in order to produce reliable catalysts. Two 

preparation techniques have been used in this research: sol-immobilisation (2.1.2.2) and 

impregnation (2.1.2.3).  

 

2.1.1. Commercial Pd supported on activated carbon 

5 wt. % Palladium on activated carbon is a widely used commercial catalyst utilised here as a 

reference and starting point for the optimisation of reaction conditions and to get a more in-

depth knowledge of the reaction mechanism through the kinetic isotope studies which will 

be presented in subsequent sections. In the brief introduction to continuous flow reaction in 

Chapter 3, this catalyst was chosen due to the promising results obtained throughout the 

chapter as will be explained. No pre-treatment was necessary prior to catalytic testing.  
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2.1.2. Pd nanoparticles supported on carbon nanofibers 

In the last years, carbon nanofibers (CNFs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have received much 

attention and have been successfully used in a broad range of important catalytic applications 

such as hydrogen generation,1,2 alcohol oxidation,3,4 and nitrite reduction,5 and also find 

applicability in industry where it is used to increase thermal and electrical conductivity6,7 or 

improve mechanical properties.8 Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) were used as support in Chapter 

4 of this Thesis. CNFs consist of tubular fibers with an average diameter of 80 ± 30 nm and a 

specific surface area of around 50 m2/g. Schlögl and co-workers carried out a detailed 

characterisation of these materials.9 CNFs present several advantages compared with other 

supports such as: 

• The ability to tailor the microstructures of CNFs by selecting the growing techniques. 

• High degree of control of the surface chemistry by surface modification (acidic and 

basic properties) using chemical and thermal treatments. 

• Unlike activated charcoal (AC), where there is a certain degree of inaccessible active 

sites, the resistance of inner pore diffusion may be relieved by the almost completely 

exposed surface of the CNFs. 

• The presence of specific metal-support interactions that may enhance the catalytic 

activity and selectivity.2 

Three different grades have been used in this study: (1) pyrolytically stripped (PS-CNF), (2) 

low-heat treated (LHT-CNF) and (3) high-heat treated (HHT-CNF). PS grade carbon nanofiber 

is produced by pyrolytically stripping the fiber in order to remove polyaromatic hydrocarbons 

covering the outer fiber surface. LHT grade carbon nanofiber is produced by treating the fiber 

at 1500 °C which carbonises any chemically vapour deposited carbon from the surface of the 

fiber. HHT grade is produced by treating the fiber at 3000 °C converting the fiber to a fully 

graphitised form.10 This range of heat treatments permits the study of the graphitisation 

degree. Moreover, two different functionalisations were used. Pyrolytically stripped CNF was 

functionalised with either nitrogen or oxygen to modify the surface chemical properties by 

varying the acidity/basicity of the support and therefore, change the support-metal 

interaction.  
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2.1.2.1. CNFs functionalisation 

The introduction of heteroatoms such as N and O in this research but also P or S has been 

reported to modify acidity/basicity and hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity and enhance metal-

support interactions.11,12 Oxygen and Nitrogen-containing nanofibers (O-CNF-PS and N-CNF-

PS) were carried out according to the reported procedures.12,13 Scheme 1 represents the 

experimental conditions for the functionalisation of these CNFs: 

• O-containing CNFs: the pristine support (CNF-PS) was treated with concentrated nitric 

acid (20 g of CNF per litre of HNO3) at 373 K under continuous stirring. After 2 h, the 

solution was rinsed with distilled water and dried at 343 K for 16 hours. 

• N-containing CNFs: the previously formed O-containing CNFs (10 g for each batch) are 

thermally treated with pure NH3 (amination) at 873 K for 4 h.  

 

 

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of a two-step functionalisation process performed over carbon 
nanofibers (CNFs). PS: pyrolytically stripped. 

 

At this point in the preparation method, 5 different carbon nanofibers are present: CNF-PS, 

CNF-LHT, CNF-HHT, O-CNF-PS and N-CNF-PS. Once the carbon nanofibers were ready, two 

preparation methods namely sol-immobilisation and impregnation were used to support the 

Pd nanoparticles. 
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2.1.2.2. Preparation of the Pd/CNF by sol-immobilisation (SI) 

As explained in Chapter 1, sol-immobilisation method provides a great control of the particle 

size distribution and final particle morphology of the catalyst. Its simplicity but at the same 

time versatility has led to an extensive study.14–21 In the sol-immobilisation method, an 

aqueous solution of the metal precursor with a stabiliser ligand and a reducing agent is 

prepared, and then, the support is added. After a certain period of time, the mixture is washed 

with water and dried. Scheme 2 shows a graphical representation of the sol-immobilisation 

method used in this Thesis. A solution of 100 ml of H2O with Na2PdCl4·2H2O (Pd: 0.094 mmol) 

and freshly prepared 1wt. % PVA solution was prepared (PVA/Pd (wt/wt) = 0.25). After 3 

minutes, a freshly made aqueous solution of 0.1 M NaBH4 was added (NaBH4/Pd (mol/mol) = 

8) to the yellow-brown solution under vigorous magnetic stirring. The brown Pd0 sol was 

immediately formed and an UV-visible spectrum of the palladium sol was recorded for 

ensuring the complete reduction of PdII. Within a few minutes from its generation, the 

suspension was acidified at pH 2 by adding 2-3 drops of sulphuric acid, the support was added 

and left under vigorous stirring for 1 hour. The catalyst was filtered and washed with 1 litre 

of deionised water to ensure the removal of the material arising from the reduction 

treatment.  The sample was dried at 80 °C for two hours. The amount of support (0.99 g) was 

calculated to obtain a final metal loading of 1 wt %. The obtained catalysts were labelled as 

PdSI/CNF-HHT, PdSI/CNF-LHT, PdSI/CNF-PS, PdSI/N-CNF-PS, PdSI/O-CNF-PS. 

 

 

Scheme 2. Schematic representation of the sol-immobilisation process used in this Thesis. 

 

2.1.2.3. Preparation of the Pd/CNF by impregnation (IMP)  

Impregnation is the most widely used preparation method due to its easy operation and 

inexpensiveness. In this Thesis, specifically, wetness impregnation was used. In this method, 

a solution of the metal precursor with a larger volume than the pore volume of the support 

is poured onto the support, then the metal is chemically reduced, washed and the resultant 
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catalyst, dried. Scheme 3 shows a graphical representation of the impregnation method used 

in this Thesis. A solution of Na2PdCl4·2H2O (Pd: 0.094 mmol) in 100 mL of H2O was added to 

the support and stirred vigorously for six hours. Then, a freshly prepared aqueous solution of 

NaBH4 (0.1 M, NaBH4/Pd (mol/mol) = 8) was added and stirred for six more hours. The catalyst 

was filtered and washed with 1 litre of deionised. The samples were dried at 80 °C for two 

hours. The amount of support (0.99 g) was calculated to obtain a final metal loading of 1 wt 

%. The obtained catalysts were labelled PdIMP/CNF-HHT, PdIMP/CNF-LHT, PdIMP/CNF-PS, 

PdIMP/N-CNF-PS, PdIMP/O-CNF-PS. 

 

 

Scheme 3. Schematic representation of the impregnation process used in this Thesis. 

 

2.1.3. Pd and bimetallic Au-Pd nanoparticles supported on carbon 
and titania using sol-immobilisation 

Once completed the optimisation of the reaction parameters using Pd nanoparticles on 

carbon and carbon nanofibers, studied the effect of graphitisation degree of the support, acid 

and basic functionalities and two preparation methods, a series of catalysts were prepared 

using the sol-immobilisation technique as the preferred method. These results will be 

presented in Chapter 5. The first part of this chapter is the optimisation of parameters 

involved in the preparation, using sol-immobilisation, of Pd nanoparticles supported on active 

charcoal (AC). The effect of the stabiliser ligand and total metal loading was studied on the 

electronic and morphologic structure and the activity of the catalyst. Then, a comparison of 

active charcoal and titania P-25 (TiO2) is presented. Titania P-25 consists of 18 % anatase and 

82 % rutile. Besides the available comparison between these two supports, further 

spectroscopic characterisation could be carried out in terms of CO-DRIFTS and FTIR in the 

catalysts supported on TiO2. Finally, in the last part of the chapter, a comparison of the 

catalytic performance of monometallic Pd and Au and bimetallic Au-Pd catalysts is presented. 
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Table 7 displays the properties of the as-synthesised catalysts and parameters used during 

the sol-immobilisation preparation method.  

 

Table 7. Synthesis parameters for Pd-based nanoparticles on activated charcoal and TiO2. 

Catalyst Support 
Pd 

(wt. %) 

Au 

(wt. %) 

Wt. % total 

metal 

PVA/M 

weight ratio 

NaBH4/M 

molar ratio 

Pd/AC-0 AC 1 0 1 0 5 

Pd/AC-0.05 AC 1 0 1 0.05 5 

Pd/AC-0.1 AC 1 0 1 0.1 5 

Pd/AC-0.2 AC 1 0 1 0.2 5 

Pd/AC-0.3 AC 1 0 1 0.3 5 

Pd/AC-0.65 AC 1 0 1 0.65 5 

Pd/AC-1.2 AC 1 0 1 1.2 5 

Pd/AC-0.65N AC 1 0 1 0.65 10 

0.2-Pd/AC-0.3 AC 0.2 0 0.2 0.3 5 

0.5-Pd/AC-0.3 AC 0.5 0 0.5 0.3 5 

0.7Pd/AC-0.3 AC 0.7 0 0.7 0.3 5 

1.2-Pd/AC-0.3 AC 1.2 0 1.2 0.3 5 

Pd/TiO2-0.65 TiO2 1 0 1 0.65 5 

Pd/TiO2-0.65N TiO2 1 0 1 0.65 10 

Pd/TiO2-0.3N TiO2 1 0 1 0.3 10 

Au/TiO2 TiO2 0 1 1 0.3 10 

Au1Pd3-TiO2 TiO2 0.75 0.25 1 0.3 10 

Au1Pd1-TiO2 TiO2 0.5 0.5 1 0.3 10 

Au3Pd1-TiO2 TiO2 0.25 0.75 1 0.3 10 

 

For the first part of Chapter 5, a solution of 400 ml of H2O with K2PdCl4 (varying concentration 

of metal precursor to optimising the total metal loading) and freshly prepared 1wt. % PVA 

solution (PVA/Pd varying weight ratio to optimise the ligand effect) was prepared. Table 7 

displays the parameters used. After 3 minutes, a freshly made aqueous solution of 0.1 M 
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NaBH4 was added to the solution under vigorous magnetic stirring. The brown Pd0 sol was 

immediately formed and a UV-visible spectrum of the palladium sol was recorded for ensuring 

the complete reduction of PdII. Within a few minutes from its generation, the suspension was 

acidified at pH 2 by adding 2-3 drops of sulphuric acid, the support (activated charcoal) was 

added and left under vigorous stirring for 1 hour. The catalyst was filtered and washed with 

1 litre of deionised water. The sample was dried at 110 °C for 16 hours. The amount of support 

was calculated to obtain a final metal loading of 1 wt. %.  

For the preparation of the monometallic Pd and Au catalysts supported on titania (instead of 

active charcoal), the previous procedure was followed step by step with the exceptions of the 

precursor (HAuCl4 for preparation of Au catalyst) and the support. Finally, in the case of the 

bimetallic catalysts, the preparation of the metal precursor solution is the only modification 

of the procedure: instead of adding only one metal precursor, three different Au-Pd molar 

ratios were used 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1, therefore, three different combinations of the metal 

precursors were used to study the effect of molar ratio. 

 

2.1.4. UV-Vis analysis of colloids 

As previously commented, UV/vis spectroscopy analysis was performed to ensure the 

complete reduction of the metal precursor. Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy technique makes 

use of light in the visible and ultraviolet spectral region which is passed through the sample 

to be analysed. It is based on the ability of a molecule to adsorb a photon, exciting at least 

one electron to a higher energy orbital.  

The instrument actually measures the intensity of light passing through the sample (I)  

and compares it to the intensity of light emitted by the source (I0). The ratio is called 

transmittance; however, it is usually expressed as absorbance. The Beer-Lambert equation 

relates the absorbance of the solution with the concentration of the absorbing species and 

the path length (eq. 3). Consequently, for a fixed path length, UV-Vis spectroscopy determines 

the concentration of the absorbant in a solution.  

 

 

 

𝐴 = ϵ ·  𝑏 ·  𝐶      (eq. 3) 
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where ϵ is the molar attenuation coefficient; b, the path length through the sample; and C, 

the molar concentration of the analysed solution. 

Figure 20 displays a representation of a double beam UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The light 

source provides a beam with an accurate wavelength in the range of UV-visible, it is passed 

through a monochromator, followed by the sample cell, and the transmitted light reaches the 

detector which transforms the photons in electrical signal monitored by a computer. 

 

 

Figure 20. Simplified UV-vis diagram. 

 

In this work, a single beam spectrophotometer was used. In this case, there is only one single 

beam passed from the light source to the detector. This means that both reference and 

sample are analysed in series and the data is stored in the computer for subsequent analysis. 

UV-Vis has been used in this work to ensure the reduction of the metal precursor by the colour 

change and identify if possible the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) absorption typically 

exhibited by noble metal nanoparticles. These resonances are attributed to the collective 

oscillation of the free conduction electrons induced by the interaction with electromagnetic 

radiation.22,23 

 

2.1.4.1. UV-Vis set up 

UV/vis spectroscopic analyses were performed in a 1 cm2 quartz cuvette using in-situ 

AvaSoft UV-Vis Spectrometry as displayed in figure 21. The solution is placed in the quartz 

cuvette, then set in the holder which is set at stable room temperature and the UV-vis spectra 

(200-900 nm) of the colloids sol recorded. A set of graphs will be provided in Chapter 5 along 

with the results. 
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Figure 21. (Up-left) AvaLight-DH-S deuterium halogen source, (up-right) AvaSpec-ULS2048XL EVO 
spectrometer and (bottom) CUV-UV/VIS-TC temperature controlled cuvette holder. 

 

2.2. Catalysts testing 

Typically, formic acid decomposition was performed in a batch reactor. Figure 22 shows a 

representative scheme and a photograph of the actual set up used. A batch reactor was used 

since it can provide a set of kinetic data in an accurate and reproducible way. 
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Figure 22. Diagram of the batch reactor set up and an actual photograph of the system. 

 

For the batch reaction, formic acid decomposition was conducted in a two-necked 100 ml 

round-bottom flask placed in an oil bath with a reflux condenser and a magnetic stirrer at a 

pre-set temperature. In normal conditions, 10 ml of aqueous HCOOH solution (0.5 M) was 

placed in the reactor and stabilised at 30 °C. A low heat management profile is a key 

requirement for portable devices carrying fuel cells, therefore, the reference temperature at 

which catalyst activity is measured must be close to room temperature. In this case, it is 

slightly higher in order to grant reproducibility. A concentration of formic acid of 0.5 M was 

chosen due to two factors. The first reason is due to the literature: this concentration is 

commonly used and, by selecting it, it facilitates the comparison between different systems. 

The second factor is that in preliminary experiments with the commercial catalyst under these 

conditions, a substrate:metal molar ratio of 2000:1, would reach total formic acid conversion 

in approximately 1 hour, which allows performing several reactions per day without 

compromising reproducibility. The selection of this substrate:metal molar ratio will be 

explained in Chapter 3. 
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Once the temperature was reached, the desired amount of the catalyst was added, and the 

reaction was initiated by stirring. Samples from the reaction batch were withdrawn 

periodically and analysed by means of HPLC so as to follow the reaction progress. Each 

reaction was carried out a minimum of two times in order to ensure the reproducibility of 

data. Once averaged the value for a certain experiment, error bars are calculated applying the 

differences with the real values. 

TOF (turnover frequency: moles of reactant converted per mole of metal per time) was 

calculated for the initial 5 minutes for a suitable comparison of reaction rates on different 

catalysts. Based on the conversion obtained by HPLC, the amount of gas evolved can be simply 

calculated using the general gases equation: 

 

 

 

and subsequently, the initial rate, this is the total gas volume produced within the first 5 

minutes.  

An approximation of the reaction order was estimated representing the rate of gas formation 

vs the concentration of formic acid and fitting to a power-law model equation: 

 

 

 

where r is the reaction rate, k is the kinetic coefficient, C is the initial formic acid concentration 

and n is the reaction order.  

Kinetic Isotope Effect (KIE) was performed to help to elucidate first the rate-determining step 

and thus, the most probable pathway followed by the reaction (either formate or carboxylic 

decomposition, as will be deeply explained later in this Thesis). This kinetic test consists in the 

use of different deuterium substituted substrates, such as HCOOD, DCOOH and DCOOD 

(Figure 23), in order to distinguish the reaction pathway.  

 

𝑝 𝑉 = 𝑛 𝑅 𝑇     (eq. 4) 

𝑟 = 𝑘 𝐶𝑛      (eq. 5) 
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Figure 23. Isotopologues of formic acid used for kinetic isotope experiments. 

 

By using the isotope series of formic acid, different rates will be observed due to the nature 

of the C-H and C-D bonds. This means, breaking a C-H or C-D bond have different energy 

requirements since heavier isotopologues have lower velocity/mobility and increased 

stability thus, the rate will be modified and probably, a pathway for formic acid decomposition 

can be identified. As explained in the previous chapter, KIE values are the ratio between the 

reaction rate when HCOOH is used and the reaction rate when an isotopologue is used. In 

case KIE value for HCOOD is close to 1 and larger for DCOOH, it means that HCOOH 

dissociation is kinetically relevant. On the contrary, KIE value close to 1 for DCOOH but not 

for HCOOD is due to limitation by the formate decomposition. And, in case KIE values are 

approximately 1 for both HCOOD and DCOOH, hydrogen desorption both from HCOOD and 

DCOOH is the rate determining step.24 

At this point, the reaction was largely studied using the commercial 5 wt. % Pd/C and a slight 

modification to the catalyst would be helpful to study its catalytic behaviour. In most cases, 

the last step in catalysts preparation is calcination.14 This process removes impurities present 

on the catalyst surface and stabilises the structure, however, it can greatly affect particle size. 

Two different heat treatments were performed: at 200 and 250 °C. Catalyst activity was 

investigated afterwards at the optimised reaction conditions. 

Besides formic acid dehydrogenation being performed in bath reactor, continuous flow 

reactor was also investigated as an introduction and initial overview of the behaviour of the 

reaction under these conditions. Figure 24 shows the schematic diagram of the continuous 

flow setup. 
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Figure 24. Diagram of continuous flow setup. 

 

In continuous flow set up, the reactor temperature was monitored by the furnace and kept 

steady at 30 °C on the surface of the reactor. In a typical test, approximately 0.1 g of the 

commercial Pd/C catalyst was packed by glass wool in the middle section of the reactor. Once 

the reaction temperature was reached, a solution of 0.5 M formic acid was pumped into the 

reactor at 0.05 ml/min. The gas produced was collected according to the water displacement 

method as explained in subsequent sections. After a specific amount of time, the volume of 

gas produced was annotated in order to calculate reaction rate and so, conversion according 

to the next equation: 

 

 

 

where Patm is the atmospheric pressure, Vgas is the generated gas rate, R is the universal gas 

constant, T is the room temperature, C0 is the inlet concentration of formic acid, and F0 is the 

flow rate of formic acid solution. At the conditions of the experiment, the ideal gas law can 

be used since the deviation between real and ideal gas is typically small.  

By using a continuous flow set up, a reusability test was performed with very promising results 

as it will be presented in Chapter 3. Reusability, actually, is a key parameter in catalysis. These 

experiments were performed in batch reactor for the most representative catalysts 

𝑥𝑎 =
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚 · 𝑉𝑔𝑎𝑠

2 · 𝑅 · 𝑇 · 𝐶0 · 𝐹0
 (eq. 6) 
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synthesised throughout this Thesis and the details of these experiments will be presented 

later in this chapter. One of the factors preventing long-term reusability is the leaching of 

metal into the solution. In order to analyse the amount of metal present in the solution after 

the formic acid decomposition, two techniques were employed: Microwave Plasma Atomic 

Emission Spectroscopy (MP-AES) and Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-

MS) was performed. In Chapter 3, MP-AES was the selected technique since a series of 

samples were required to be analysed and it is a cost effective and very quick method while, 

in Chapter 4, more sensitivity and lower detection limit were the objectives; in that case, ICP-

MS was more suitable. 

 

2.2.1. Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) 

An inductively coupled plasma is a plasma ionised by inductively heating the gas using an 

electromagnetic coil reaching temperatures in the range 8000 - 10000 K. At this temperature, 

the gas contains enough concentration of ions and electrons to make it electrically 

conductive. All chemical bonds are broken, thus, the data acquired from a plasma ion source 

corresponds to the total content of an element in the sample. Plasma used in spectrochemical 

analysis are electrically neutral, each positive charge is balanced by a free electron.25 

Figure 25 presents a scheme of the main parts comprising an ICP equipment.  

 

 

Figure 25. Diagram of the ion source and interface in ICP instrument. 
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First, a torch made of three concentric quartz tubes is placed inside an induction coil supplied 

with a radio-frequency electric current. Argon gas is introduced between the two outermost 

tubes and an electric spark introduces into the gas stream the free electrons which interact 

with the radiofrequency magnetic field and accelerates them first in one direction, then the 

other, as the field changes at high frequency. These accelerated electrons collide with argon 

atoms causing the release of another electron which is also accelerated by the magnetic field. 

This process stops once the rate of release of electrons is balanced by the rate of 

recombination of electrons with argon ions. The sample to be analysed is introduced in the 

central channel. ICP can analyse all gases, liquids and solids, however, their introduction into 

the system is different for each one of them. Gas-phase is the easiest method since it does 

not require any preparation. Solids, typically, must be digested and dissolved to obtain a 

homogeneous sample. For this purpose, laser ablation is used, which is ideally suited for 

microsampling on surfaces and in-depth profile analysis. Liquids are nebulised which is an 

easy method and by far the most used sample introduction technique, and the one used in 

this Thesis.26 Coupling ICP into mass spectrometry, the ions are extracted through a series of 

cones into the mass spectrometer where the ions are separated on the basis of their mass-

to-charge ratio as will be explained in a subsequent section.  

 

2.2.2. Quantification of metal  

Elemental analysis using ICP-MS of the filtered solution after reusability tests were performed 

to quantify the leaching of Pd from the catalysts. The analysis was performed in an Agilent 

7900 ICP-MS with full calibration for Pd (1mg/l, 0.1mg/l, 0.01mg/l, 0.001mg/l and 

blank) prepared with certified standards from Waters.  A photograph of the system is 

displayed in figure 26. 
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Figure 26. Agilent 7900 ICP-MS. 

 

Response factors and calibration curve for Pd is presented in figure 27.  

 

 

Figure 27. Calibration curve and response factor for Pd in Agilent 7900 ICP-MS. 

 

2.2.3. Microwave Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (MP-AES) 

The basic principles of this technique are very similar to the one in ICP with the exception 

that, in this case, it has microwave-induced nitrogen plasma as an excitation source. It uses a 

microwave excitation assembly to create a concentrated axial magnetic field around the 

torch. The microwave energy produces a toroidal plasma at approximately 5000 K with a 

cooler central channel where the liquid samples are introduced.27 The plasma based on 

nitrogen and the non-requirement of argon gas is translated as a significant reduction in 
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operating and infrastructure costs, although in detriment of a lower sensitivity and so, higher 

detectability limits.  

Instead of Mass spectrometry, microwave plasma typically uses Atomic emission 

spectroscopy (AES) as detection method. The plasma excites atoms and ions from the sample 

which emit electromagnetic radiation. This technique makes use of this electromagnetic 

radiation and analyses the wavelength and intensity. The wavelength of the atomic spectral 

line is characteristic of a particular element while the intensity of the emitted light is 

proportional to the number of atoms of the element and therefore, the concentration. 

 

2.2.4. Quantification of metal  

Elemental analysis using MP-AES of the filtered solutions after reusability tests were 

performed to quantify the leaching of Pd from the catalysts. The analysis was performed in 

an Agilent 4100 MP-AES with full calibration for Pd (5mg/l, 1mg/l and 0.1mg/l). A photograph 

of the system is displayed in figure 28. 

 

 

Figure 28. Agilent 4100 MP-AES. 

 

2.3. Analysis of reactants and products 

HPLC (high-performance liquid chromatography) was used to calculate the concentration of 

formic acid and thus the conversion of formic acid during reaction progress. Liquid samples 

of the reaction mixture were withdrawn after 5, 15, 30, 60 and 120 minutes, added succinic 

acid as external standard, diluted 1:100 with deionised water, and injected into the HPLC. The 
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gaseous products (H2 and CO2) were analysed by GC (Gas Chromatography) and MS (Mass 

Spectrometry).  

 

2.3.1. High-Performance Liquid Chromatography 

HPLC is a technique used to separate, identify, and quantify the components in a mixture. 

HPLC instruments are typically composed of a mobile phase reservoir, high-pressure pump, 

injector, oven, column and detector (Figure 29).  

 

 

Figure 29. Diagram of an HPLC system. 

 

In this technique, a liquid solvent (the mobile phase) is pressurised in a pump and mixed in 

the injector with the sample to be analysed. This mixture is pumped through a 

chromatographic column filled with a solid adsorbent material (stationary phase) that 

separates each component depending on the degree of interaction with the adsorbent 

material which causes different retention times (tr) which is the time at which a specific 

analyte elutes, this is, to leave the column. This time depends on the chemical nature of the 

component, on the composition of the mobile phase and the nature of the stationary phase 

(column). This causes different flow rates for the different components and therefore, 

producing its separation. The adsorbent is typically a granular material made of solid particles 

such as silica, polymers, etc. The signal produced by the detector is proportional to the 

amount of sample component leaving the column which means that HPLC is also used for 

quantitative analysis of the sample components.  
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As a brief explanation, separation of the components is achieved by either polarity, electrical 

charge or molecular size.  

• Separations based on polarity are divided into normal and reversed phase. Normal 

phase chromatography makes use of a polar stationary phase and non-polar mobile 

phase. In this case, the analyte is retained due to the interaction of its polar functional 

groups with the polar groups on the surface of the stationary phase. The least polar 

compound in the analyte elutes first, followed by other compounds in order of their 

increasing polarity. On the contrary, reversed phase uses a non-polar stationary phase 

and oppositely, an aqueous, moderately polar mobile phase. In this case, the most 

polar compound in the analyte elutes first. 

• Separations based on electrical charge (Ion-Exchange Chromatography) is due to the 

attraction between the analyte ions and an opposite charge present in the stationary 

phase. This way, solute ions with the same charge of the stationary phase are quickly 

eluted while the ions with opposite charge are retained in the column. 

• Separations based on size (Size-Exclusion Chromatography) separates particles on the 

basis of molecular size. In this technique, the stationary phase is made of inert 

particles with small pores densely packed. Through these small pores, only the 

smallest molecules of the analytes can pass. These molecules, therefore, will 

penetrate more into the pores and will take longer to elute while larger molecules can 

only penetrate pores of a certain size or may be totally excluded from the pores and 

pass only between the particles, eluting very quickly. 

HPLC detectors can be classified as universal or selective. Universal detectors measure 

physical properties common to all analytes by measuring differences in the mobile phase with 

and without the sample. Universal detectors respond to all analytes; however, sensitivity is 

very limited. One of the typically used is the refractive index detector. On the other hand, 

selective detectors respond to a physical or chemical property unique to a specific analyte. 

The most common example is the UV detector, which response to analytes that absorb UV 

light at a specific wavelength. Other analyte specific detectors include fluorescence, 

conductivity, and electrochemical.28 
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2.3.1.1. Quantification of reactants and products 

HPLC model Agilent 1220 Infinity LC using a column (reversed phase) MetaCarb 87H 250 x 4.6 

mm, Agilent, at 60 °C and a flow rate of 0.4 mL min-1. A photograph of the system is displayed 

in figure 30.  

 

 

Figure 30. HPLC Agilent 1220 Infinity LC. 

 

The instrument is equipped with a Variable Wavelength (VW) detector pre-set at 210 nm. The 

eluent was an aqueous solution of phosphoric acid (0.1 wt. %). Succinic acid was used as 

external standard for the quantification of the concentration formic acid remaining in the 

reagent solution. Seven formic acid solutions were made in order to perform the calibration. 

Table 8 displays the concentration and areas obtained during the calibration of the instrument 

and its response factor and calibration curve is presented in figure 31.  
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Table 8. Concentration and areas obtained during the calibration of the HPLC. 

Formic acid 

concentration (M) 
Area FA 

Succinic acid 

concentration (M) 
Area SA 

0.512 605.5 0.202 371.2 

0.411 496.8 0.201 373.8 

0.307 396.7 0.199 382.6 

0.207 249.9 0.202 370.1 

0.102 129.8 0.207 385.5 

0.051 67.2 0.202 368.6 

0.010 17 0.206 388.6 

 

 

Figure 31. Calibration curve and response factor of the HPLC calibration for formic acid. 

 

A representative chromatogram of the initial stage of a typical formic acid decomposition is 

displayed in figure 32. 
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Figure 32. Representative chromatogram of formic acid decomposition before the start of the reaction. The 
peak at tr= 6.047 min is assigned to formic acid and the peak at tr= 5.128 min, to succinic acid. 

 

2.3.2. Gas analyses  

Gas evolved from formic acid decomposition was collected using a gas burette as in the water 

displacement method (Figure 33). Analysis of these produced gases was performed by means 

of Mass Spectrometry (MS), for the detection and quantification of hydrogen, and Gas 

Chromatography (GC), for the detection and quantification of carbon monoxide and carbon 

dioxide. The instruments were previously calibrated using commercial standards: three 

cylinders were purchased from BOC gases with concentrations of H2 and CO2 of 2, 5 and 10 %. 

 

 

Figure 33. Graphical representation of the water displacement method used to collect gas evolved. 

 

2.3.2.1. Mass Spectrometry 

Mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical technique used to detect, identify and quantify 

molecules according to their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio (Figure 34). Typically, the sample is 

normally ionised to cations by bombarding it with a high energy beam of electrons. Some of 
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the produced ions may also fragment into smaller cations and neutral fragments. The 

separation of the cations is achieved by accelerating the ions in a beam which is bent by a 

magnetic field in an arc whose radius is inversely proportional to the mass of each ion, 

therefore, the strength of the magnetic field will produce the focusing on the detector of only 

the ions with a selected mass. Those lighter ions will be deflected more, and the opposite for 

heavier ions. Since the strength of the magnetic field can be modified, ions of different mass 

can be progressively focused. The detector is typically an electron multiplier. The resulting 

spectra display the relative abundance of the detected ions as a function of the mass-to-

charge ratio and then, the sample may be identified by comparing the identified masses with 

known masses. 

 

 

Figure 34. Diagram of a Mass Spectrometry system. 

 

2.3.2.1.1. Quantification of reactants and products 

Gas samples were analysed on-line by mass spectrometer Hiden analytical atmospheric gas 

analysis-quadrupole gas analyser (QGA) equipped with a quartz inert capillary with a 

consumption rate of 0.8 ml/min and Faraday electron multiplier detector capable of detecting 

concentrations of species in the range 0.1 ppm to 100 %. QGA Professional Software was used 

to quantify the partial pressures as a function of the m/z ratio. A representative spectra of 

the analysis of the evolved gases is displayed in figure 35. 
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Figure 35. Time on-line of concentration of the evolved gases: hydrogen and carbon dioxide. 

 

A photograph of the system used is displayed in figure 36. 

 

 

Figure 36. Hiden analytical QGA. 

 

No calibration curve is necessary to calculate since the injection of the three calibration 

standards modify internal sensitivity parameters.  

Carbon dioxide can be directly analysed by means of MS, however, since carbon monoxide 

concentration was expected to be in the ppm range and carbon dioxide was approximately 

40-50 % of the sample, fragmentations of carbon dioxide at m/z = 28 could interfere altering 

the values obtained for the concentration of carbon monoxide. Furthermore, nitrogen has a 
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m/z = 28 which would again overestimate the concentration of CO. Therefore, a GC was used 

in order to avoid this issue and obtain an accurate value for the carbon monoxide 

concentration since it is a crucial parameter for fuel cells. 

 

2.3.2.2. Gas Chromatography  

Gas Chromatography (GC) is a technique used to analyse gas mixtures by separating the 

component gases. The sample to be analysed is injected into the GC, eluted by a carrier gas 

(mobile phase) and heated to vaporisation before being injected into a chromatographic 

column (with the stationary phase inside). The components of the mixture are separated 

depending on the strength of their interactions with the stationary phase, it means, different 

affinities for this stationary phase will be translated into different retention times (tr). Once a 

certain component leaves the column, it is detected and appears as a peak in the 

chromatogram. The concentration of the component can be quantified by measuring the area 

under the peak since it is proportional to the amount of the component present.   

Even though GCs can be complex systems, all GCs are composed of an injector port, a carrier 

gas, column, oven, detectors and data recorder as shown in figure 37. 

 

 

Figure 37. Diagram of a Gas Chromatography system. 

 

The two most common detectors used with GC are thermal conductivity detectors (TCDs) and 

flame ionisation detectors (FIDs). TCD detects chemicals according to changes in the thermal 

conductivity between a reference flow of carrier gas and the column effluent. Once a 

component leaves the column, the TCD detector will display a change in thermal conductivity 
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as a difference in voltage. On the other hand, FID detectors burn the components in a flame 

of hydrogen between two electrodes which results in the formation of ions. These ions are 

attracted to a collector plate, where their impact generates a current which is detected and 

quantified. This current is proportional to the amount and type of ions. Whilst TCD is a non-

destructive technique, FID is a destructive technique. Furthermore, FID can only be used with 

compounds that can be pyrolysed in a hydrogen-air flame and so, it is suitable for 

hydrocarbons but less sensitive to oxygen-containing compounds and completely insensitive 

to compounds which cannot be ionised by the flame such as H2O, CO or CO2. On the other 

hand, TCD can detect any molecule with a thermal conductivity different from the carrier gas, 

however, less sensitive than FID.  

 

2.3.2.2.1. Quantification of products 

CO and CO2 were quantified using a Varian 450-GC fitted with a CP-Sil 5CB capillary column 

(50 m length, 0.32 mm diameter, carrier gas: He), a methanator unit at working temperature 

of 350 °C that converts COx to CH4 through hydrogenation with a hydrogen flow of 20 ml/min 

and 300 ml/min of air. The oven is set up at 100 °C. It is equipped with both FID and TCD 

detectors with a detection limit of CO below 5 ppm. A photograph of the system is displayed 

in figure 38.  

 

 

Figure 38. Varian 450-GC. 

 

Table 9 displays the concentrations and areas obtained during the calibration of the GC. 

Response factor and calibration curve for carbon dioxide are presented in figure 39. Note that 
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both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide share the same response factor in the methanator 

thus, carbon monoxide calibration is not required. 

 

Table 9. Concentration and areas obtained for the calibration of the GC. 

Concentration of 

carbon dioxide (%) 
Area 

2.03 10960 

2.03 11001 

5.02 27022 

5.02 27030 

10.23 55993 

10.23 55749 

 

 

Figure 39. Calibration curve and response factor of Varian 450-GC. 

 

A representative chromatogram of the analysis of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide in 

Varian 450-GC is displayed in figure 40. 
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Figure 40. a) Representative chromatogram obtained using the GC Varian 450. Note the visibility of the peak of 
CO2 at tr= 5.45min, b) Zoom of figure 40a to observe the peak at tr= 5.1 min attributed to CO. 

 

2.4. Recyclability tests  

The recyclability tests were performed at 30 °C using an aqueous solution of HCOOH (0.5 M). 

According to the available mass of catalyst and loading, two different methods were 

performed to study the reusability capacity of the catalysts. In Chapter 3, the activity of a 

commercial 5 wt. % Pd supported on activated carbon will be studied. Since its loading is 

5 wt. % and a large amount is available, the next procedure was followed: a typical formic 

acid decomposition was performed with a large excess of catalyst (ca. 100 mg). Once the 

reaction was finished, the catalyst was isolated from the reaction solution by filtration and 

then dried at ambient temperature for 18h. From the dried catalyst, 5.3 mg was taken to 

perform a standard reaction to study the activity in the second cycle and the remaining large 

amount of catalyst (ca. 85-90 mg) was used in the decomposition of formic acid as well. This 

cycle was repeated for 5 times. A large amount of catalyst was used since during recovery of 

the filtrated catalyst, a significant amount remained in the filter paper. On the other hand, in 
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Chapter 4, approximately 1-2 g of a series of catalysts with 1 wt. % loading was synthesised. 

This makes the previous method unsuitable, so a different technique was developed: after a 

typical experiment of 2 hours, the reaction was stopped, a liquid sample from the reaction 

mixture was collected and analysed by HPLC and the conversion of HCOOH was calculated. 

Based on the amount of HCCOH consumed, the necessary amount of pure formic acid to reach 

the initial concentration of 0.5 M was calculated and added into the reactor. The reaction was 

started again by initiating the stirring. This cycle was repeated for 5 times as well. ICP-MS 

(Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry) of the filtered solution after reusability tests 

were performed in order to quantify the leaching of Pd from the catalysts.  

Since deactivation of the catalyst in continuous flow could not be avoided, an easy method 

for its reactivation was developed as well. Once the reaction rate decreased to 10-20 % of the 

original one, the catalyst was easily reactivated by switching off the pump, opening the outlet 

of the reactor to allow desorbed species to leave and increasing the temperature of the 

furnace to 180 °C. This temperature was selected according to experimental results showing 

a significantly low reactivation for lower temperatures. Approximately 1.5 hours was enough 

period of time to allow absorbed species on the active sites to desorb and exit the reactor, 

achieving a high degree of reactivation.  

 

2.5. Catalyst characterisation 

2.5.1. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

X-Ray diffraction is a non-destructive crystallographic technique used to determine the crystal 

structure of a material and the compounds present by means of the diffraction pattern. The 

target compound is exposed to x-ray radiation which is scattered in all directions and 

therefore cancelled by destructive interference. However, when the beam strikes with a 

certain angle, it will produce constructive interference, generating a measurable signal (Figure 

41). This produces a pattern which provides structural information about the sample. The 

pattern is plotted in a diffractogram which displays the intensity of the diffracted X-rays 

against the angle (2θ) at which constructive interference of x-rays is produced. This pattern 

can be used as a fingerprint of a crystalline phase and by comparing with available databases, 

identify the compounds present in the sample and its structural properties.  
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The angles in which X-rays are scattered constructively are given by Bragg’s Law:29 

 

where d is the spacing between planes of the crystal structure, θ is tahe angle of the beam, n 

is an integer, and λ is the wavelength of the incident radiation. 

 

 

Figure 41. Diagram to illustrate Bragg’s equation. 

 

A unit cell is the smallest group of particles that constitute the repeating pattern in a lattice. A 

unit cell is composed of three translations and three angles. This is named lattice or unit cell 

parameters. Crystals are made of three-dimensional lattices. The repetitive translation of the 

unit cell along its principal axes builds the entire crystal lattice. Miller indices, hkl, define sets 

of equally spaced and parallel lattice planes.30 

The crystallite size of a crystal in the form of powder can be calculated by means of the 

Scherrer equation which relates the size of nano-scale particles in a solid with the broadening 

of the peak in a diffraction pattern according to the following equation: 

 

 

𝐷 =
𝐾 · 𝜆

𝛽 · cos 𝜃
    (eq. 8) 

2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆 (eq. 7) 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Particle
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where D is the crystallite size, λ the wavelength of the radiation, β the FWHM (Full Width at 

Half Maximum) of the peak in 2θ, K a correction factor related to crystallite shape usually 

taken as 0.9, and θ the angle of the beam. Crystallite size can be calculated easily in this way, 

however, the applicability of this technique is subjected to compounds with a certain range 

crystal structure, this is when particle size is higher than 5 nm due to the extensive broadening 

that small particles create in the XRD pattern.  

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected at ambient temperature with PANanalytical 

X’PertPRO X-ray diffractometer using the Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.154098 nm) and operated at 

40 kV and 40 mA. X-ray diffraction patterns were typically recorded in the range 10-80° 2θ at 

a step size of 0.017°. Samples were mounted on sample holders. A photograph of the system 

is displayed in figure 42.  

 

 

Figure 42. PANanalytical X’PertPRO X-ray diffractometer. 

 

2.5.2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS is a surface sensitive characterisation technique which provides information on the 

elemental composition and the oxidation state of its elements. In this technique, the sample 

surface is irradiated with monochromatic X-Rays under ultra-high vacuum and the emitted 

photoelectrons from the core energy levels of atoms are measured. This technique is surface 

sensitive since the electrons are emitted from a maximum depth of approximately 5 nm.  

From the measured kinetic energy of these photoelectrons it is possible to determine the 

binding energy of the atoms according to the equation: 
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Where h is Planck’s constant  is the frequency of the exciting radiation, and Φ is the work 

function of the spectrometer which is the difference between the vacuum energy level and 

the Fermi energy level (Figure 43). 

 

 

Figure 43. Diagram to illustrate photoemission. 

 

XPS spectra is usually a plot of the intensity of the photoelectrons (i.e. number of electron 

counts) versus binding energy. The peaks appearing at certain binding energy allow the 

identification of the species present on the surface of the sample since there is a characteristic 

binding energy associated with each core atomic orbital. This makes XPS one of the most 

commonly used techniques in catalyst characterisation. 

Photoelectron peaks are labelled according to the quantum numbers of the level from which 

the electrons are emitted, i.e. for Pd, the most common peaks are the Pd 3d. Quantum 

number n is an integer ≥ 1, and the total momentum is j = l + s where the orbital momentum 

l is 0,1,2,3... (denoted as s,p,d,f...) and, when l ≥ 1, the spin momentum s is either +1/2 or -

1/2. As a consequence, each level has two sublevels leading to the presence of a doublet in 

the spectrum.29 Thus, the Pd 3d level gives two photoemission peaks, 3d5/2 (with j = 2 + 1/2) 

and 3d3/2 (with j = 2 – 1/2). 

𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 = ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝛷   (eq. 9) 
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a Thermo Scientific K-alpha+ 

spectrometer. Samples were analysed using a monochromatic Al X-ray source operating at 72 

W (6 mA x 12 kV), with the signal averaged over an oval-shaped area of approximately 600 x 

400 microns.  Data was recorded at pass energies of 150 eV for survey scans and 40 eV for 

high-resolution scan with a 1eV and 0.1 eV step size respectively. Charge neutralisation of the 

sample was achieved using a combination of both low energy electrons and argon ions (less 

than 1 eV) which gave a C(1s) binding energy for adventitious carbon of 284.8 eV. The 

envelopes were fitted after subtraction of a Shirley background31 using CasaXPS (v2.3.17 

PR1.1) using Scofield sensitivity factors and an energy exponent of -0.6. For analysis of 

Pd2+/Pd0 species, as previously commented, the Pd 3d region presents two doublets (3d5/2 

and 3d3/2). The second peak of each doublet was constrained to have a 10 % more full width 

at half maximum (FWHM), an area of 2/3 of the first peak and a position 5.26 eV higher, as 

this is typical of the Pd 3d doublet. In the case of Au, it presents two doublets as well (4f7/2 

and 4f5/2). The second peak was constrained to have the same full width at half maximum 

(FWHM), an area of 3/4 of the first peak and a position 3.7 eV higher, as this is typical of the 

Au 4f doublet. A photograph of the system used is displayed in figure 44.  

 

 

Figure 44. Thermo Scientific K-alpha+ spectrometer. 
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2.5.3. Electron Microscopy 

Optical microscopy is not useful to see the surface of a catalyst due to the long wavelength of 

visible light, being not capable of detecting features smaller than about 1 µm. Therefore, 

electron microscopy was developed. Nowadays this technique is crucial in catalysis since it 

can reach magnifications on the order of one million times and resolutions of approximately 

0.1 nm and due to the small wavelength of electrons of less than an Angstrom.29 Electron 

Microscopy is a technique used to determine the size, shape and compositions of 

nanoparticles in heterogeneous catalysis. It can also provide information about the internal 

structure of the particles by analysing how the electron is diffracted. Electron Microscopy 

comprehends a wide series of techniques depending on the type of electrons it analyses 

(Figure 45). In this work, Transmission Electron Microscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy 

have been used. 

 

 

Figure 45. Interaction between the primary electron beam and the sample in an electron microscope. 

 

2.5.3.1. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

In Transmission Electron Microscopy a gun emits a primary electron beam of high energy and 

high intensity that passes through a condenser to produce parallel rays that impact on the 

sample (Figure 46). Depending on the sample thickness and density, a fraction of the electrons 
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pass through the sample without suffering energy loss, these are the so-called transmitted 

electrons. These electrons create a two-dimensional projection of the sample mass, which is 

subsequently magnified by electromagnetic lenses and hit a fluorescent screen where the 

bright-field image is formed. Transmission Electron Microscopy also makes use of diffracted 

electrons to form the dark-field image. When the particles are favourably oriented towards 

the beam, these electrons are diffracted providing crystallographic information.29 

 

 

Figure 46. Schematic set-up of a transmission electron microscope. 

 

In this work, Particle size distributions and mean particle size were obtained by means of 

Transmission Electron Microscopy using a JEOL JEM 2100 TEM operating at 200 keV. Samples 

for examination were prepared by dispersing the catalyst in high purity ethanol. A drop of the 

suspension was allowed to evaporate on a holey carbon film supported by a 300-mesh copper 

TEM grid. Samples were subjected to bright-field diffraction contrast imaging experiments. 

Mean particle sizes and particle size distributions were determined by measuring the size of 

over 200 particles from different areas.  
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For the samples supported on carbon nanofibers, it was of great interest to identify where 

the particles were mainly located, either on the inner wall of the nanofiber or outside. This 

could explain differences in catalyst activity since nanoparticles inside the inner wall may be 

detrimental for the performance of the catalyst and thus, identify a preparation method as 

preferable over the other. With this objective, 3D tomography was performed. This technique 

makes use of a special TEM holder able to rotate in its main axis direction providing a series 

of tilted images. When sequencing this series of images, it is easy to observe the actual 

location of the nanoparticle on the nanofiber. A photograph of the TEM system is displayed 

in figure 47.  

 

 

Figure 47. JEOL JEM 2100 Electron Microscope. 

 

2.5.3.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive X-Ray 
spectroscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides information about the macroscopic 

morphology of the catalyst and when used in combination with energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX), the chemical composition. In Scanning Electron Microscopy, the electron 

beam is generated by a metallic filament (typically tungsten due to the high melting point) by 

passing a voltage through it under vacuum and detecting the yield of either secondary or 

backscattered electrons as a function of the position of the primary beam (Figure 48).  
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Secondary electrons have low energy and originate from the surface of the sample. These 

electrons are collected, amplified, and fired at a scintillator that emits flashes of light into a 

photomultiplier. This generates an amplified signal which is displayed as an intensity 

distribution pattern. The intensity of the signal is based on the number of electrons detected. 

Therefore, contrast is caused by the orientation: when the surface directly faces the detector, 

more electrons are collected, and it appears brighter than parts of the surface with their 

normal pointing away from the detector.  

Backscattered electrons, on the other hand, come from deeper regions, are of much higher 

energy, and carry the information on the composition of the sample since heavier atoms 

backscatter electrons more strongly and appear brighter in the image. 

As observed, the main difference between SEM and TEM is that in SEM, contrast is produced 

due to the topology and composition of the surface and with a resolution in the range 1-10 

nm. Whereas in TEM, the electron beam creates a two-dimensional image of the mass it 

encounters and is of subnanometer resolution.  

 

 

Figure 48. Schematic set-up of a scanning electron microscope. 
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When coupling SEM with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDX) detector, elemental 

composition can be analysed. This detector is a solid-state device consisting of lithium-doped 

silicon that absorbs the energy of incoming X-rays by ionisation and converts them in 

electrons which dissipates its kinetic energy by creating electron-hole pairs in the 

semiconductor. Hence, by measuring the pulse height of the current, which is proportional to 

the number of electron-hole pairs, the kinetic energy of the photoelectron is known and 

hence the energy of the incident X-ray photon which is unique to each element. Even though, 

atoms with similar atomic structure cannot always be resolved since the X-ray lines can be 

too closely spaced.29 

The number of X-rays emitted at certain energy value is proportional to the relative amount 

of the emitting atoms, therefore, the relative elemental composition can be assessed. 

Selected sample powders were also dispersed on an Al-stub and examined in a Hitachi 

TM3030PLUS SEM equipped with a Quantax70 energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDX). A 

photograph of the system is displayed in figure 49.  

 

 

Figure 49. Hitachi TM3030PLUS Electron Microscope. 

 

2.5.4. Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman Spectroscopy uses the inelastic scattering of photons, which modify their energy by 

exciting vibrations in the sample. In this technique, a monochromatic light impacts a sample 
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and the frequency of the scattered photons is measured. Three cases can be observed 

depending on the vibrational energy levels involved (Figure 50).  

 

 

Figure 50. Diagram of types of scattering. 

 

Most of the photons undergo Rayleigh scattering. This is an elastic scattering since no energy 

is exchanged between the molecule and the photon, the molecule decays to the ground state 

after the excitement. However, when the excited molecule decays to a different level of the 

original one, inelastic scattering is produced. It is called Stokes when the molecule decays to 

the first vibrational level and the opposite, anti-Stokes, when an already vibrationally excited 

molecule is brought to an unstable level to subsequently decay to the ground state. This 

changes in energy are translated to variations in frequency that corresponds to differences in 

energy between the vibrational energy levels of the sample. Consequently, this technique is 

used for identification of the bond vibrations and so, structure determination. 

Raman spectroscopy was performed with a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope for analysing 

the graphitisation degree of the carbon nanofibers. Bare supports, fresh and used catalysts 

were analysed. Typically, a sample of approximately 0.01 g was placed on a metal slide inside 

the spectrometer. The powder was analysed under an IR class laser (514 nm) with a laser 

intensity of 50 %. The sample was scanned at an attenuation time of 22 seconds and 10 scans 

were performed to give a spectrum. A photograph of the system is displayed in figure 51.  
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Figure 51. Renishaw inVia Raman microscope. 

 

2.5.5. Ammonia -Temperature Programmed Desorption (NH3-TPD) 

In Temperature-programmed (TP) techniques, a chemical reaction is monitored while the 

temperature increases with time. Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD), Temperature 

Programmed Reduction (TPR) and Temperature Programmed Oxidation (TPO) are the most 

common thermo-analytical techniques used in heterogeneous catalyst characterisation. In 

NH3-TPD, which is the technique used in this work, an adsorbate (NH3) passes through the 

sample under well-defined conditions, followed by the heating of the sample in an inert 

atmosphere. This increase in temperature is enough to break the adsorption energies of the 

previously adsorbed species and therefore, the molecules desorb from the surface. The inert 

gas carries the desorbed molecules to a thermal conductivity detector where they are 

quantified. 

This technique is useful to study properties of the surface of a catalyst such as the presence 

of acid-basic sites. In this Thesis, this technique has been used qualitatively in the carbon 

nanofiber functionalised samples with acid and basic sites to get an overview of the acidic 

strength of these sites. This means, lower temperature desorption corresponds to weak acid 

sites while higher temperature desorption, to strong acid sites.  

However, Brönsted and Lewis acids cannot be distinguished using this method. For this 

purpose, pyridine FT-IR would be necessary where Bronsted and Lewis acids present different 

peaks, but this technique is not suitable for these catalysts since Beer’s equation would not 
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be followed due to the presence of carbon as a support.32 Giordano et al. managed to 

successfully analyse concentrations of carbon in the range 0.03 – 0.15 % by this method.33  

NH3-TPD was carried out using a Quantachrome ChemBET TPR/TPD chemisorption analyser 

with a TCD, following a method comprising four main steps. During the pre-treatment step, 

50 mg of sample is heated at 15 °C/min up to 130°C during 1 h in a flow of 100 ml/min of pure 

He; followed by adsorption of ammonia at room temperature for 20 min to ensure saturation 

and subsequently the physisorbed ammonia is removed at 100 °C (1h, 15 °C/min) with pure 

He. The last step is the desorption of chemisorbed ammonia by heating up to 800°C (at 

10°C/min) in He, monitoring the desorption with a Thermal Conductivity Detector (TCD) at 

attenuation 1 and current 180 mV. A photograph of the system is displayed in figure 52.  

 

 

Figure 52. Quantachrome ChemBET TPR/TPD chemisorption analyser. 

 

2.5.6. Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) method surface area  

Surface area is one of the main parameters in catalyst science since it has great importance 

in the catalyst activity. Gas adsorption can be used for the characterisation of surface area 

and porosity in nanoporous materials. It consists of the physical adsorption of an inert gas at 

its condensation temperature on the material. Typically, liquid nitrogen is used since the 
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temperature can be reached by immersing the sample and furthermore, it is abundant and 

inexpensive. The most common method to determine the surface area is that developed by 

Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET). The BET equation is derived from the Langmuir model for 

monolayer molecular adsorption and it can be used to estimate the surface area with several 

assumptions such as a) the gas molecules adsorb in layers on a solid; b) the interaction 

between each adsorption layer is negligible; and c) the Langmuir theory can be applied to 

each layer. The isotherm obtained is a function of the volume of gas adsorbed against the 

relative pressure according to the equation: 

 

 

 

where ρ and ρ0 are the equilibrium and saturation pressures of adsorbates at the temperature 

of adsorption, ν is the adsorbed gas quantity, νm is the monolayer volume of the adsorbate, 

and c is the BET constant. 

Note that this equation is only valid for partial pressure range ρ/ρ0 from 0.05 to 0.35, where 

the BET plot is linear. From a graphical representation, νm can be calculated and therefore, the 

BET specific surface area.  The amount of N2 adsorbed that forms a monolayer is measured at 

low temperature as a function of N2 pressure and the surface area can be calculated with the 

equation: 

 

 

 

where NA is the Avogadro number and σ, the area covered by one nitrogen molecule (0.162 

nm2).30,34 

BET surface area was determined from the N2 adsorption-desorption at liquid nitrogen at 77 

K using a Quantachrome NOVA 2200e instrument. Samples were outgassed for 3 h under 

vacuum at 227 °C. The total surface area was determined using the BET (Brunauer–Emmett–

Teller) equation and the multi-point method. Total pore volume was taken from the total 

volume of adsorbate at ρ/ρ0 = 0.99. A photograph of the system is displayed in figure 53.  
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𝐴𝑠 = (𝜈𝑚 / 22414) · 𝑁𝐴 · 𝜎 (eq. 11) 
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Figure 53. Quantachrome NOVA 2200e instrument. 

 

2.5.7. Thermogravimetric Analysis – Mass spectroscopy (TGA-MS) 

Thermogravimetric is a technique which measures the weight loss of material as a function of 

temperature. A specific and accurate mass of the sample is located into a crucible and heated 

to temperatures whereupon certain components decompose and are swept by the carrier gas 

into the mass spectrometer. Large changes in mass for a short period of time suggests a phase 

change within the sample. Typically, the results are plotted as percentage loss of the total 

sample weight against temperature. Weight losses give information to identify the species 

lost during the course of the temperature ramp however, this information is not conclusive. 

With the help of mass spectroscopy, providing certain knowledge about the sample 

composition, components decomposed can be identified. In this work, TGA was used to 

determine the components adsorbed onto the catalyst surface during the reaction in 

continuous flow. 

Hyphenated TGA and mass spectrometry was run on a Pyris 1 TGA, linked to a Perkin Elmer 

Frontier followed by a Clarus 580 GC-MS, using a TL-9000 interface. The TL-9000 was set 

to continuously sample 70 ml/min of effluent gas. TGA was performed under helium, from 

30-700 °C (at 10 °C/min). The GC-MS was set up to negate the GC column, with the effluent 
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gas analysed by MS. For all specified TGA runs, a blank run was first carried out with these 

results subtracted from the relevant data to remove buoyancy effects.  A photograph of the 

system is displayed in figure 54.  

 

  

Figure 54. Pyris 1 TGA, Perkin Elmer Frontier and Clarus 580 GC-MS. 

 

2.6. Density Functional Theory (DFT) studies 

Once kinetic isotope effect was studied and the most probable pathway to decompose formic 

acid using Pd was found, DFT calculations were performed to support the results obtained 

with kinetic isotope study and going further, find the potential energy of each elementary 

step leading to formic acid decomposition. Once the potential energy diagram was 

determined, it was possible to elucidate the most optimal structure of Pd, this is, the one 

which leads towards the highest hydrogen selectivity and identifies the structure which could 

lead to a higher concentration of CO in the evolved gas. Transition states and frequencies 

were calculated as well. 

Periodic plane-wave DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab-initio simulation 

package (VASP),35,36 the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functional revised for solids37 and kinetic 

energy of 500 eV to expand the plane-waves of the Kohn-Sham valence states.38 The inner 

electrons were represented by the projector-augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials also 

considering non-spherical contributions from the gradient corrections.39 All the calculations 

include the long-range dispersion correction approach by Grimme (D3),40,41  which is an 
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improvement on pure DFT when considering large polarisable atoms.42–47 A self-consistent 

aqueous implicit solvation model was included.48,49 The optimisation thresholds were 10−5 eV 

and 0.03 eV/Å for electronic and ionic relaxation, respectively. The Brillouin zone was sampled 

by Γ-centred k-point mesh generated through a Monkhorst-Pack grid of 5x5x1 K-points, which 

ensures the electronic and ionic convergence.50 In order to improve the convergence of the 

Brillouin-zone integrations, the partial occupancies were determined using the first order 

Methfessel-Paxton method corrections smearing with a set width for all calculations of 0.2 

eV. Open shell calculations were tested leading to close shell results. 

The Pd bulk lattice parameter is 3.893 Å51 which is in very good agreement to the one resulting 

from our cell optimisation (3.836 Å). Low-Miller index surfaces were modelled and, due to 

crystal symmetry, the number of surfaces was reduced to the {111}, {011} (consisting of the 

equivalent (011), (101), and (110) faces), and {001} (which includes the equivalent (001), 

(010), and (100) faces). These surfaces were simulated by a slab model containing 5 atomic 

layers, the two uppermost layers were relaxed without symmetry restrictions, and the bottom 

ones were frozen at the bulk lattice parameter. The slab contains 45 atoms per unit cell 

exposing an area of 66.217, 93.645 and 66.217 Å2 for (111), (011) and (001) respectively. A 

vacuum width of 15 Å was added between vertically repeated slabs, to avoid the interaction 

between them. 

Binding energy (EB) of surface intermediates is defined as the difference between the 

combined system and the isolated species according to the following equation:  

 

 

 

where Eslab+x, Eslab and Ex are the total energies of the adsorbate-substrate system, the clean 

slab and the gas-phase intermediate x, respectively. Reaction energy (ER) of each step is 

calculated as the total energy difference between the final state (product(s)) and the initial 

state (reactant(s)). Thus, negative values of EB and ER indicates favourable adsorption and 

reaction respectively. 

For each elementary step, the path has been discretised by a total of six images including both 

initial and final states. Each path has been determined by considering the most stable initial 

𝐸𝐵𝑥 = 𝐸𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏+𝑥 − 𝐸𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 − 𝐸𝑥 (eq. 12) 
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and final states. Transition states (TS) were verified by calculating the corresponding 

vibrational frequencies and identifying a single negative curvature mode. 

A more detailed study of the reaction kinetics of elementary reaction steps was done by 

microkinetic modelling. In microkinetic modelling, the reaction mechanism proposed and the 

molecular properties of reactants and intermediates are used in simulations of the reaction 

at the macroscopic level. In order to build a reliable microkinetic model, it is necessary to 

investigate all the relevant processes involved, such as adsorption, desorption, and surface 

reactions. For this purpose, activation barriers and the corresponding vibrational frequencies 

of the initial, transition and final states were used to compute forward and backward rate 

constants for the elementary reaction steps. A comprehensive reaction network for the 

catalytic reaction was built as will be presented in the next chapter. 

 

2.6.1. Supercomputer used 

DFT studies have been performed using the computational facilities of the Advanced Research 

Computing at Cardiff (ARCCA) Division which provides the support to develop research using 

computing services for the University, particularly through the Raven supercomputing cluster. 

VESTA software was used as 3D visualisation program of structural models.52 
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3. LIQUID-PHASE FORMIC ACID DECOMPOSITION STUDY USING A 
COMMERCIAL PALLADIUM-BASED CATALYST 

 

3.1. Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to study liquid-phase formic acid decomposition as a model reaction 

for hydrogen generation. A commercial 5 wt. % Pd/C catalyst was selected as a reference and 

necessary starting point for optimisation of reaction conditions and determination of 

diffusion/kinetic regime. The catalytic performance of the 5 wt. % Pd/C catalyst for the 

additive-free liquid-phase formic acid decomposition was systematically studied in a batch 

reactor by varying a set of reaction parameters, such as substrate/metal molar ratio, stirrer 

speed, reaction temperature and concentration of formic acid in order to optimise the main 

reaction parameters. Besides batch reactor, a very initial stage investigation of liquid-phase 

formic acid decomposition in continuous flow was also performed focusing on deactivation 

and regeneration protocols. Reusability tests were performed to determine the long-term 

stability after the reaction in both batch and continuous flow.  

Fresh and used catalysts were thoroughly characterised by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD), 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX), Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 

surface area analysis and Thermogravimetric analysis-Mass spectroscopy (TGA-MS).  

In order to get insights on the rate determining step and subsequently, the most probable 

reaction pathways followed, kinetic isotope effect (KIE) was studied. Furthermore, periodic 

density functional theory (DFT) calculations were employed to establish the energetics of the 

pathways of formic acid decomposition on Pd(001), Pd(011) and Pd(111) surfaces as the most 

common models as explained in the previous chapter and, this way, to support the results 

obtained by the kinetic isotope effect studies. Transition states and its frequencies were 

calculated as well. 

 

3.2. Results and discussion 

The effect of the reaction conditions and their optimisation for the liquid-phase 

decomposition of formic acid on the commercial 5 wt. % Pd/C was investigated. As previously 
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explained, a batch reactor was used for this purpose since it can accurately and reproducibly 

provide a set of kinetic data in a short period of time. The reactions were monitored by 

withdrawing samples and injecting in an HPLC as presented in the experimental chapter and 

analysing the concentration of formic acid (reagent) remaining in the reactor. A 

representative time-online plot of two reproducible reactions of liquid-phase formic acid 

decomposition is displayed in figure 55. In this graph, conversion is plotted against reaction 

time for two runs under the same reaction conditions. 

 

 

Figure 55. Conversion versus time plot for a representative liquid-phase formic acid decomposition. Reaction 
conditions: 30 °C, 5.3 mg of catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 2 h 

reaction time. 

 

Note that the initial rate of reaction (conversion at t = 5 min divided by time) is for most of 

the experiments, the value required to compare catalysts and conditions, and needed for 

calculations as in kinetic isotope effect as will be shown in a subsequent section. During the 

first experiments, these were run until full conversion was obtained, however, since the initial 

rate is the quantity of interest, 2 hours of reaction was considered enough to obtain 

reproducible data and be able to discard data when it does not attach to a trend. Typically, 

an error of 5 % or less was accepted. 
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First, a blank reaction test, that is, a reaction without catalyst, with experimental conditions 

obtained from the literature, was performed to check that formic acid decomposition does 

not occur spontaneously at the conditions of the experiment. Once this was confirmed, a 

series of experiments were carried out as explained subsequently.  

 

3.2.1. Reaction conditions optimisation for additive-free liquid-
phase formic acid decomposition 

A preliminary step in the evaluation of catalyst activity is to confirm that, at the conditions of 

the experiment, the reaction is kinetically limited, this means that the rate of reaction is not 

limited by diffusion or external/internal mass transfer. Two kinds of diffusion may be 

involved: external and internal. External diffusion is related to the transfer of the reactant 

from the solution to the surface of the particle while internal diffusion is related to the 

transfer of the reactant from the surface of the particle to its core through the pore channels. 

When diffusion is present, modifying the amount of catalyst, that is, the number of active 

sites, is not translated as a proportional change in the conversion, therefore, the conditions 

where the reaction is in kinetic regime are the first challenge to be solved. 

To determine the regime of the reaction, as commented, the experiment to perform is to 

modify the amount of catalyst and observe how the conversion changes. In case the reaction 

is kinetically limited, the conversion will change proportionally with the amount of catalyst, 

however, when diffusion is the limiting step, the conversion will not change proportionally. 

For this purpose, the effect of formic acid/metal molar ratio was studied. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, formic acid concentration of 0.5 M and 30 °C were selected and 2 hours reaction 

time. Stirring rate was adjusted as a starting point to 750 rpm as previous preliminary 

experiments concluded it was an optimal value, however, a deeper explanation and study 

was performed afterwards. In this study, a formic acid/metal molar ratio in the range 125:1-

6000:1, equivalent to 81-1.8 mg of catalyst respectively were studied. Two reaction regimes 

were identified as displayed in figure 56. Note that conversion was calculated for the initial 

rate. In the range of substrate/metal molar ratio between 2000:1-6000:1 (5.3-1.8 mg), the 

red dotted line, the initial conversion is proportionally dependant to the amount of catalyst, 

what means that the reaction is kinetically limited. An increment of the mass of catalyst above 
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5.3 mg does not produce a proportional increment in the conversion, thus, diffusion 

limitations were present.  

 

 

Figure 56. Effect of catalyst mass on conversion. Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 2 h 
reaction time. 

 

Figure 57 displays a magnification of the range where the reaction is kinetically limited.  

 

 

Figure 57. Effect of catalyst mass on conversion in a substrate/metal molar ratio range from 2000:1 to 6000:1. 
Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 
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Figure 58 shows that the TOF (turnover frequency) values are constant in that range, 

confirming that diffusion limitations are not present within this range. Above 5.3 mg, a 

decrease in TOF was observed, indicating that diffusion limitations were present, as obtained 

in previous results. Therefore, a catalyst mass of 5.3 mg was selected as the standard value 

for subsequent experiments since it presents the highest conversion while still in kinetic 

regime. 

 

 

Figure 58. Effect of catalyst mass on TOF. Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction 
time. 

 

Stirring rate also plays an important role in mass transfer. This is due to the fact that increasing 

the stirring rate will increase the reactants collision with the solid catalyst and consequently, 

influence the rate of reaction. Therefore, a study in which stirring rate is modified can confirm 

if any external mass transfer limitation is present. If this is the case, an increment of stirring 

rate will increase the reaction rate and so, the conversion. On the contrary, the reaction rate 

will be independent of the stirring rate if no mass transfer limitations are present. For this 

purpose, stirring rate was varied in the range of 400-900 rpm at 30 °C and a substrate/metal 

molar ratio of 2000:1 (5.3 mg). Figure 59 shows the initial TOF compared with different stirring 

rates. As observed, from 600 to 750 rpm, the initial TOF values display a significant increment 

suggesting that the reaction is under diffusion regime, while in the range 750-900 rpm, TOF 

values increased very slightly, reaching a plateau, indicating that the stirring rate in this range 
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has a minor effect on the conversion and therefore, confirming the reaction is in kinetic 

regime. Working at a stirring rate of 900 rpm could assure total absence of an external mass 

transfer, although at this rate, the stability of the rotation axis of the stirrer represented a 

problem causing difficulties to reach enough reproducibility of data. Considering these 

results, a stirring rate of 750 rpm was selected as the optimum value for subsequent studies.  

 

 

Figure 59. Effect of stirrer rate on TOF. Reaction conditions: 5.3 mg of catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 
2000:1), 30 °C, 0.5 M HCOOH, 2 h reaction time. 

 

Once the conditions in which the reaction is kinetically limited are found, the next parameter 

to study was the effect of temperature and then, calculate the activation energy. Five 

reactions were performed in the range of temperature from 30 to 60 °C. The remaining 

conditions were the same as in previous experiments. Temperatures above 60 °C were not 

investigated since, as previously commented, one important requirement of portable devices 

employing formic acid fuel cells is the necessity of working under mild conditions and as 

previously reported, CO is evolved above 50 °C.1 The results are displayed in figure 60. As 

expected, conversion of formic acid was enhanced when rising the temperature.  
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Figure 60. Effect of temperature on conversion. Range 30-60 °C. Reaction conditions: 5.3 mg of catalyst 
(substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 

 

Activation energy (Ea
app) is a key parameter in catalysis. It is the minimum energy of the 

molecule to result in a chemical reaction. Arrhenius expressed it according to the following 

equation: 

 

𝑘 = 𝐴𝑒
−𝐸𝑎
𝑅𝑇   (eq. 1) 

 

Applying trivial logarithms, a linear equation is obtained, and, when plotted against 1/T, the 

slope of the resulting line is the apparent activation energy (Ea
app) if pseudo first order is 

assumed. Note that T should be in Kelvin instead of Celsius in order to obtain activation energy 

in kJ/mol. Figure 61 displays the Arrhenius plot. Apparent activation energy (Ea
app) for the 

reaction was 39.0 kJ/mol which is among the best values reported for a monometallic Pd 

catalyst under kinetic regime2.  
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Figure 61. Arrhenius plot. Range 30-60 °C. Reaction conditions: 5.3 mg of catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 
2000:1), 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 

 

As a final step in the investigation of reaction conditions and parameters, by studying the 

effect of formic acid concentration, it was possible to determine an approximate of the 

reaction order by using the power law equation as presented in Chapter 2. A set of 

experimental reactions with a concentration range of formic acid from 0.1 to 2 M at 30 °C and 

substrate/metal molar ratio of 2000 were performed (Figure 62).  

 

 

Figure 62. Effect of concentration of formic acid. Reaction conditions: 5.3 mg of catalyst (Substrate/metal 
molar ratio: 2000:1), 30 °C, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 
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As explained in the experimental chapter, representing rate of reaction versus concentration 

as in figure 63, and fitting to a power-law equation model, an apparent reaction order of 0.2 

with respect to formic acid was obtained. 

 

 

Figure 63. Rate versus concentration of formic acid. Reaction conditions: 5.3 mg of catalyst (Substrate/metal 
molar ratio: 2000:1), 30 °C, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 

 

At this point, the reaction conditions have been optimised in order to keep the reaction under 

kinetic regime, and apparent activation energy and reaction order have been calculated. An 

initial TOF of 1136 h−1 was calculated at the optimised conditions of substrate/metal molar 

ratio of 2000, 750 rpm, 30 °C and a concentration of formic acid of 0.5 M. Table 5 in Chapter 

1 presented some of the most representative heterogeneous catalysts studied in liquid-phase 

formic acid dehydrogenation. As observed, the TOF obtained in this study is among the best 

catalysts to date in terms of activity. 

 

3.2.2. Reusability tests of 5 wt. % Pd/C 

Catalyst stability plays an important role in determining the economical point of view of the 

heterogeneous catalysts in large-scale industry, therefore, durability and recyclability of a 

catalyst are crucial for practical applications. The stability of the commercial 5 wt. % Pd/C 

catalyst was assessed at 30 °C for five subsequent catalytic cycles as explained in Chapter 2, 
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section 2.4. As displayed in figure 64, even after the fifth cycle of usage, the catalyst preserved 

72 % of its original conversion, the conversion of the fresh catalyst. This slight decrease in the 

activity per run can be explained by several factors such as strong adsorption of either formic 

acid or an intermediate of the decomposition on the surface of the catalyst occupying active 

sites, poisoning from CO, Pd nanoparticles agglomeration, or decrease of Pd loading by 

leaching.  

 

 

Figure 64. Reusability of 5 wt. % Pd/C after five cycles of reaction. Reaction conditions: 5.3 mg of catalyst 
(substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 30 °C, 750 rpm. 

 

MP-AES analysis of the filtered liquid after each use of the reusability test presented negligible 

Pd concentration near the detectability limit of the instrument. The initial amount of Pd added 

into the reactor is approximately 26.5 ppm. As observed in table 10, the values obtained are 

on average 0.05 ppm. This analysis rejects the possibility of leaching of Pd from the catalyst. 

 

Table 10. MP-AES analysis of the filtered solutions after reusability tests. 

Cycle Concentration of Pd (ppm) % of initial Pd 

Fresh 0.06 0.22 

1 0.04 0.15 

2 0.04 0.15 
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3 0.04 0.15 

4 0.07 0.26 

5 0.04 0.15 

 

Analysis of the evolved gases will provide information about possible CO formation and thus, 

poisoning of the catalyst. 

 

3.2.3. Analysis of evolved gases 

As explained in the experimental chapter, by means of the water displacement method, gases 

evolved from formic acid decomposition were collected in a burette for subsequent analysis. 

Analysis of gases using the GC Varian 450 with a methanator showed that between 40000 and 

50000 ppm were evolved from CO2 while, 4 - 5 ppm were attributed to CO (Figure 65).  

 

 

Figure 65. a) Chromatogram obtained using GC Varian 450. CO2 at tr= 5.45min, b) CO at tr= 5.1. 
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This confirms that the reaction mainly follows the dehydrogenation route (to hydrogen and 

carbon dioxide).  

As previously stated, Hiden QGA was used to analyse the concentration of hydrogen evolved 

and calculate the H2/CO2 ratio. Figure 66 displays a spectrum of the analysis of gases evolved 

from formic acid decomposition at the optimised conditions. 

 

 

Figure 66. Analysis of the evolved gases with Hiden QGA selecting m/z = 2, 44 and 28 for hydrogen, carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen respectively. 

 

Several reactions were performed in order to have reproducible data. H2/CO2 ratios were in 

the range from 1.06 to 1.13 confirming the proximity to the theoretical formula. Formic acid 

dehydrogenation should produce one molecule of hydrogen per molecule of carbon dioxide. 

The slight deviation obtained could be addressed to a difference in solubility of CO2 and H2 or 

a consumption and adsorption of hydrogen by PdO as previously reported2. 

After the second cycle of the reusability test, a sample of gases was collected to investigate 

how the recyclability affects the CO evolution. The gas analysis performed on the gas-phase 

products also showed a low CO evolution from 4 to 6 ppm, supporting the promising results 

obtained during the reusability tests. 

As commented in Chapter 1 (section 1.1.5.1), 20 ppm of carbon monoxide is the general limit 

established for PEM fuel cells. In this experiment, carbon monoxide concentration was always 
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within the accepted values in order not to poison the catalyst to a large extent. Consequently, 

strong absorption of formic acid on the surface and agglomeration are the most probable 

explanation of the slight decrease in catalytic activity for subsequent cycles of reaction.  

 

At this point in the research, further characterisation of the catalyst is needed to continue 

finding explanations and correlate activity of the catalyst with its structure. For this purpose, 

a series of characterisation techniques were employed. 

 

3.2.4. Catalyst Characterisation  

A full set of characterisation experiments have been performed on the commercial 5 wt. % 

Pd/C. These techniques were performed in both fresh and used catalyst after formic acid 

decomposition. The catalyst was characterised in detail using bulk and surface-specific 

techniques in order to establish a structure/activity relationship. Particle size distribution, 

surface area, leaching, poisoning and oxidation state of the metal are fundamental 

parameters to analyse to be able to understand the behaviour of a heterogeneous catalyst 

under a chemical reaction. With this objective in mind, X-ray diffraction, X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy, transmission and scanning electron microscopy, BET surface area and 

thermogravimetric analyses were performed. 

 

3.2.4.1. X-ray Diffraction 

X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on the fresh and used samples to determine the 

crystal structure and the mean crystallite size of the involved metal using the Scherrer 

equation as explained in Chapter 2, section 2.5.1, equation 8. Figure 67 displays the XRD 

patterns of the fresh and used catalysts. The broad diffraction peak or reflection appearing at 

25° and the peaks at 57° and 62° are attributed to the carbon support, specifically, to the hkl 

planes (002), (004) and (103) of activated carbon respectively2. The reflections at 2θ = 40.4°, 

46.8° and 68.3° are addressed to the (111), (200) and (220) characteristic planes of the face-

centered cubic structure of Pd respectively. The peaks appearing at 35.8° and 43.8° are 

assigned to PdO (101) and (110) respectively3.  

X-ray diffraction pattern of the used catalyst displays a reduction of the intensity of the 

diffraction peaks attributed to PdO at 2θ = 35.8° and 43.8° and an increase of the reflections 
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at 2θ = 40.4° ascribed to (111) plane of Pd suggesting a possible reduction of PdII to metallic 

Pd due to the in-situ generation of hydrogen during the reaction. This fact has been further 

investigated by means of XPS studies.  

 

 

Figure 67. XRD patterns of fresh and used 5 wt. % Pd/C catalysts. 

 

The Scherrer equation was employed to calculate the mean crystallite size of the Pd metal as 

explained in Chapter 2, section 2.5.1. This equation was applied to the diffraction peak at 

40.4° corresponding to (111) reflection. Table 11 presents both the FWHM and crystallite size 

of the fresh and used catalysts. 
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Table 11. Crystallite size of Pd particles calculated using the Scherrer equation. 

Sample FWHM of (111) reflection at 40.4°   Crystallite size (nm) 

Fresh 1.75 4.8 

Used 1.30 6.5 

 

An average crystallite size of 4.8 nm has been calculated for the fresh catalyst. At this point, 

the reader may note that, in the experimental chapter, it was stated that a crystallite size 

lower than 5 nm may not produce a reflection due to the small range structure. However, the 

result obtained is still close to the detectability limit of the instrument and furthermore, the 

relatively high loading of the catalyst, which possesses a nominal total metal loading of 

5 wt. % (which will be subjected to analysis in following sections), has prevailed and produced 

a detectable XRD signal as observed. The results obtained by using Scherrer equation are 

generally matched by TEM micrographs as presented in a subsequent section. 

The increment in the crystallite size for the used catalyst could be explained by the 

agglomeration of Pd particles during the reaction and consequently generate larger Pd 

crystallite size. 

 

3.2.4.2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

XPS is an analytical technique which provides quantitative information about the catalyst 

surface composition and the oxidation state of the metals which are of great importance and 

affect catalytic performance to a large extent. XPS analyses of the fresh and used catalyst 

were performed to determine the electronic states of the samples. XPS analysis of the Pd 3d 

region is presented in figure 68.  

The constraints used for the deconvolution are given in Chapter 2, section 2.5.2. Each Pd 

species displays two doublets due to the Pd 3d5/2 transition, presenting a binding energy 

around 334 - 338 eV; and Pd 3d3/2 transition, with a characteristic binding energy around 339 

- 343 eV. The peaks at 335.4 and 340.7 eV are assigned to the presence of metallic Pd4 while 

the peaks at approximately 337 – 338 eV and at 342 - 343 eV correspond to PdII being PdO 

the most probable species5,6. 
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Figure 68. XPS spectra of fresh and used 5 wt. % Pd/C in the binding energy region of 232–350 eV 
corresponding to Pd 3d. 

 

Detailed XPS binding energy of Pd, its oxidation states and relative content of each species 

are presented in table 12. 

 

Table 12. XPS binding energies of Pd with respective oxidation state and relative content of each species. 

 3d5/2 (eV) 3d3/2 (eV) 

Sample Pd0 (%) PdII (%) Pd0 PdII 

Fresh 335.4 (60) 337.0 (40) 340.7 342.2 

Used 335.4 (83.9) 337.6 (16.1) 340.7 342.9 

 

For the fresh catalyst, metallic Pd accounts for approximately 60 %, while for the used 

catalyst, it increased up to 83.9 %. The reduction of the intensity of the peaks assigned to PdII 

and the simultaneous increase of Pd0 for the used catalyst are consistent with the data 

obtained from XRD suggesting a reduction of PdII to metallic Pd while using the catalyst, due 

to the hydrogen evolution from formic acid decomposition.  
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Pd, O and Cl atomic percentages for both fresh and used catalysts are shown in table 13.  

 

Table 13. Pd, Cl and O content on the surface from XPS. 

Catalyst Pd content (at. %) Cl content (at. %) O content (at. %) 

Fresh 1.33 0.10 7.82 

Used 1.82 0.05 9.07 

 

A Pd content of 1.33 % is obtained for the fresh catalyst while 1.82 % is obtained for the used. 

Note that the nominal content of 5 wt. % comprises the bulk of the catalyst whilst XPS atomic 

percentages are calculated on the surface of the catalysts since this technique is surface 

sensitive providing information on the state of the surface at a depth of 25–30 Å.7 On the 

contrary, characterisation techniques such as EDX provide an average content for the bulk of 

the catalyst. Analysis by EDX will be provided later in this chapter. In case EDX confirms a Pd 

content of 5 wt. %, this means that, while the majority of nanoparticles are located outside 

the pores of the support, a significant amount of Pd is located inside the pores. The increment 

observed for the Pd surface atomic content in the used catalyst could be explained by a 

desorption of the nanoparticle, migration to the external surface and readsorption. Since 

surface tension of small nanoparticles is high, during the readsorption step, nanoparticles 

may agglomerate in order to relieve part of this energy. This could also explain the small 

increment in Pd crystallite size observed in the XRD pattern of the used catalyst. 

Chlorine impurities have been studied too since these can promote catalyst sintering or act 

as catalysts poison by occupying active sites8,9. A negligible Cl content of 0.1 and 0.05 % was 

found for the fresh and used catalysts respectively. The decrease for the Cl content for the 

used catalyst can be explained by formation and release of HCl. 

XPS has been also used to measure the relative concentration of sp3 and sp2 hybridisation 

type from the deconvolution of the C1s peak. The C1s XPS spectra of both fresh and used 

catalysts are present in figure 69.  
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Figure 69. XPS spectra of (a) fresh and (b) used 5 wt. % Pd/C in the binding energy region of 281–296 eV 
corresponding to C1s. 

 

Table 14 presents the relative concentrations of sp2 and sp3 hybridisations and its ratio 

(sp2/sp3) since it determines structure properties of carbon materials. The component 

appearing at approximately 284 eV is attributed to sp2 carbon and the component at 285 eV, 

to sp3-hybridised carbon species10. As observed, for the used catalyst, sp2 content increases 

while sp3 content decreases. This change may be caused by the water washing away a certain 

amount of amorphous carbon from the surface of the catalyst during the reaction process. 

 

Table 14. Atomic content of sp2 and sp3 carbon and ratio sp2/sp3 from XPS for the commercial 5 wt. % Pd/C. 

Catalyst C sp2 (%) C sp3 (%) sp2/sp3 

Fresh 5 wt. % Pd/C 64.0 20.6 3.11 

Used 5 wt. % Pd/C 69.9 16.8 4.17 

 

Oxygen has been analysed by the O1s emission (Figure 70). O1s peaks are well described by 

a Gaussian-Lorentzian curve after subtraction of a Shirley background11. The assignment of 
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the components in the O1s spectra is not straightforward although there is a certain degree 

of agreement in the position range of the peaks. 

 

 

Figure 70. XPS spectra of (a) fresh and (b) used 5 wt. % Pd/C in the binding energy region of 525–542 eV 
corresponding to O1s. 

 

Typically, carbon-oxygen double bond (C=O) falls in the range 530.0-531.5 eV; regarding the 

assignment of C-O-H and C-O-C, in the literature, several contrasting opinions have been 

expressed. However, since carbon is slightly more electronegative than hydrogen, carbon-

oxygen single-bonds in hydroxyl groups should appear at a slightly lower energy, in the region: 

531.5-531.9 eV and carbon-oxygen ether-like single bond at approximately 533.0-533.5 eV. 

Carboxylic groups (COOH) are usually located in the range 534.5-535.0 eV and even though a 

lot of debate is present in literature, the peak at 536.7-537.2 eV might be attributed to 

adsorbed water although the assignment is not entirely clear.12–14 

Even though a significant change is not observed for the used catalyst in comparison with the 

fresh catalyst, it is possible to note a slight increment for the region ascribed to carbon-oxygen 

single-bonds in hydroxyl groups and the region attributed to water. As expected, adsorption 

of water up to a certain extent takes place during the reaction and as observed, the drying 

process at ambient temperature does not totally desorb this water which is expected as well. 
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A more significant change occurs since carbon-oxygen single-bonds in hydroxyl groups 

increase while carbon-oxygen ether-like single bond decreases indicating the creation of 

more hydroxyl groups.  

 

3.2.4.3. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Transmission electron microscopy is a key technique to study the metal/support interaction. 

Particle size distribution and mean particle size of the fresh and used Pd/C catalysts were 

analysed by means of TEM. Figure 71 displays the bright field TEM micrographs. These 

indicate a good dispersion of the Pd nanoparticles. Mean particle size distribution for both 

fresh and used catalysts were in the range 2–6 nm. While for the fresh catalyst, mean particle 

size of Pd was 3.3 ± 0.3 nm, for the used catalyst, it slightly increased to 3.7 ± 0.3 nm. This 

increase of particle size is small, even though, this could partially be an explanation for the 

reduction in catalyst activity observed in the reusability tests since, after the first cycle, 

conversion decreased approximately 10 %.  

 

 

 

Figure 71. Bright field TEM micrographs and corresponding histograms of the particle size distributions for the 
commercial 5 wt. % Pd/C. (A, B) Fresh Pd/C, (C,D) Used Pd/C. Magnification: ×250k. 

   A    B 

   C    D 
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Lattice fringes of Pd nanoparticles were studied by means of High-Resolution TEM (HRTEM). 

Figure 72 presents the micrograph for the fresh commercial 5 wt. % Pd/C. It displays discrete 

lattice-fringes of the face-centered cubic (fcc) Pd crystal with a d-spacing of 0.225 nm, which 

is in reasonable agreement with the lattice spacing of the (111) plane in our computational 

model (0.271 nm) taking into account the atomic radius of the element15.  

 

 

Figure 72. HRTEM image of the fresh 5 wt. % Pd/C. Magnification: ×600k. 

 

At this point, where CO evolution and Pd leaching were discarded, and TEM results do not 

provide a definitive reason for loss of catalyst activity, adsorption of intermediates such as 

formate or carboxylic acid seems the most probable reason for the decrease in activity 

observed. As a reminder, note that reusability of the catalyst provided a very promising result, 

even though, an answer for the slight decrease is being investigated. 

 

3.2.4.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive X-Ray 
spectroscopy 

Even though a significant morphology change after using the catalyst was rejected by TEM 

observations, the morphology of the fresh and used catalysts was studied using SEM to 

confirm no macroscopic modification was produced. As previously commented, the nominal 

metal loading of the catalyst was investigated by means of EDX, therefore, during SEM 

observation, the composition of the Pd nanoparticles was analysed by means of EDX for the 
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fresh and used catalyst. A representative SEM image of the fresh and used 5 wt. % Pd/C is 

presented in figure 73.  

 

 

Figure 73. (a) SEM image of the fresh Pd/C and (b) SEM image of the used Pd/C. 

 

EDX mapping during SEM observation was performed to elucidate possible agglomeration of 

nanoparticles and calculate total metal loading. Figure 74 presents representative EDX maps 

of the fresh and use catalysts.  

 

 

Figure 74. (a) Mapping image of the fresh Pd/C and (c) Mapping image of the used Pd/C. 
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No apparent variation of the morphology is observed for the used catalyst. EDX spectra 

confirm the nominal value of 5 wt. % guaranteed by Sigma Aldrich. Actually, the average total 

metal loading obtained by EDX was 5.1 and 5.0 wt. % for the fresh and used catalyst 

respectively which is in concordance with the results obtained by MP-AES after using the 

catalyst in which no leaching was detected. However, comparing the SEM-EDX mapping of 

fresh and used catalyst, a slightly lower degree of homogeneity is observed and the formation 

of agglomerated particles is evident in some areas, which will definitively have a negative 

impact on the catalyst activity during recycling tests.  

Previously, XPS results presented a Pd atomic content on the surface lower than 2 %, 

however, now it is confirmed that the theoretical total metal loading was 5 wt. %. Thus, as 

previously suggested, a significant amount of Pd was located inside the pores of carbon. BET 

surface area was then used to analyse the pore characteristics and surface area. 

 

3.2.4.5. Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) method surface area  

The surface area of catalysts is known to be of great importance in determining the 

catalytic performance of the catalyst. For the fresh Pd/C catalyst, BET surface area accounted 

for 820 m2/g with an average pore volume of 0.73 cc/g and pore size of 3.56 nm which, 

according to the IUPAC classification, is characteristic of solid with mesoporous (2–50 nm) 

structure16. For the used catalyst, a very similar BET surface area of 800 m2/g, pore volume of 

0.77 cc/g and pore size of 3.86 nm respectively was obtained. As observed, surface area and 

porous structure of the catalyst is negligibly affected by formic acid decomposition. 

 

3.2.4.6. Thermogravimetric Analysis - Mass spectrometry (TGA-MS) 

As a summary, CO evolution and Pd leaching were discarded, TEM results were not conclusive 

although particle size increase with use could be a contributory factor, thus, adsorption of 

intermediates species needs to be investigated in order to find the reason for the slight 

decrease in activity of the reused catalyst. With this aim, thermogravimetric analysis coupled 

with a mass spectrometer was used to determine weight loss and chemical species evolved. 

Figure 75 displays the catalyst mass drop and the spectra obtained from the selected masses 

against temperature for the fresh and used catalysts.  
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Figure 75. TGA of the (a) fresh, and (b) used catalyst with MS curves of selected m/z values. 
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The selected masses were m/z = 2, 18, 44 and 46 attributed to hydrogen, water, carbon 

dioxide and formic acid respectively. First, in terms of the catalysts mass drop in weight % 

with temperature, the trend in both cases is the gradual decrease along the temperature 

change with a steeper drop between 300 – 400 °C. Comparing both catalysts, a deeper 

decrease is observed for the used catalyst, meaning that more adsorbed species were 

present. This is in concordance with the supposition that adsorbed species could be the most 

plausible explanation for the loss of activity after using the catalyst. The objective then was 

to identify the compound or compounds adsorbed. 

Observing the mass spectra of the selected masses, in both catalysts, the compounds that 

more contribute towards weight loss were water and carbon dioxide. Formic acid m/z = 46 

was analysed although, only a noise signal was obtained. And, in the used catalyst a small 

portion of hydrogen was desorbed during the first minutes of the analysis. This is clearly a 

negative aspect since it is the desired product of the reaction, however, the positive side is 

that the intensity of the signal is very low as well and therefore, the amount of adsorbed 

hydrogen could be negligible. In the case of the fresh catalyst, water is first desorbed in the 

moment temperature begins to increase due to residual moisture. Carbon dioxide is mainly 

desorbed between 200 and 300 °C although at 500 °C there is another peak. This was most 

likely due to palladium oxide being reduced and the released oxygen reacting with the carbon 

support producing carbon dioxide.17 In the case of the used catalyst, the peak of CO2 is also 

attributed to palladium reduction and subsequent oxidation of the support. The main 

difference with the fresh catalyst is the amount of water desorbed. Note that the reaction is 

produced in aqueous media and moreover, formic acid decomposes mostly to carbon dioxide 

and hydrogen but there is also a very small portion of carbon monoxide and water. There is 

initially a similar peak as in the fresh catalyst due to residual moisture and a broad desorption 

profile at high temperature that can be explained by strong interactions of polar water 

molecules with the catalyst surface.18 Hence, water seems to be the species, or at least one 

of them, adsorbed onto the catalyst surface occupying active sites and affecting the catalyst 

reusability, in agreement with previous works.8 

A batch reactor was previously used to study the catalyst activity due to the reproducibility 

and accuracy of the procedure. Nevertheless, a batch reactor might not be the most suitable 

method to study reusability since it requires stopping the reaction, filtering the catalyst 
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(accompanied by a logical loss of part of it which remains stuck into the filter paper), drying, 

weighing and starting the reaction again. In order to solve these inconveniences, a continuous 

flow set up was used instead of a batch set up. 

 

3.2.5. Continuous flow set up 

Continuous flow was used to try to enhance the reusability of the catalyst using an improved 

method. Since deactivation of the catalyst is intrinsic to the reaction in aqueous media, it 

could not be avoided in continuous flow. However, an easy method for the reactivation of the 

catalyst was developed. As previously presented, water was at least one of the species 

adsorbed on the catalyst surface preventing a better reusability, thus, facilitating the 

desorption of this species, could probably liberate active sites which would be then available 

to decompose formic acid in the next cycle of the reaction. 

The reaction conditions were the same as in batch reactor with the exception that 

approximately 0.1 g of the commercial catalyst was packed by glass wool in the middle section 

of the reactor, and, since it is continuous flow, it needed a pump whose formic acid solution 

flow was adjusted to 0.05 ml/min. The gas produced was collected and the volume annotated 

every 1-2 minutes depending on the rate of reaction. Once the reaction rate decreased to 10-

20 % of the original one, the pump was switched off and the temperature of the furnace 

increased to 180 °C for 1.5 hours. After this time, the oven was switched off, and once 

stabilised the temperature at 30 °C, the reaction was again started by switching on the pump. 

Figure 76 presents time online of the reusability experiment in continuous flow set up.  

It is observed that after 10 reactivation processes the catalyst presents a similar catalytic 

behaviour to that of the fresh sample indicating that the species adsorbed on the active sites 

such as water or formate, was desorbed to a high extent, achieving a very promising degree 

of reactivation. Note that after the first cycle, there is a slight increase in gas production rate 

due probably to the reduction of PdII to Pd0 due to hydrogen evolution. The subsequent 

progressive decrease in catalyst activity for the next runs could probably be caused by two 

reasons: (i) agglomeration of nanoparticles due to the temperature treatment at 180 °C, and 

(ii) increase of the strength of the adsorbed species. 
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Figure 76. Conversion versus time plot for the reusability study performed in continuous flow. Reaction 
conditions: 30 °C, 0.1 g of catalyst, 0.5 M HCOOH, 0.05 ml/min. 

 

From the one side, even though, 180 °C is not high enough to produce obvious changes in the 

catalyst structure, the combination of the cycling liquid-phase formic acid decomposition and 

subsequent temperature changes may then affect the surface, producing an increase of Pd 

particle size, reducing the very long-term reusability. 180 °C were selected according to 

preliminary experimental results that showed a significantly lower reactivation for lower 

temperatures, meaning that at least 180 °C was necessary to desorb the species without 

significantly affecting the morphology of the catalyst. 

On the other side, this temperature was enough to produce the desorption of most of the 

adsorbed species although, according to the analysis with TGA-MS, water was desorbed at 

higher temperature probably, as previously explained, due to strong interactions of polar 

water molecules with the catalyst surface. This means that the longer the experiment, the 

higher the probability for water or another species to be strongly adsorbed onto the surface 

being those not desorbed at the temperature of the heat treatment and therefore, reducing 

catalyst reusability. 

Nevertheless, these results are very promising and suggest that even after 10 regenerations, 

the initial activity of the catalyst was almost fully restored for a certain period of time, 
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indicating an excellent regenerability for liquid-phase formic acid dehydrogenation in 

continuous flow reactor. 

At this point that liquid-phase formic acid decomposition was studied in batch and continuous 

flow setups, and the catalyst thoroughly characterised, the elemental steps of the reaction 

would shed some light in order to continue investigating the production of hydrogen from 

formic acid. For this purpose, Kinetic Isotope Effect (KIE) was studied. 

 

3.2.6. Kinetic Isotope Effect (KIE) 

Kinetic Isotope Effect studies were performed using HCOOD, DCOOH and DCOOD to gain 

additional insights into the rate-determining step of the reaction. In this study, decomposition 

of the isotopologue was performed under the optimised conditions of a typical liquid-phase 

formic acid dehydrogenation. In order to avoid effect of exchange of deuterons with protons 

from water, the reactions using HCOOD and DCOOD as reagents were performed in D2O. 

Figure 77 displays the plot obtained of the time online of the reaction.  

 

 

Figure 77. Conversion versus time plot for decomposition of formic acid and its isotopologues. Reaction 
conditions: 30 °C, 5.3 mg of catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M substrate, 750 rpm, 2 h 

reaction time. 
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KIE values are calculated as the ratio between the reaction rate when HCOOH is used and the 

reaction rate when an isotopologue is used. These values are presented in table 15. 

Depending on the values obtained, three possible options are presented: 

• In case of KIE values for HCOOD are close to 1 but larger value for DCOOH, it means 

that HCOOH dissociation is kinetically relevant.  

• On the contrary, KIE values close to 1 for DCOOH but not for HCOOD is due to 

limitation by the formate decomposition.  

• Finally, in the case of KIE values of approximately 1 for both HCOOD and DCOOH, it 

can be explained by a limiting hydrogen desorption both from HCOOD and DCOOH.19  

 

Table 15. Ratio of reaction rates during kinetic isotope effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reaction rate using HCOOD resulted in reaching a very similar conversion as in the standard 

reaction using HCOOH. This means that HCOOD presents the closest KIE value to unity, while, 

both DCOOH and DCOOD presented larger values. According to the previous statements, the 

cleavage of the bond O-D or O-H is not relevant to the rate of reaction while breaking C-H or 

C-D presents a significant difference. These results confirm that the rate determining step is 

the cleavage of the bond C–H/D. With this in mind, the most probable pathway followed by 

formic acid decomposition is the formation of formates instead of carboxylic species. Thus, 

hydrogen atoms formed after the O–H dissociation recombines with those hydrogen atoms 

formed after the formate decomposition producing hydrogen and carbon dioxide through the 

dehydrogenation pathway.  

By using Density Functional Theory, the thermodynamic profile is going to be simulated in 

order to shed more light on the energetics of the pathways. 

 

Substrate rH/rD 

HCOOD 1.3 

DCOOH 3.0 

DCOOD 4.4 
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3.2.7. DFT studies 

Kinetic isotope effect has presented the most probable pathway to decompose formic acid 

using Pd. DFT calculations were performed to support these results and calculate the 

potential energy of each elementary step. Furthermore, DFT calculations were also 

performed to provide insights about the decomposition of formic acid (dehydrogenation 

versus dehydration) on the most usual Pd(001), Pd(011) and Pd(111) surfaces present on a Pd 

structure with different particle size. This way, it is possible to elucidate the structure leading 

towards the highest hydrogen selectivity and identify the structure and/or pathway leading 

to the production of CO. (111), (011) and (001) surfaces were used to simulate each step of 

formic acid decomposition. Adsorbed species are presented in this text with the symbol *. 

From HRTEM micrographs it was observed that Pd(111) structure was the most abundant, 

therefore, even though the three surfaces have been studied to the same extent, an in-depth 

overview of each one of them would be out of the scope of this Thesis, thus, more emphasis 

will be given to the Pd(111) surface. For this purpose, for the decomposition of formic acid on 

Pd(111) surface, insights into each elementary step with its correspondent side and top views 

of the best initial state, transition state and best final state is given. Ef denotes the activation 

energy barrier calculated as the energy of the transition state – energy of the best initial state. 

Palladium, carbon, oxygen and hydrogen atoms are indicated in grey, brown, red and light 

grey respectively. 

(111) Surface. The energy profile displayed in figure 78 shows the energy requirements of two 

different paths started by O-H (1: formate (HCOO) formation) and C-H (2: carboxylic (COOH) 

formation) dissociation for the Pd(111) surface.  
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Figure 78. Potential energy surface for formic acid decomposition on Pd(111) surface. Red and blue lines 
indicate HCOO and COOH paths. Solid lines lead to CO2 whereas dashed line, to CO. 

 

Formate pathway (1) initiates with the adsorption of the most stable perpendicular trans-

configuration of HCOOH* (EB= -0.77 eV) and subsequent splitting of the O-H bond (ER= -0.32 

eV) which requires an activation energy of 0.88 eV (Figure 79).  

 

 

Figure 79. Reaction coordinate for HCOOH* + * → HCOO* + H* on Pd(111). 

 

From this intermediate (HCOO*), pathway 1 either follows route a to produce CO2 (cleavage 

of C-H) or route b, to CO (cleavage of C-O). HCOO* decomposition to CO2* and H* (1a) has a 
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barrier of 1.95 eV and is exothermic by 0.23 eV (Figure 80), while HCOO* decomposition to 

HCO* and O* has an activation energy of 3.14 eV and is endothermic by 0.94 eV (Figure 81). 

 

 

Figure 80. Reaction coordinate for HCOO* + * → CO2* + H* on Pd(111). 

 

 

Figure 81. Reaction coordinate for HCOO* + * → HCO* + O* on Pd(111). 

 

The last step is the decomposition of HCO* to H* and CO*. It is exothermic by 1.05 eV and 

requires an activation energy of 0.93 eV (Figure 82).  
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Figure 82. Reaction coordinate for HCO* → H* + CO* on Pd(111). 

 

On the other hand, COOH* pathway (2) starts with a reorientation of HCOOH from trans to 

cis-configuration, which imposes a slight energy increment of 0.02 eV. After the adsorption, 

again two possibilities are shown: O-H cleavage to produce CO2, or C-O cleavage to produce 

CO. 

O-H scission is exothermic by 0.10 eV and its activation energy is 0.22 eV (Figure 83). 

 

 

Figure 83. Reaction coordinate for COOH* + * → CO2* + H* on Pd(111). 

 

COOH* dissociation to CO* and OH* is exothermic by 0.46 eV and the barrier is 1.93 eV (Figure 

84). 
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Figure 84. Reaction coordinate for COOH* → CO* + OH* on Pd(111). 

 

Before continuing providing results, a brief summary will help to tighten the information given 

so far: 

• As reported in the previous Kinetic Isotope Effect study, HCOO* is the preferable 

intermediate over COOH* since C-H scission is largely unfavourable, even though both 

formate and carboxylic intermediates are very close in energy (-1.13 and -1.25 eV 

respectively). 
• From the decomposition of HCOO*, two possible pathways were available, however, 

since the C-O dissociation step (1b) was shown highly unfavourable (Ef = 3.14 eV), the 

main pathway followed was C-H cleavage (Ef = 1.95 eV) leading consequently to CO2 

and H2, in concordance with the experimental low ppm level of CO found during the 

gas analysis. 

• Even though HCOO* intermediate is more plausible, HCOOH may also decompose 

through COOH* route. Moreover, in this case, the difference in energy barriers is 

significant, 0.22 eV to produce CO2, while 1.93 eV is necessary to lead to CO evolution, 

which also explains the low concentration of CO. 

As previously explained, low CO ppm is a condition required for PEM fuel cells due to the 

poisoning of the catalyst. With this in mind, the experimental part in this Thesis was 

performed at 30 °C and the analysis of gases already presented, confirmed the low CO 

concentration evolved. As observed in the DFT results, formic acid decomposition leading to 
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CO evolution requires a supply of energy higher than to produce hydrogen and carbon 

dioxide. At this point, finding the temperature that increases the concentration of CO in the 

evolved gases, would be interesting. This experiment was performed with the catalysts 

supported on carbon nanofibers and the results will be provided in the next chapter.  

Resuming with the DFT results, the transition states of Pd(111) have been presented. As 

previously commented, such an in-depth collection of results would be counter-productive 

for the purpose of this Thesis. Thus, a lighter overview of the Pd(011) and Pd(001) will be 

provided next and followed by a table with the energy of the reactions and its transition states 

for further comparison. 

 

(011) Surface. The energy profile is displayed in figure 85. 

 

 

Figure 85. Potential energy surface for formic acid decomposition on Pd(011) surface. Red and blue lines 
indicate HCOO and COOH paths. Solid lines lead to CO2 whereas dashed line, to CO. 

 

(011) Surface. In this case, the adsorption of trans-configuration of HCOOH* supposes a 

relaxation of EB= -0.94 eV and the splitting of O-H bond (ER= -0.37 eV) requires an activation 

energy of 0.91 eV. As with the (111) surface, the pathway splits following the route a to CO2 

and the route b to CO. HCOO* decomposition to CO2* and H* (1a) is exothermic by 0.16 eV 

and has a barrier of 1.62 eV. HCOO* decomposition to HCO* and O* has an activation energy 
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of 2.96 eV and is an endothermic process by 1.12 eV. The decomposition of HCO* to H* and 

CO* is exothermic by 1.09 eV and requires an activation energy of 0.87 eV.  

Since the reorientation of HCOOH occurs in gas phase, the requirement is the same, 0.02 eV. 

Once COOH* is adsorbed on the Pd(011) surface, O-H scission is very slightly endothermic by 

0.02 eV and its activation energy is 1.12 eV. COOH* dissociation to CO* and OH* is exothermic 

by 0.25 eV and the barrier is 1.85 eV. 

 

(001) Surface. The energy profile is displayed in figure 86. 

 

Figure 86. Potential energy surface for formic acid decomposition on Pd(001) surfaces. Red and blue lines 

indicate HCOO and COOH paths. Solid lines lead to CO2 whereas dashed line, to CO. 

 

(001) Surface. Adsorption of trans-configuration of HCOOH* relaxes the system by 0.80 eV 

and the breakage of the O-H bond (ER= -0.25 eV) which requires an activation energy of 0.63 

eV. Pathway 1a (HCOO* + * → CO2* + H*) is exothermic by 0.33 eV and has a barrier of 0.57 

eV while pathway 1b (HCOO* + * → HCO* + O*) has an activation energy of 2.51 eV and is an 

endothermic process by 0.33 eV. The decomposition of HCO* to H* and CO* is exothermic by 

1.35 eV and requires an activation energy of 1.09 eV.  

Pathway 2 initiates with the reorientation of HCOOH and adsorption of COOH. From this 

intermediate, O-H scission is endothermic by 0.12 eV and its activation energy is 1.35 eV. 

COOH* dissociation to CO* and OH* is exothermic by 0.57 eV and the barrier is 1.55 eV. 
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Table 16 displays the activation energy (Ef) requirements for each transition state and its 

reaction energy (ΔE) calculated as energy of the best final state – energy of the best initial 

state. 

 

Table 16. Activation energy barrier (Ef) and reaction energy (ΔE) for all transition states on Pd(111), Pd(011) 
and Pd(001). 

Transition state 
Ef (eV) ΔE (eV) 

(111) (011) (001) (111) (011) (001) 

HCOOH* + * → HCOO* + H*  0.88 0.91 0.63 -0.32 -0.37 -0.25 

HCOO* + * → CO2* + H* 1.95 1.62 0.57 -0.23 -0.16 -0.33 

HCOO* + * → HCO* + O* 3.14 2.96 2.51 0.94 1.12 0.33 

HCO* + * → H* + CO*  0.93 0.87 1.09 -1.05 -1.09 -1.35 

COOH* + * → CO2* + H*  0.22 1.12 1.35 -0.10 0.02 0.12 

COOH* + * → CO* + OH*  1.93 1.85 1.55 -0.46 -0.25 -0.57 

 

An explanation of the low carbon monoxide concentration evolved has been given for Pd(111) 

surface. Differences in terms of activation and reaction energies related with the structure 

Pd(111), Pd(011) and Pd (001), may shed some light on the composition of gases and more 

importantly, provide information that can lead to catalysts design with improved properties 

and 0 ppm CO evolution. 

From the one side, Pd(011), having in mind that the most common pathway followed is the 

HCOO* decomposition, even though the activation energy for the step HCOO* + * → HCO* + 

O* is slightly lower than for Pd(111), the reaction energy is considerably higher [1.12 eV for 

(011) and 0.94 eV for (111)] therefore, carbon dioxide and hydrogen will be again the main 

products. 

From the other side, Pd(001) presents the lowest activation energy for the process HCOO* + 

* → HCO* + O* and furthermore the difference of the initial and final state is lower than for 

the two previous surfaces meaning that CO is produced by Pd(001) at a lower temperature 

compared with the other two surfaces since it requires less energy introduced into the 

system. 
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Although HCOO* decomposition is the main pathway, COOH* decomposition may take place 

as well. In this case, again Pd(111) is the surface leading to the lowest concentration of CO. 

Note how the activation energy increases in the order Pd(111)<Pd(011)<Pd(001) for the 

decomposition to hydrogen and carbon dioxide while the opposite trend is observed for the 

pathway leading to carbon monoxide. Moreover, the reaction energy changes from 

exothermic for Pd(111) to endothermic for Pd(001) for the production of CO2 which means 

that an increase in temperature will facilitate CO evolution in Pd(001) as well. 

All these results aim in the same direction. Even though Pd(111) and Pd(011) can produce CO 

under certain conditions, Pd(001) requires less supply of energy to produce CO, thus, at mild 

conditions, it may produce low ppm of CO, but will undoubtedly increase when increasing 

temperature. Hence, very small nanoparticles with large extensive area of (001) would be 

detrimental for CO evolution. In this research, mean particle size was between 3 and 4 nm. 

This diameter seems to be large enough to avoid (001) surface to a large extent since very low 

ppm of CO were evolved. Besides the presence of Pd(001), cis configuration, and therefore, 

COOH* decomposition is the main pathway leading to CO formation even at low temperature. 

As a conclusion, Pd(001) and COOH* decomposition are the structure and pathway that lead 

to a higher concentration of CO.  

Vibrational frequencies were calculated merely to verify the transition states by identifying a 

single imaginary frequency. The computed vibrational frequencies of the main transition 

steps of HCOOH decomposition is presented in table 17.  

 

Table 17. Vibrational imaginary frequencies of all transition states on Pd(111), Pd(011) and Pd(001). 

Transition state 
Frequency (cm-1) 

(111) (011) (001) 

HCOOH* + * → HCOO* + H*  433.3 1315.8 611.2 

HCOO* + * → CO2* + H* 1113.1 809.5 212.2 

HCOO* + * → HCO* + O* 573.0 146.4 122.5 

HCO* + * → H* + CO*  430.4 693.3 566.1 

COOH* + * → CO2* + H*  997.5 1343.7 1506.8 

COOH* + * → CO* + OH*  521.9 502.3 332.3 
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By using DRIFT, experimental values obtained could be compared with the calculated values, 

however, since carbon is used as a support, Beer’s equation is not followed and therefore, 

this technique could not be performed.20 

Once all the relevant processes involved in the reaction were investigated, a micro-kinetic 

simulation based on results from density functional theory (DFT) calculations was performed 

considering reaction, adsorption and desorption processes of reactants, intermediates and 

products, involved in the formic acid decomposition on Pd(001), Pd(011), and Pd(111) 

surfaces. This model was used to confirm the energy profile previously obtained by comparing 

the limitant reactions with the experimental results. First, the thermodynamic variables: heat 

capacity (Cp), Gibbs free energy (G), standard enthalpy (H) and standard entropy (S) obtained 

by DFT were compared with those obtained by the Shomate equation,21 (Figure 87) which 

confirmed the good accuracy of calculations in the range of temperatures considered. The 

range of temperature in the next graphs was selected according to the available references, 

although in the computational model, a broader range of temperature from 250 to 600 K was 

studied. 

 

 

 

 

A 

B 
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Figure 87. A) Heat capacity, B) standard entropy, and C) Gibbs free energy comparison of values calculated by 
Shomate equation (Blue) and values obtained using the micro-kinetics model (orange). 

 

IR spectra obtained by the kinetic modelling and experimental22 are displayed in figure 88. 

Note that the band at approximately 1700 cm-1 is due to long-range interaction between 

molecules. 

 

 

Figure 88. IR spectra of water. Experimental (top), kinetic simulation (bottom). 

 

As observed, the computational model matches the experimental IR spectra of water, 

therefore, this validates the computational set up employed. By using this model, the reaction 

C 
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constant (krate) can be calculated for each surface and by plotting Log(krate) against 

temperature, the limitant steps in formic acid decomposition can be identified (Figure 89). 

 

 

Figure 89. Log(Krate) against temperature. 

 

Consequently, adsorption of species is the limiting step since these present the lowest 

reaction constants. As observed, in the adsorption of formic acid cis, the C-H cleavage is 

involved which is in concordance with the previous results from KIE. 

 

In summary, a commercial 5 wt. % Pd/C was used to decompose formic acid producing mainly 

hydrogen and carbon dioxide. The reaction was studied using the fresh catalyst as bought, 

without any further chemical or thermal treatment and a solution of additive-free formic acid. 

With these components, the optimum conditions were found and, the reusability test 

exposed a slight decrease in activity whose reason was also found through characterisation 

and analysis of the reaction products. 

As shown in the literature, most of the catalysts preparation methods comprise a final 

calcination to stabilise the structure and remove impurities23 however, it also affects particle 

size. Hence, this had to be investigated as well. 
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3.2.8. Effect of calcination on catalyst activity 

To get insights into the effect of thermal treatment, the 5 wt. % Pd/C commercial catalyst was 

calcined at 200 and 250 °C in flowing air for 3 h. This range of temperature was selected to 

investigate the impact of heat treatment on the catalytic activity, oxidation state and particle 

size of Pd, and maintaining the thermal stability of the activated carbon support. Catalyst 

activity was studied at the optimised reaction conditions. 

Figure 90 displays the time on-line plot of the comparison of the fresh and the calcined 

catalysts. 

 

 

Figure 90. Conversion versus time plot for liquid-phase formic acid decomposition using the fresh and calcined 
catalysts. Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 5.3 mg of catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M substrate, 

750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 

 

As observed, even at mild temperature, calcination significantly affected the catalytic 

performance in a negative way, making the drop in catalytic activity more noticeable for the 

catalyst treated at higher heat treatment temperature. Calcination at 200 °C reduced the 

conversion of the fresh catalyst from ~ 10 to 7 % while, at 250 °C it drastically decreased to 

2.5 %.  

Initial suppositions attribute this activity drop to particle aggregation decreasing metal 

surface area. In order to confirm this idea, characterisation of these catalysts was needed. 

Figure 91 displays the XRD patterns of the calcined catalysts. 
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Figure 91. XRD patterns of calcined catalysts. 

 

In comparison with the XRD pattern of the fresh catalyst presented in Chapter 3, section 

3.2.4.1, on the one side, the diffraction peaks assigned to PdO significantly rose after the heat 

treatment and, on the other side, the diffraction peak corresponding to metallic Pd decreased 

significantly. It is known that metallic Pd tends to oxidise when exposed to air at high 

temperatures, which is confirmed by this experiment. Furthermore, the decrease of the 

intensity of the diffraction peak at 2θ = 40.4° supports this observation. For the catalyst 

calcined at 250 °C, the decrease of the intensity of the diffraction peak was more noteworthy 

due possibly to a lower presence of metallic Pd in the catalyst. XPS will be used to provide 

more information about the oxidation state of the metals. 

The Scherrer equation was again employed to calculate the mean crystallite size of the Pd 

nanoparticles. The equation was applied to the diffraction peak at 40.4° corresponding to 

(111) reflection. Table 18 presents both the FWHM and crystallite size of the fresh and 

calcined catalysts 200 and 250 °C. 
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Table 18. Crystallite size of Pd particles calculated using the Scherrer equation. 

Sample FWHM of (111) reflection at 40.4°   Crystallite size (nm) 

Fresh 1.75 4.8 

Calcined at 200 °C 0.85 9.9 

Calcined at 250 °C 0.80 10.5 

 

There is a significant increase of the Pd crystallite size during calcination process. This is most 

probably due to a relatively weak interaction between Pd nanoparticles and the carbon 

support, facilitating then the agglomeration and sintering of particles. The decrease in activity 

could be related to both, the higher presence of PdO and the increase in crystallite size.  

XPS analysis of the calcined samples is displayed in figure 92.  

 

 

Figure 92. XPS spectra of fresh and calcined catalysts in the binding energy region of 233–348 eV 
corresponding to Pd 3d. 

 

The constraints used for the deconvolution and identification of each region has been 

previously presented. XPS spectra confirmed the decrease of metallic Pd and its subsequent 

progressive oxidation to PdO as the temperature of the heat treatment increased. 
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Detailed XPS binding energy of Pd, its oxidation states and relative content of each species 

are presented in table 19. 

 

Table 19. XPS binding energies of Pd with respective oxidation state and relative content of each species. 

 3d5/2 (eV) 3d3/2 (eV) 

Sample Pd0 (%) PdII (%) Pd0 PdII 

Fresh 335.4 (60) 337.0 (40) 340.7 342.2 

Calcined at 200 °C 335.4 (32.8) 337.2 (67.2) 340.7 342.5 

Calcined at 250 °C 335.4 (14.7) 337.2 (85.3) 340.7 342.6 

 

While for the fresh catalyst, metallic Pd accounts for 60 %, for the calcined catalysts, it 

decreases to approximately half (32.8 %) for the catalyst calcined at a lower temperature, and 

for the catalyst calcined at 250 °C, it further decreases by half again (14.7 %). This result is in 

concordance with the XRD data, and the dramatic decrease of metallic Pd content is a 

plausible reason for the decrease in catalytic activity. 

In order to find the average Pd particle size and its distribution, TEM was performed. The TEM 

micrographs and its respective size distribution of the calcined catalysts at 200 and 250 °C are 

displayed in figure 93. No apparent change of the mean particle size is shown for the catalyst 

calcined at 200 °C, while, at 250 °C mean particle size very slightly increased to 4.0 ± 0.3 nm 

due probably to sintering.  

 

 

a 
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Figure 93. Bright field TEM micrographs and corresponding histograms of the particle size distributions for the 
calcined catalysts at (a) 200 °C, (b) 250 °C. Magnification: ×250k. 

 

Lattice fringe of Pd nanoparticles of the calcined catalysts was also studied by means of High-

Resolution TEM (HRTEM). Figure 94 presents these micrographs. 

For the catalyst calcined at the lowest temperature, it was only observed a discrete lattice-

fringe of the face-centered cubic (fcc) Pd crystal with a d-spacing of 0.225 nm, while at 250 

°C, a certain number of particles showed an additional lattice fringe with d-spacing of 0.26 nm 

assigned to the PdO (002) or PdO (101)24,25.  

 

 

Figure 94. HRTEM image of the calcined catalysts at (a) 200, and (b) 250 C. Magnification: ×600k. 

 

Calcination is typically the last step of preparation methods to stabilise the material and 

remove impurities, however, for this catalyst, it negatively influenced the activity to a large 

b 

a b 

a 
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extent by slightly increasing the particle size and, without a doubt, oxidising the metal 

nanoparticles, which is seen as the main reason for the detrimental effect in activity. For the 

catalyst calcined at 250 °C, less than 15 % of the metal on the surface is in metallic state and 

the catalyst activity drops consequently. A conclusion from this is that metallic Pd is the active 

site for formic acid decomposition although it is still not totally clear if PdII is also an active 

site to some extent. Nevertheless, even if PdII plays an active role in formic acid 

decomposition, as observed in this last experiment, the activity drops dramatically therefore, 

only Pd0 will be treated as active site and the effect of PdII as the active site can be neglected. 

 

3.3. Conclusions 

In this chapter, a commercial Pd/C catalyst was used as a reference and starting point for the 

optimisation of reaction conditions of formic acid decomposition in aqueous solution as a 

model reaction for the production of hydrogen. The first part of the systematic study led to 

finding the optimal parameters which produce a kinetically limited reaction opposite to a 

reaction limited by mass transfer. A substrate/metal molar ratio of 2000:1 and 750 rpm 

stirring speed was found to be these optimised parameters. Under these conditions, a 

concentration of formic acid of 0.5 M, and 30 °C, an initial TOF of 1136 h−1 was measured. 

Through the study of the effect of temperature, apparent activation energy was calculated to 

be 39.0 kJ/mol, being this, one of the lowest values reported for HCOOH decomposition on a 

heterogeneous catalyst. 

Once the reaction was studied, a reusability test showed a slight decrease in catalyst activity. 

After the fifth consecutive run, 72 % of its original conversion was maintained. This result was 

promising but further analysis was required to find out the reason for this decrease. Leaching 

of Pd from the support was first rejected. Afterwards, gas analysis revealed that only 4-5 ppm 

of CO was released, which is within the permitted range and does not affect catalyst activity 

in a noticeable manner.  

Characterisation of the fresh and used catalysts after liquid-phase formic acid decomposition 

was then performed in order to establish a structure/activity relationship and try to find the 

reason for the deactivation. XRD showed that both metallic and PdII were present on the 

catalyst and a crystallite size of 4.8 nm was obtained for the fresh catalyst. By means of XPS, 

the relative content of both species was measured and the reduction of PdII to metallic Pd 
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due to hydrogen evolution was quantified. The content of water was found to increase after 

using the catalyst. TEM showed a very small variation in particle size after using the catalyst 

(3.3 nm for the fresh and 3.7 nm for the used catalyst), therefore, the reduction in catalyst 

activity upon reaction with formic acid could not be addressed entirely to nanoparticles 

agglomeration. SEM-EDX confirmed the nominal loading of 5 wt. % Pd/C. BET surface area 

method showed the preservation of the pore structure and surface area for the used catalyst. 

TGA-MS was used to try to find the species or species adsorbed on the surface of the catalyst 

and its temperature of desorption. Water was found to be one of the possible species 

reducing the reusability of the catalyst since it remains adsorbed on the surface at 

temperatures higher than 100 °C probably due to the strong interactions of polar water 

molecules with the catalyst surface. The presence of water was in concordance with XPS 

results. 

In order to improve reusability, an innovative method was developed using continuous flow 

set up. It was found that at 180 °C, most of the adsorbed species were desorbed and the 

active sites liberated. This way, the initial activity was almost completely restored. However, 

the long-term experiment showed that the catalyst was suffering either agglomeration or the 

stronger adsorption of species such as water, in concordance with TGA-MS; or a combination 

of both. 

Kinetic Isotope Effect (KIE) was subsequently studied to investigate the elemental steps of the 

reaction and its main pathway. The results from KIE studies showed that the HCOOH 

dissociation follows two different paths: through carboxylic and formate intermediates, being 

the C–H bond cleavage the kinetically relevant step. Hence, formate decomposition seemed 

the most probable pathway. 

Then, Density Functional Theory was performed to calculate the potential energy of each 

elementary step and its transition states on the most usual Pd(001), Pd(011) and Pd(111) 

surfaces. It was observed that the main causes of CO evolution even at low temperature are 

the presence of Pd(001), and cis configuration, and so, COOH* decomposition. These findings 

leave a door open to continue the investigation trying to design experimental methodologies 

that develop supported Pd nanoparticles exposed with more extent of (111) and (011) 

surfaces and whether possible, find experimental conditions that avoid COOH intermediate 

formation.  
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As a last experiment, a modification of the catalyst was performed to investigate the effect 

on formic acid decomposition. It was exposed to a calcination process and, even though the 

results did not enhance catalyst activity, it was confirmed that the most active species in the 

catalyst is Pd in metallic state rather than oxidised. 

 

Liquid-phase formic acid decomposition has been studied and optimised with a commercial 

catalyst. Once a reference was established, preparation of new supported nanoparticles 

heterogeneous catalysts became the objective. The next chapter will be focused on the 

preparation and extensive study of Pd nanoparticles supported on carbon nanofibers for 

formic acid decomposition. 
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4. CATALYTIC INVESTIGATION OF SUPPORTED PD NANOPARTICLES 
ON FUNCTIONALISED CARBON NANOFIBERS: EFFECT OF 
FUNCTIONALISATION, HEAT TREATMENT AND PREPARATION 
METHOD 

 

4.1. Introduction 

Liquid-phase formic acid decomposition has already been evaluated using a commercial 

catalyst as a reference to optimise the reaction conditions in batch. Its reusability in 

continuous flow reactor showed a very promising result. The most probable pathway 

followed by the reaction was found and, Density Functional Theory calculations provided 

more information about the energetics of each elementary step. The commercial catalyst was 

thoroughly characterised using a series of bulk and surface-specific techniques and a 

structure/activity relationship was established.  

As previously commented, even slight modifications on the catalyst surface or bulk, have a 

crucial impact on the catalyst activity, therefore, understanding how these changes affect the 

activity is paramount in order to design an active, efficient, reusable and economically 

profitable catalyst. These four parameters will become the focus of attention in the next 

chapters of this Thesis. 

In Chapter 2, section 2.1.2, carbon nanofibers (CNFs) were introduced and the advantages of 

these supports against other materials were given. This chapter presents the effect on the 

catalytic activity of Pd nanoparticles supported on different types of CNFs in the catalytic 

aqueous formic acid decomposition. A variety of CNFs was used as previously introduced:  

 

(1) Pyrolytically stripped (PS-CNF) 

(2) Low heat treated (LHT-CNF) 

(3) High heat treated (HHT-CNF) 

(4) N-functionalised (N-PS-CNF) 

(5) O-functionalised (O-PS-CNF) 

 

Within this series of supports, there are three different graphitisation degrees (PS, LHT and 

HHT) and two different functionalisation: oxygen and nitrogen. From the one side, the 
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purpose of the graphitisation treatment is the induction of a gradual regularisation of the 

carbon structure.1 From the other side, the purpose of the functionalisation with oxygen and 

nitrogen is to modify the electrostatic interactions with the support and stabilise the 

supported metal nanoparticles. The addition of oxygen-containing surface groups oxidises the 

catalyst surface and creates reactive carboxylic acid and ether‐type acid sites.2 Further 

functionalisation with ammonia, as explained in Chapter 2, produces the exchange of most of 

the oxygen-containing groups to nitrogen-containing surface groups which enhance the basic 

strength of the active sites. Furthermore, functionalisation of carbon nanofibers makes 

possible the control of the surface chemistry by modifying wettability. Surface oxygen groups 

can exhibit some degree of hydrophilic character while nitro groups enhance the hydrophobic 

nature of the carbon nanofibers.2 

The goals were, therefore, to study the effect of the carbon nanofibers graphitisation degree 

and the effect of the oxygen and nitrogen functionalities in terms of catalytic performance.  

The influence of two preparation methods for each of those catalysts was investigated as well. 

The synthesis techniques selected were sol immobilisation (using polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as 

stabiliser and NaBH4 as reducing agent) and impregnation, following the guidelines presented 

in Chapter 2, section 2.1.2. 

In summary, five types of nanofibers and two preparation methods make up to a total of ten 

different catalysts to be studied in this chapter. 

In the previous chapter, 5 wt. % Pd/C catalyst was used as a reference to find the optimised 

conditions of liquid-phase formic acid decomposition. Those conditions were used as a 

starting point in this chapter to evaluate the activity of each catalyst. The next natural step 

would be to optimise the conditions of liquid-phase formic acid decomposition using these 

catalysts, however, since performing this series of experiments in a batch of ten catalysts in a 

timely manner would be prohibitive, the two most active catalysts were chosen for an 

extensive study of the reaction conditions. The procedure followed to optimise the reaction 

conditions was identical to that used in the previous chapter: a set of reaction parameters 

such as substrate/metal molar ratio, stirrer speed, temperature and concentration of formic 

acid were varied in order to find the conditions where the reaction is kinetically limited and 

find the apparent activation energy and order of reaction. 
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Fresh and used catalysts were thoroughly characterised by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD), 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX), Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 

surface area analysis and, in the case of the functionalised carbon nanofibers, Ammonia -

Temperature Programmed Desorption (NH3-TPD).  

 

4.2. Results and discussion 

Every initial comment introduced in Chapter 3 regarding the experimental procedure is 

applied here as well: same experimental protocol in terms of analytical techniques and 

experimental conditions are used. As a brief summary, samples were withdrawn periodically 

as per the procedure presented in the experimental chapter and HPLC was used to analyse 

the concentration of formic acid remaining in solution. The initial rate of reaction is 

considered as the conversion at t = 5 min divided by time. Reactions were run for 2 hours. 

 

4.2.1. Initial catalytic activity screening of the Pd/CNF series catalysts 
for liquid-phase formic acid decomposition 

The first step in this study was a preliminary activity screening under the optimised conditions 

found in Chapter 3: substrate/metal molar ratio 2000:1, 750 rpm, 30 °C and 0.5 M formic acid. 

This way, an initial structure/activity relationship could be presented and subsequently 

confirmed or rejected according to the characterisation results. Due to the nature of the 

experiment and the catalysts selected, three different parameters have been evaluated: 

preparation method, degree of graphitisation and functionalisation. 

Figure 95 displays the comparison of the effect of the preparation methods (sol-

immobilisation and impregnation as presented in Chapter 2, section 2.1.2) in the catalytic 

performance of 1 wt. % Pd/CNFs with different graphitisation degree (A to C) and 

functionalisation (D and E). 
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Figure 95. Conversion versus time plot for the comparison of preparation method for Pd/CNFs with different 
graphitisation degree (A, B and C) and functionalisation (D and E). Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 26.5 mg of 

catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 

 

Besides the graphical comparison, the TOFs obtained for the whole series are presented in 

table 20. 

As observed in the conversion versus time plots, a slightly higher conversion was generally 

achieved by the catalysts prepared by sol-immobilisation method compared with the catalysts 

prepared by the impregnation method. The out-of-trend result observed on the catalyst 

supported on O-CNF-PS will be commented in the next paragraph. TOFs presented in table 20 

indicated a significative difference between the two preparation methods for each group of 

catalysts, athough, after 2 hours of reaction, as observed in figure 95, the four pairs of 

catalysts (excluding O-CNF-PS) led to similar final conversion. 
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Table 20. Catalytic activity of the Pd/CNFs catalysts series for the liquid-phase formic acid decomposition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prior to further characterisation of the catalysts, this trend can be explained due to the 

presence of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) during the preparation method by sol-immobilisation: 

PVA may bond to the carbon surface creating hydroxyl groups (C-O-H) that might occupy 

active sites and lead to a slightly faster deactivation than the catalysts prepared by 

impregnation method. This idea was analysed using characterisation techniques as presented 

next in this chapter. 

The inversion observed on the O-CNF-PS supported materials in which during the first hour of 

reaction impregnated samples reached a slightly higher conversion, can be explained because 

during the preparation of 1 wt. % PdSI/O-CNF-PS catalyst, especially entangled nanofibers 

were formed causing the creation of flakes which took several minutes to homogeneously 

distribute the nanofibers within the reactor, producing, therefore, a mass transfer limitation 

and so, the induction time-like trend observed during the reaction. Once the flakes were 

broken down and the nanoparticles distributed along the reactor, catalyst activity rapidly 

increased. However, every effort to manually break the flakes before the reaction was 

unsuccessful due to the strong electrostatic interaction between the nanofibers. 

Figure 96 presents the catalytic activities of the catalysts series by impregnation (A) and sol-

immobilisation (B). 

Catalyst TOF (h-1) 

PdIMP/CNF-HHT 563.2 

PdIMP/CNF-LHT 527.5 

PdIMP/CNF-PS 136.3 

PdIMP/N-CNF-PS 53.5 

PdIMP/O-CNF-PS 279.4 

PdSI/CNF-HHT 979.1 

PdSI/CNF-LHT 965.2 

PdSI/CNF-PS 484.4 

PdSI/N-CNF-PS 99.8 

PdSI/O-CNF-PS 90.2 
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Figure 96. Conversion versus time plot for the comparison of support graphitisation degree and 
functionalisation. Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 26.5 mg of catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M 

HCOOH, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 

 

As observed, catalytic activities were strongly dependent on the support. Among the three 

grades tested (different graphitisation degree), in terms of TOF, CNF-HHT was the most 

effective support while CNF-PS was the least effective, being CNF-LHT very close to CNF-HHT. 

Hence, the catalytic performance of the samples significantly increased with annealing 

temperature. In order to find a scientific reason for this result, it is necessary to state that, 

even though carbon graphitises at approximately 2000 °C, structural order already increases 

at 1500 °C.3 Oberlin and co-workers observed that graphitic domains appear at 1000-2000 °C, 

forming graphene layers when increasing the temperature.4 It means that in CNF-LHT the 

A 

B 
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order of the outer layer improves compared with CNF-PS. This structural rearrangement 

affects catalyst activity. The higher activity was correlated then, to a lower number of 

structural defects. This might lead to Pd particles anchoring more strongly to the more 

ordered graphite edges.  

On the other hand, when comparing the functionalisation, for the impregnated samples, the 

catalyst supported on oxygen-functionalised CNF showed higher activity (279.4 h-1) than both 

pristine CNF-PS (136.3 h-1) and nitrogen-functionalised catalyst (53.5 h-1), whereas for the sol-

immobilisation procedure, both pristine CNF-PS (484.4 h-1) and nitrogen-functionalised 

catalyst (99.8 h-1) presented higher activity than oxygen-functionalised CNF (90.2 h-1) since 

the big flakes formed during the sol-immobilisation caused a mass transfer limitation as 

previously commented. Consequently, TOF of PdSI/O-CNF-PS catalyst should not be compared 

with the remaining TOFs of the catalyst series.  

For the impregnated samples, the increase of TOF for the oxygen-containing CNF could be 

addressed to a favoured deprotonation step during formic acid decomposition due to the 

presence of O- on the surface, which can lead to an easier dehydrogenation of formic acid. 

However, as observed in figure 95E, deactivation of the catalyst was occurring after 30 

minutes of reaction. Oxygen on the catalyst surface from the functionalisation may react with 

the carbon surface producing concomitant CO as a result, thus, offering a possible explanation 

for the quick deactivation of the catalyst. 

Introducing basic functionalities as nitrogen in the support did not enhance the catalytic 

activity of the catalyst. 

The reason for the observed trends and subsequent structure/activity relationship will be 

provided by means of extensive catalyst characterisation of the whole series in a following 

section. Nevertheless, before performing the characterisation techniques, as previously 

stated, the two most active catalysts in this preliminary screening (PdSI/CNF-HHT and 

PdIMP/CNF-HHT) were used for an in-depth study of the reaction conditions similar to the 

study presented in Chapter 3.  
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4.2.2. Reaction conditions optimisation for additive-free liquid-
phase formic acid decomposition 

Even though the previous screening was performed at the optimised conditions provided by 

the commercial 5 wt. % Pd/C, it was also necessary to perform these studies using PdSI/CNF-

HHT and PdIMP/CNF-HHT in order to find any possible changes in the experimental conditions 

due to different metal/support interactions. For this purpose, the optimisation of the reaction 

conditions followed the same procedure as in the previous chapter. A set of reaction 

parameters were varied in order to find the conditions at which the reaction is kinetically 

limited and find the apparent activation energy and order of reaction.  

The first step was to confirm that, at the conditions of the experiment, the reaction is 

kinetically limited, then, the effect of catalyst mass (substrate/metal molar ratio) was 

investigated at 30 °C, stirring rate of 750 rpm and 2 h reaction time. Figure 97 displays the 

effect of the mass of catalyst on conversion and TOF. 

 

 

Figure 97. Effect of catalyst mass on (A) Conversion of formic acid dehydrogenation, (B) TOF. Reaction 
conditions: 30 °C, 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 

 

In this study, a formic acid/metal molar ratio in the range 500:1-6000:1, equivalent to 106-9 

mg of catalyst respectively, was studied. As observed, two reaction regimes were identified 

for each catalyst. As with the commercial catalyst, in the range of substrate/metal molar ratio 

between 2000:1-6000:1 (26.5-9 mg), dotted lines, the initial conversion was proportionally 

dependant to the amount of catalyst, and so, the reaction was kinetically limited. Turnover 

frequency (TOF) remained constant in that range confirming that the reaction was kinetically 
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limited. By increasing the catalyst mass above 26.5 mg, a decrease in TOF was observed, 

indicating that diffusion limitations were present. Hence, a catalyst mass of 26.5 mg was 

selected as the standard value in subsequent experiments.  

Stirring rate was also investigated to find the optimal value which avoids diffusion limitations 

without compromising reproducibility. Figure 98 displays the initial TOF compared against 

different stirring rates. 

 

 

Figure 98. Effect of stirrer rate on TOF. Reaction conditions: 26.5 mg of catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 
2000:1), 30 °C, 0.5 M HCOOH, 2 h reaction time. 

 

A range between 500 and 900 rpm was studied. As observed, increasing the stirring rate from 

500 rpm (TOF 123 h-1 for PdIMP/CNF-HHT and TOF 500 h-1 for PdSI/CNF-HHT) to 750 rpm (TOF 

572 h-1 for PdIMP/CNF-HHT and TOF 979 h-1 for PdSI/CNF-HHT), a substantial increment was 

observed in TOF due to the enhancement of the contact and collision between the reactant 

and the solid catalyst, therefore, it means that mass transfer was limiting the reaction. Above 

750 rpm, TOF values increased very slightly indicating that the stirrer rate had a minor effect, 

and thus, confirming the reaction was in kinetic regime. For the same reason explained in the 

previous chapter, 750 rpm was selected as the optimised value for the subsequent studies.  

As presented, the conditions in which the reaction was kinetically limited were identical to 

those found for the commercial catalyst in the previous chapter. Extrapolating to the whole 

series of catalysts, this means that the initial screening was in kinetic conditions and 

therefore, the activity values obtained were reliable.  
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The next parameter to investigate was the effect of temperature and activation energy. Five 

reactions were performed in the range of temperature from 30 to 60 °C and also, further 

increase of temperature was not investigated since, besides the necessity of fuel cells in 

portable devices to operate at mild conditions, CO was reported to evolve above 50 °C.5 As 

expected, conversion of formic acid was enhanced when rising the temperature, however, 

the important information from this study is the activation energy. It was calculated by the 

slope of the Arrhenius plot presented in figure 99 and by proceeding as explained in Chapter 

3, the values were 27.5 kJ mol-1 and 26.2 kJ mol-1 for PdIMP/CNF-HHT and PdSI/CNF-HHT 

respectively which is an improvement compared with the commercial catalyst. 

 

 

Figure 99. Arrhenius plot. Range 30-60 °C. Reaction conditions: 26.5 mg of catalyst (substrate/metal molar 
ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 

 

The effect of formic acid concentration and therefore, the apparent kinetic order of the 

reaction was the last step in this study. Figure 100 presents the plot of reaction rate versus 

concentration of formic acid in the range 0.1-1 M.  
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Figure 100. Rate versus concentration of formic acid. Reaction conditions: 26.5 mg of catalyst (Substrate/metal 
molar ratio: 2000:1), 30 °C, 750 rpm, 2 h reaction time. 

 

By fitting to the power-law equation model, apparent reaction orders of 0.30 and 0.31 with 

respect to formic acid for PdIMP/CNF-HHT and PdSI/CNF-HHT respectively were obtained.  

 

In summary, at the optimised reaction conditions of substrate/metal molar ratio of 2000:1 

and 750 rpm, formic acid concentration of 0.5 M and 30 °C, initial TOFs of 979 h-1 for PdSI/CNF-

HHT, and 572 h-1 for PdIMP/CNF-HHT were obtained. Remarkably, 1 wt. % PdSI/CNF-HHT 

showed a high catalytic activity very close to the commercial catalyst. These values were 

significantly promising for supported Pd nanoparticles on carbon nanofibers. Moreover, in 

comparison with other representative heterogeneous catalysts studied in liquid-phase formic 

acid dehydrogenation (Chapter 1, table 5), this as-synthesised catalyst was among the best 

catalysts up to date in terms of activity. 

 

4.2.3. Reusability tests 

Catalyst stability was also studied with the two most active catalysts (PdIMP/CNF-HHT and 

PdSI/CNF-HHT) for five subsequent catalytic cycles as explained in Chapter 2, section 2.4. The 

method used with these catalysts differs from the technique used with the commercial 

catalyst since then the amount of catalyst required was not a challenge. As a summary, in this 

case, after 2 hours of reaction, a liquid sample was analysed by HPLC to quantify the remaining 
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formic acid, and the necessary amount of pure formic acid to reach the initial concentration 

of 0.5 M was calculated and added into the reactor. As shown in figure 101, the as-synthesised 

catalysts exhibit a certain loss of activity within every use, more significant for PdIMP/CNF-HHT. 

This decrease in catalytic activity may be attributed to the same possible factors as in Chapter 

3: (i) decrease of percentage of atomic Pd on the surface by leaching or migration from the 

outer wall to the inner wall of the nanofiber, (ii) poisoning from CO, (iii) agglomeration of Pd 

nanoparticles, (iv) adsorption of species (reactant/products) on the surface of the catalyst 

occupying active sites. 

 

 

Figure 101. Reusability Pd/CNF-HHT catalysts prepared by sol-immobilisation and impregnation after five 
cycles of reaction. Formic acid was added after 2 h of reaction. Reaction conditions: 26.5 mg of catalyst 

(substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 30 °C, 750 rpm. 

 

In order to quantify the leaching of Pd from the catalysts, previously, MP-AES was performed 

on the liquid samples after reusability. It is a quick and inexpensive method, however, the 

quantification of Pd did not present the best accuracy. Considering this, ICP-MS (Inductively 

Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry) was selected instead. ICP-MS of the filtered solution 

after the five cycles of the reusability test was performed. For PdIMP/CNF-HHT, 0.034 ppm 

(0.12 % of initial Pd amount) of Pd were detected while, for PdSI/CNF-HHT, 0.014 ppm (0.05 % 

of initial Pd amount) were found. Thus, leaching of Pd from the catalyst is negligible. 
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Similarly, the evolved gases were analysed to provide information about possible 

concomitant CO formation and thus, poisoning of the catalyst. 

 

4.2.4. Analysis of evolved gases 

By using the water displacement method, gases evolved from liquid-phase formic acid 

decomposition were quantified by GC with methanator for carbon monoxide and carbon 

dioxide; and MS for hydrogen and carbon dioxide. 

CO2 concentration was in the range between 50000 and 60000 ppm for both PdIMP/CNF-HHT 

and PdSI/CNF-HHT while, 15 and 11 ppm of CO were obtained for PdIMP/CNF-HHT and 

PdSI/CNF-HHT respectively (selectivity > 99.95 %). As observed, very low CO concentration 

was produced by both preparation methods, with the lowest level of CO production being 

observed for the catalyst prepared by the colloidal method. Therefore, CO evolution was 

within the limit of 20 ppm established for PEM fuel cells. Selectivity toward hydrogen was 

higher than 99.99 %, confirming that the reaction mainly followed the dehydrogenation 

route. H2/CO2 ratios were calculated to be between 0.94 and 1.09. 

A further step was given in the analysis of gases. Quantification of CO was also performed to 

reactions carried out at different temperatures in order to elucidate the effect of this 

parameter on CO evolution and confirm the data reported by Tsang et al.5 In that article, a 

substantial increment of CO concentration was produced when increasing reaction 

temperature. Table 21 presents the results obtained in this study. 

 

Table 21. CO concentration evolved from liquid-phase formic acid decomposition performed at different 
temperatures. 

Temperature Catalyst CO (ppm) CO/CO2 ratio 

30 
PdIMP/CNF-HHT 15 0.00026 

PdSI/ CNF-HHT 11 0.00018 

40 
PdIMP/CNF-HHT 29 0.00074 

PdSI/ CNF-HHT 48 0.00068 

70 
PdIMP/CNF-HHT 876 0.00362 

PdSI/ CNF-HHT 415 0.00619 
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As expected, CO concentration is intimately related to reaction temperature. An increment 

of 10 °C from the standard experimental conditions made these catalysts not suitable for PEM 

fuel cells and, further increment to 70 °C, reached dangerous limits for human beings. 

Typically, 50 ppm is the maximum permissible exposure in the workplace, and 1000 ppm can 

produce loss of consciousness after 1 hour of exposure.6 These values cannot be compared 

with the values experimentally obtained since the gas was collected in a closed system, 

although it is an important guide to follow and consider when this technology is implemented. 

From the DFT results, it was observed that carboxylic pathway was the pathway leading to CO 

evolution and mainly in the Pd(001) surface. More research is then needed in this topic to try 

to maximise the Pd(011) and Pd(111) surfaces to reduce the impact of temperature on CO 

evolution. Additional information for future steps will be provided in Chapter 6. 

At 30 °C however, CO poisoning can be neglected (< 20 ppm) and thus, absorption of formic 

acid or intermediates on the surface, migration of Pd nanoparticles to the inner wall, and/or 

agglomeration seemed to be the most probable reasons for the drop in catalytic activity 

during the reusability test. 

The reason for the differences in catalytic activity was studied by means of characterisation 

techniques in order to find structure/activity relationship. 

 

4.2.5. Catalyst Characterisation 

An extensive characterisation of the series of fresh and used catalysts was performed. As 

previously commented, particle size distribution, surface area and oxidation state of the 

metal were the main focus of this characterisation. With this objective in mind, X-ray 

diffraction, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, transmission and scanning electron 

microscopy, BET surface area and ammonia temperature-programmed desorption analyses 

were performed. 

 

4.2.5.1. X-ray Diffraction 

XRD patterns of the fresh series of catalysts in displayed in figure 102.  
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Figure 102. XRD patterns of fresh Pd/CNF (A) Catalyst synthesised by impregnation: (a) PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (b) 
PdIMP/CNF-LHT, (c) PdIMP/CNF-PS, (d) PdIMP/N-CNF-PS, (e) PdIMP/O-CNF-PS. (B) Catalysts synthesised by sol-

immobilisation: (a) PdSI/CNF-HHT, (b) PdSI/CNF-LHT, (c) PdSI/CNF-PS, (d) PdSI/N-CNF-HHT, (e) PdSI/O-CNF-HHT. 

 

At approximately 26° appears the most visible feature which is the diffraction peak assigned 

to the (002) plane, of graphitic carbon,3 being this peak more evident in the CNF-HHT samples. 

The intensity of this peak increases, probably due to the heat treatment applied to the 

support since high-temperature post-treatment remarkably enhances the graphitic character 

of carbon materials and so, the increase of the diffraction peak of graphitic carbon. This is in 

concordance with the initial idea that the order degree of the carbon layer present in CNF-PS 

increases when increasing the temperature.3 A more in-depth description for graphitisation 

degree will be given when explaining XPS and Raman results in a subsequent section.  

In figure 103, the XRD patterns of the fresh series of catalysts are presented in more detail. 

The reflections at 2θ = 40.4°, 44.9° and 68.3° (grey lines) are assigned to the characteristic 

planes (111), (200) and (220) of the face-centered cubic structure of Pd7,8 and are present 

only in the catalysts prepared by impregnation as it is evident from the XRD patterns. As 

explained in Chapter 3, a crystallite size of approximately 5 nm is the limit of XRD technique.9 

In the previous chapter, crystallite size was slightly below the limit, however, the loading was 

high. In this case, with a nominal loading of 1 wt. %, no or very weak and broad diffraction 

peaks are present for the catalysts synthesised by the sol-immobilisation method. This 

suggests a crystallite size below 5 nm for these catalysts. Analysis by TEM was performed to 

confirm this hypothesis.  
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Figure 103. XRD patterns of fresh Pd/CNF materials (a) PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (b) PdIMP/CNF-LHT, (c) PdIMP/CNF-PS, (d) 
PdIMP/N-CNF-PS, (e) PdIMP/O-CNF-PS, (f) PdSI/CNF-HHT, (g) PdSI/CNF-LHT, (h) PdSI/CNF-PS, (i) PdSI/N-CNF-HHT, (j) 

PdSI/O-CNF-HHT. Grey lines: characteristic planes of face-centered cubic structure of Pd. 

 

Between 42° and 46°, a broad band is observed. It is attributed to either (100) or (101) planes 

of C, however, since both hexagonal and rhombohedral graphite present diffraction peaks in 

this region, the attribution of each peak to its corresponding species is not straightforward.3 

Two intense and sharp diffraction peaks at 54° and 78° are observed for both catalysts 

supported on CNF-HHT. The diffraction peak at 78° is assigned to the graphite (110) plane, 

therefore, the presence of rhombohedral graphite is confirmed.3 The attribution of the 

diffraction peak at 54° present some more difficulty since both graphite (004) and PdO (112) 

planes could be assigned to the same diffraction peak.3,7 XRD patterns of the bare supports 

were analysed in order to clarify this. Figure 104 presents the XRD patterns.  
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Figure 104. XRD patterns of the supports: (a) CNF-HHT, (b) CNF-LHT, (c) CNF-PS, (d) N-CNF-HHT, and (e) O-CNF-
LHT. 

 

A diffraction peak appears at 54° confirming, thus, the presence of graphite (004) plane since 

no Pd can be present in the sample, however, this peak shows a lower intensity compared 

with the XRD pattern of the catalysts. In that case, PdO (112) plane might be also present and 

overlaid by graphite (004) plane, therefore, indicating the presence of both.  

XRD analysis of the used catalysts was performed as well. Figure 105 presents the XRD 

patterns. The main change observed is the appearance and increment of the reflections at 2θ 

= 40.4° and 44.9° assigned to (111) and (200) planes of Pd. As with the commercial catalyst, 

this change indicates the reduction of PdII to metallic Pd due to the hydrogen generation and 

subsequent reduction of PdII to Pd. 
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Figure 105. XRD patterns of used Pd/CNF (a) PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (b) PdIMP/CNF-LHT, (c) PdIMP/CNF-PS, (d) PdIMP/N-
CNF-PS, (e) PdIMP/O-CNF-PS, (f) PdSI/CNF-HHT, (g) PdSI/CNF-LHT, (h) PdSI/CNF-PS, (i) PdSI/N-CNF-HHT, (j) PdSI/O-

CNF-HHT. 

 

As a summary, both Pd and, highly probable, PdO species were present in the fresh and used 

catalysts. Since the percentage of Pd on the surface and its composition are crucial, XPS was 

performed to confirm the presence and percentage of metallic Pd. 

 

4.2.5.2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS spectra of Pd 3d of the as-synthesised fresh catalysts for impregnation and sol-

immobilisation methods are presented in figure 106.  
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Figure 106. XPS spectra of fresh Pd/CNF (A) Catalyst synthesised by impregnation: (a) PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (b) 
PdIMP/CNF-LHT, (c) PdIMP/CNF-PS, (d) PdIMP/N-CNF-PS, (e) PdIMP/O-CNF-PS. (B) Catalysts synthesised by sol-

immobilisation: (a) PdSI/CNF-HHT, (b) PdSI/CNF-LHT, (c) PdSI/CNF-PS, (d) PdSI/N-CNF-HHT, (e) PdSI/O-CNF-HHT. 

 

Pd, N, O and Cl content and surface percentage of metallic Pd for both fresh and used series 

derived from XPS data are shown in table 22.  

 

Table 22. Palladium content, (%) metallic Pd on the surface, N, O and Cl content from XPS 

Catalyst 

Pd content 

(at. %) 

(%) Pd0 on 

the surface 

N content 

(at. %) 

O content 

(at. %) 

Cl content 

(at. %) 

Fresh Used Fresh Used Fresh Used Fresh Used Fresh Used 

PdIMP/CNF-HHT 0.71 0.52 30.1 74.1 - - 0.94 1.40 - - 

PdIMP/CNF-LHT 0.57 0.49 55.0 73.7 0.10 - 2.60 2.94 0.04 - 

PdIMP/CNF-PS 0.40 0.23 45.1 61.2 0.71 0.19 2.94 6.34 0.06 - 

PdIMP/N-CNF-PS 0.82 0.66 30.8 34.4 2.04 1.68 8.67 8.72 0.04 - 

PdIMP/O-CNF-PS 0.75 0.59 15.0 33.0 0.91 0.78 12.05 11.93 0.04 - 

PdSI/CNF-HHT 0.93 0.72 51.9 73.1 - - 2.72 4.05 0.06 - 

PdSI/CNF-LHT 1.44 0.98 53.1 69.8 0.12 - 4.49 3.49 0.05 - 

PdSI/CNF-PS 0.90 0.04 53.7 84.9 0.66 - 5.07 18.23 0.05 - 

PdSI/N-CNF-PS 1.27 0.81 70.0 67.7 2.06 1.48 10.53 8.91 0.07 - 

PdSI/O-CNF-PS 0.69 0.45 32.1 51.4 0.76 0.95 14.36 15.57 0.07 - 
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The Pd 3d5/2 component at 335 eV approximately was attributed to metallic Pd and the 

component at approximately 337 eV, to PdII mainly present as PdO.10,11  

The catalysts prepared by impregnation method displayed in general a lower surface Pd 

atomic percentage than the samples prepared by sol-immobilisation. This feature is also seen 

in figure 106 in which the impregnated samples presented lower spectral intensities and a 

noisier signal. As previously commented, these atomic percentages are calculated on the 

surface of the catalysts, existing differences with those percentages calculated by EDX.12 It 

was also observed that most of the catalysts prepared by sol-immobilisation presented a 

higher percentage of Pd0 species. This suggests that the presence of PVA ligand by partly 

covering Pd nanoparticles could inhibit the oxidation of the Pd surface due to ambient air. 

The higher atomic Pd percentage on the surface and higher content of metallic Pd could 

explain the higher activity observed for the catalysts synthesised by the colloidal method. 

No trend was deduced for the variation of Pd content or percentage of metallic Pd due to 

modifications in morphology through heat treatment. Hence, the increment of the reaction 

rates with increasing the heat treatment is not directly related to modifications on the Pd 

content on the surface or composition of Pd. 

As previously reported,13 functionalisation plays an important role in both the Pd0/PdII molar 

ratio and the metal content. Thus, nitrogen-functionalised CNF presents a higher Pd content 

when compared with oxygen-functionalised CNF. This increase in the Pd content can be 

possibly related to the higher degree of hydrophobic character in N-CNF-PS due to the 

amination process in contrast to the predominantly hydrophilic character in O-CNF-PS 14. The 

oxygen-functionalised catalysts predominantly exhibited Pd2+ species as could be expected 

due to the treatment of pristine CNF with HNO3. Furthermore, by using the colloidal method, 

a significant increase of Pd0 species by a factor of 2 was accomplished.  

Analysis of the used samples was performed to identify any possible change in Pd content 

and composition. XPS analyses of used catalysts are presented in figure 107.  
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Figure 107. XPS spectra of used Pd/CNF (A) Catalyst synthesised by impregnation: (a) PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (b) 
PdIMP/CNF-LHT, (c) PdIMP/CNF-PS, (d) PdIMP/N-CNF-PS, (e) PdIMP/O-CNF-PS. (B) Catalysts synthesised by sol-

immobilisation: (a) PdSI/CNF-HHT, (b) PdSI/CNF-LHT, (c) PdSI/CNF-PS, (d) PdSI/N-CNF-HHT, (e) PdSI/O-CNF-HHT. 

 

Table 22 and figure 107 display the increase of the percentage of metallic Pd after the 

reaction, confirming again that the hydrogen released during the liquid-phase decomposition 

of HCOOH can reduce PdII to Pd0 species in concordance with XRD.  

It was also observed a reduction in the atomic Pd content on the surface of the used catalyst. 

Since XPS is surface sensitive, and Pd leaching from the reaction was discarded, the decrease 

of Pd content for the used catalyst could be explained by: 

 

(i) migration (leaching and re-adsorption) of the nanoparticles to the inner wall of the 

nanofiber, 

(ii) increase of Pd particle size by agglomeration. 

 

Further study by TEM will provide information to approve or disapprove the hypothesis of 

agglomeration of Pd nanoparticles. 
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XPS was also used to quantify the relative concentration of sp2 and sp3 hybridisation type 

from the deconvolution of C1s. XPS spectra in the C1s region of the fresh and used series of 

catalysts is presented in figure 108. Table 23 presents the concentrations of sp2 and sp3 

hybridisation and its ratio (sp2/sp3) since it determines structure properties of carbon 

materials. The component appearing at approximately 285 eV is attributed to sp3-hybridised 

carbon species, while the component at 284 eV, to sp2 carbon15. As observed, both sp2 

content and ratio sp2/sp3 increase with increasing annealing temperature, confirming thus 

the graphitisation of the surface. The catalysts supported on CNF-PS presents a ratio 2.85-

2.98; for the catalysts supported on CNF-LHT, is 3.70-4.13; and for the catalysts supported on 

CNF-HHT, 10.10-10.95; indicating in this last case that sp2 bond is primary. Subsequently, the 

content of sp3-hybridised carbon species decreased as expected with increasing annealing 

temperature. 

 

 

Figure 108. XPS spectra of fresh Pd/CNF in the binding energy region of 281–295 eV corresponding to C1s. (A) 
Catalyst synthesised by impregnation: (a) PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (b) PdIMP/CNF-LHT, (c) PdIMP/CNF-PS, (d) PdIMP/N-
CNF-PS, (e) PdIMP/O-CNF-PS. (B) Catalysts synthesised by sol-immobilisation: (a) PdSI/CNF-HHT, (b) PdSI/CNF-

LHT, (c) PdSI/CNF-PS, (d) PdSI/N-CNF-HHT, (e) PdSI/O-CNF-HHT. 
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Table 23. Atomic content of sp2 and sp3 carbon and ratio sp2/sp3 from XPS for the bare supports and the 
catalysts subjected to different temperature treatments. 

Catalyst C sp2 (%) C sp3 (%) sp2/sp3 

CNF-HHT - - - 

CNF-LHT - - - 

CNF-PS - - - 

PdIMP/CNF-HHT 82.10 7.50 10.95 

PdIMP/CNF-LHT 72.01 17.43 4.13 

PdIMP/CNF-PS 66.73 22.37 2.98 

PdSI/CNF-HHT 81.87 8.11 10.09 

PdSI/CNF-LHT 70.44 19.05 3.70 

PdSI/CNF-PS 65.80 23.12 2.85 

 

Chlorine impurities must receive special attention since these can promote catalyst sintering 

or poisoning by occupying active sites16,17. Figure 109 displays the spectra of the fresh and 

used catalysts in the binding energy region of 198–199 eV corresponding to Cl 2p3/2. Cl relative 

atomic content of the series of catalysts was previously presented in table 22.  

As observed, negligible chlorine from Pd precursor was found corresponding to inorganic 

chlorine Cl 2p3/2 peak either as chloride anions or chlorine covalently bonded to carbon atoms. 

Nevertheless, certain amounts of PdCl2 may have remained in some catalysts as evidenced by 

the 339-340 eV shoulders in figure 106. In contrast to previous work18, the catalysts prepared 

by sol-immobilisation showed slightly larger amount of chlorine impurities on the surface, 

however, this could be addressed to slight differences on the amount of water used during 

the filtration process and washing or differences of the setup used.  

The total disappearance of chlorine in the surface for all the used catalysts is displayed in 

figure 109 and table 22. This could be explained by the generation and release of HCl during 

the reaction, and thus, this assures that chlorine impurities were not relevant in the 

deactivation of these catalysts and did not present any influence after the first cycle of 

reaction. 
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Figure 109. XPS spectra of the fresh (A) and used (B) catalysts in the binding energy region of 190–205 eV 
corresponding to Cl 2p3/2. (a) PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (b) PdIMP/CNF-LHT, (c) PdIMP/CNF-PS, (d) PdIMP/N-CNF-PS, (e) 

PdIMP/O-CNF-PS, (f) PdSI/CNF-HHT, (g) PdSI/CNF-LHT, (h) PdSI/CNF-PS, (i) PdSI/N-CNF-HHT, (j) PdSI/O-CNF-HHT. 

 

Table 22 presented the nitrogen and oxygen relative atomic content of the series of catalysts. 

There is a small presence of N- and O-containing groups in some of those catalysts which have 

not been functionalised. This could be explained by their exposure to atmosphere: oxygen 
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easily reacts with the dangling bonds of incomplete graphitic layers at room temperature and 

this also explains the decrease in the relative atomic content of O and N elements with 

increasing annealing temperature due to the reduction in the number of dangling bonds and 

subsequent graphitisation of the surface19. Furthermore, a slightly higher functionalisation 

degree was reached by sol-immobilisation method compared with the impregnation method.  

Figure 110 presents the XPS spectra in the region of O1s in order to analyse oxygen 

composition.  

 

 

Figure 110. XPS spectra of fresh Pd/CNF in the binding energy region of 525-542 eV corresponding to O1s. (A) 
Catalyst synthesised by impregnation: (a) PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (b) PdIMP/CNF-LHT, (c) PdIMP/CNF-PS, (d) PdIMP/N-
CNF-PS, (e) PdIMP/O-CNF-PS. (B) Catalysts synthesised by sol-immobilisation: (a) PdSI/CNF-HHT, (b) PdSI/CNF-

LHT, (c) PdSI/CNF-PS, (d) PdSI/N-CNF-HHT, (e) PdSI/O-CNF-HHT. 

 

O1s peaks are well described by a Gaussian-Lorentzian curve after Shirley background 

subtraction. The same procedure explained in Chapter 3 for the assignment of the 

components in the O1s spectrum was followed here. 

For the comparison of preparation method, a clear trend was observed for the intensity of 

the peak attributed to the carbon-oxygen single-bonds in hydroxyl groups (C-O-H). Due to the 

presence of PVA and its hydroxyl groups, a higher ratio of C-O-H is produced in the sol-
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immobilisation method. As expected, carbon-oxygen ether-like single bonds decrease when 

increasing the annealing temperature due to the graphitisation of the surface as previously 

presented. Regarding the oxygen-functionalised carbon nanofibers, very low presence of 

carbon-oxygen double bonds is found. 

Furthermore, for the commercial catalyst, a significant increment of the region attributed to 

water was observed for the used catalyst. This is not the case for the Pd nanoparticles 

supported on CNFs.  

As a summary, XPS analysis presented two types of Pd species in the fresh and used samples 

as expected. The catalysts prepared by sol-immobilisation technique exhibited a higher 

atomic Pd percentage and, since PVA ligands tend to inhibit the oxidation of the Pd surface, 

a higher percentage of Pd0. Increasing annealing temperature, concentration of sp2 

hybridisation type increases as a result of the graphitisation of the surface.  

 

4.2.5.3. Raman 

Raman spectroscopy was performed to analyse the structure and graphitisation degree of the 

carbon nanofibers. Raman spectra was measured in the range of 900–1900 cm−1. Figures 111, 

112 and 113 display respectively the Raman spectra of the bare supports, fresh and used 

catalysts exposed to different temperature treatments. 

 

 

Figure 111. Raman spectra of the bare supports: CNF-HHT (black curve), CNF-LHT (red curve) and CNF-PS (blue 
curve). 
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Figure 112. Raman spectra of the fresh samples. (A) Catalyst synthesised by impregnation: (a) PdIMP/CNF-HHT 
(black curve), (b) PdIMP/CNF-LHT (red curve), (c) PdIMP/CNF-PS (blue curve). (B) Catalysts synthesised by sol-
immobilisation: (a) PdSI/CNF-HHT (black curve), (b) PdSI/CNF-LHT (red curve), (c) PdSI/CNF-PS (blue curve). 

 

 

Figure 113. Raman spectra of the used samples. (A) Catalyst synthesised by impregnation: (a) PdIMP/CNF-HHT 
(black curve), (b) PdIMP/CNF-LHT (red curve), (c) PdIMP/CNF-PS (blue curve). (B) Catalysts synthesised by sol-
immobilisation: (a) PdSI/CNF-HHT (black curve), (b) PdSI/CNF-LHT (red curve), (c) PdSI/CNF-PS (blue curve). 

 

The main peaks at 1348 and 1572 cm−1 and are attributed to the D and G bands for sp2 clusters 

respectively. D band is caused by the presence of disorder in sp2-hybridised carbon and G 

band is due to the stretching of the C-C bonds in sp2 systems providing evidence of 

graphitisation. The relative intensity between these two bands (ID/IG) is related with the 

structural disorder and subsequently with the size of graphitic domains.20 

Table 24 shows the intensity of the peaks and ratios ID/IG.  
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Table 24. ID/IG ratio from Raman for the bare supports and the catalysts exposed to different temperature 
treatments. 

Catalyst 
ID/IG 

Fresh Used 

CNF-HHT 0.11 - 

CNF-LHT 0.71 - 

CNF-PS 0.75 - 

PdIMP/CNF-HHT 0.26 0.21 

PdIMP/CNF-LHT 0.78 0.73 

PdIMP/CNF-PS 0.67 0.57 

PdSI/CNF-HHT 0.08 0.23 

PdSI/CNF-LHT 0.80 0.90 

PdSI/CNF-PS 0.78 0.71 

 

Both D and G Raman bands are present in all the catalysts in this group. Analysing the bare 

supports, the ratio ID/IG decreases with increasing annealing temperature, as expected, 

presenting a deeper drop when the support is treated at the highest temperature. However, 

for the synthesised catalysts, both fresh and used, and mainly during impregnation, the 

opposite trend is observed for the PS samples (pyrolytically stripped at 700 °C): ID/IG ratio 

decreases. This variation may be explained because during the preparation method, the 

catalyst was washed to remove the remaining of stabiliser or precursor and this could be 

affecting the amorphous phase of the carbon, being this amorphous phase washed away to 

some extent and subsequently showing this low ID/IG ratio. This experiment produced a 

further decrease in the ID/IG: 0.61 for PdIMP/CNF-PS and 0.67 for PdSI/CNF-PS. Confirming that 

the amorphous carbon was removed to a certain extent from the surface when preparing the 

catalyst.  

The results obtained in Raman are in agreement with the difference observed in XPS between 

the concentrations of sp2 and sp3; the catalysts annealed at 3000 °C presented the highest 

graphitisation and, a certain difference with LHT samples (annealed at 1500 °C) as observable 

in the ratio sp2/sp3. A small difference was observed between LHT and PS samples, confirmed 

by both concentrations of sp2 and sp3 and ID/IG ratio. 
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4.2.5.4. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Particle size of metal nanoparticles plays a key role in the catalytic activity. Particle size 

distributions of the catalysts series for both impregnated and sol-immobilised samples were 

assessed from analysis of bright field TEM micrographs. Figure 114 presents a representative 

micrograph and its particle size distribution for the samples synthesised via impregnation 

route while figure 115, presents the homologue for the sol-immobilisation route.  
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Figure 114. Bright field TEM micrographs and corresponding histograms of the particle size distributions for 
the fresh catalysts prepared by impregnation. (A,B) PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (C,D) PdIMP/CNF-LHT, (E,F) PdIMP/CNF-PS, 

(G,H) PdIMP/N-CNF-PS, (I,J) PdIMP/O-CNF-PS. 
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Figure 115. Bright field TEM micrographs and corresponding histograms of the particle size distributions for 
the fresh catalysts prepared by sol-immobilisation. (A,B) PdSI/CNF-HHT, (C,D) PdSI/CNF-LHT, (E,F) PdSI/CNF-PS, 

(G,H) PdSI/N-CNF-PS, (I,J) PdSI/O-CNF-PS. 
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Table 25 shows the mean particle size of the as-synthesised fresh and used catalysts.  

 

Table 25. Statistical mean and standard deviation of particle size analysis. 

Catalyst 

Fresh Used 

Mean particle 

size (nm) 

Standard 

deviation 

Mean particle 

size (nm) 

Standard 

deviation 

PdIMP/CNF-HHT 5.4 0.9 5.5 0.4 

PdIMP/CNF-LHT 5.7 1.3 7.3 0.4 

PdIMP/CNF-PS 6.9 1.8 6.8 0.3 

PdIMP/N-CNF-PS 5.5 0.9 5.7 0.3 

PdIMP/O-CNF-PS 5.8 1.1 5.7 0.5 

PdSI/CNF-HHT 3.9 1.2 4.5 0.3 

PdSI/CNF-LHT 4.2 1.3 6.2 0.4 

PdSI/CNF-PS 4.6 1.5 5.4 0.4 

PdSI/N-CNF-PS 3.7 0.8 4.5 0.4 

PdSI/O-CNF-PS 4.1 1.1 4.8 0.3 

 

Generally, the samples synthesised via impregnation route present a particle size distribution 

in the 2.5 - 10 nm range, while the catalysts prepared by sol-immobilisation method present 

a narrower particle size distribution of 2 - 8 nm. A lower Pd mean particle size is observed for 

the samples prepared by the colloidal method. Then, the higher catalytic activity observed 

could be attributed to the smaller Pd mean particle size. Furthermore, TEM analyses provided 

evidence that the Pd nanoparticles were more evenly dispersed on the catalysts prepared by 

sol-immobilisation in comparison with the impregnated samples. 3D tomography was 

performed in selected catalysts to confirm this hypothesis. 

Regarding graphitisation, particle size tended to decrease for increasing annealing 

temperature of the support, being this change more evident for the impregnated samples. 

The concentration of sp2 and sp3 carbon previously calculated could explain this behaviour. 

Carbon with sp2 hybridisation is less reactive than carbon with sp3. The catalysts supported 

on CNF-HHT present a high percentage of sp2, this means that less reactive sites on the carbon 
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surface are present. During the preparation method, when the Pd nanoparticle approximates 

the carbon surface in sol-immobilisation method or when the Pd agglomerates forming the 

nanoparticle in impregnation technique, it binds to it preferentially with the most reactive 

sites of carbon, what could facilitate a smaller particle size for HHT CNFs since sp3 sites are 

more spatially distributed within the nanofiber.  

Figures 116 and 117 present representative TEM micrographs and particle size distribution 

for the used catalysts by impregnation and sol-immobilisation respectively. As displayed in 

table 25, no remarkable increment in the average Pd particle size has been observed for the 

used catalysts except for the catalysts supported on CNF-LHT. The heat treatment applied to 

this support was observed to slightly modify the surface creating graphitic domains but to a 

low extent. This could have created tensions on the catalyst surface possibly affecting the 

metal/support interaction and therefore, leading to a certain increase in particle size. 
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Figure 116. Bright field TEM micrographs and corresponding histograms of the particle size distributions for 
the used catalysts prepared by impregnation. (A,B) PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (C,D) PdIMP/CNF-LHT, (E,F) PdIMP/CNF-PS, 

(G,H) PdIMP/N-CNF-PS, (I,J) PdIMP/O-CNF-PS. 
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Figure 117. Bright field TEM micrographs and corresponding histograms of the particle size distributions for 
the used catalysts prepared by sol-immobilisation. (A,B) PdSI/CNF-HHT, (C,D) PdSI/CNF-LHT, (E,F) PdSI/CNF-PS, 

(G,H) PdSI/N-CNF-PS, (I,J) PdSI/O-CNF-PS. 

 

The previous study by means of XPS exposed a decrease in Pd content on the surface. This 

was addressed to a possible agglomeration of the nanoparticles or leaching and re-

adsorption. This study discards the agglomeration since it only occurs in two catalysts, 

consequently, leaching and re-adsorption of Pd nanoparticles from the surface of the 

nanofibers to the inner wall is the most plausible explanation for the decrease in atomic Pd 

percentage and therefore, difficulties could arise for formic acid to access these active sites 

inside the nanofibers, providing this a plausible explanation for the low reusability capacity. 

In comparison, the 5 wt. % Pd/C studied in the previous chapter, increased the Pd content on 

the surface after using the catalyst whilst, for this series of catalysts, it is reduced. From this 

result, a weak metal-support interaction for this kind of support can be assumed.  

Besides migration of nanoparticles, adsorption of reaction intermediates, as concluded in 

Chapter 3, plays an important role in the long-term stability of the catalyst. For this purpose, 

TGA-MS was performed in the whole series of catalysts, however, nanofibers possess such a 

low density that the cuvette available in the instrument could only hold approximately 2 mg 

of sample which eventually rendered no conclusive results. In conclusion, without the 

possibility of obtaining definitive data by means of TGA-MS for these catalysts, adsorption of 

intermediate species including water and migration to the inner wall of the nanofiber seems 

the most probable reasons for the low reusability capacity of these catalysts.  
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4.2.5.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive X-Ray 
spectroscopy 

The distribution and dispersion of Pd within the CNFs was evaluated with SEM-EDX. Figure 

118 displays a representative SEM image of the fresh and used PdIMP/CNF-HHT respectively. 

As observed, no significant variation is apparent between the samples. EDX analysis from a 

wide area during SEM observation was performed confirming the presence of Pd. Total metal 

loading both fresh and used catalysts series derived from EDX analysis is presented in 

table 26.  

 

 

Figure 118. (A) SEM image of fresh PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (B) SEM image of used PdIMP/CNF-HHT. 

 

Table 26. Palladium loading from EDX data for the different catalysts studied. 

Catalyst 
Pd loading EDX (wt. %) 

Fresh Used 

PdIMP/CNF-HHT 1.03 1.01 

PdIMP/CNF-LHT 1.03 0.99 

PdIMP/CNF-PS 1.04 0.95 

PdIMP/N-CNF-PS 0.99 0.97 

PdIMP/O-CNF-PS 1 1 

PdSI/CNF-HHT 0.91 1.01 

PdSI/CNF-LHT 1.09 0.96 

A B 
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PdSI/CNF-PS 1.05 1.05 

PdSI/N-CNF-PS 0.97 1.05 

PdSI/O-CNF-PS 1.05 0.93 

 

Total metal loading of the as-prepared catalysts is close to the theoretical 1 wt. % and it is not 

considerably affected by the preparation method used. Comparing fresh and used catalysts, 

no change was observed in the metal loading during the reaction, however, SEM-EDX 

mapping in figure 119 exposes that whereas for the fresh catalyst, Pd is homogeneously 

distributed in the catalyst, areas with high particles density and agglomeration is observed in 

the used catalysts as reported in Chapter 3 as well. 

 

 

Figure 119. (A) Mapping images of fresh PdIMP/CNF-HHT, (B) mapping images of used PdIMP/CNF-HHT. 

 

From XPS data in table 22, a higher Pd atomic percentage on the surface was obtained for the 

sol-immobilised samples, however, EDX, which is a bulk-sensitive technique, displayed a 

metal loading for all the catalysts series near 1 wt. %. Hence, it is clear that, with the sol-

immobilisation method, Pd nanoparticles were preferentially distributed on the surface of the 

nanofibers, while the impregnation method might lead to a certain portion of the formed Pd 

A 

B 
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nanoparticles to be located and distributed in the inner walls of CNFs, besides deposited on 

the external surface. For this purpose, 3D tomography was performed in order to identify the 

location of the particles within the nanofiber.  

 

4.2.5.6. 3D Tomography 

This analysis was carried out for two representative catalysts of sol-immobilisation and 

impregnation. Figures 120 and 121 present a sequence of TEM micrographs showing the 

position of the nanoparticles in the nanofiber. 

 

 

Figure 120. 3D tomography of PdIMP/CNF-LHT. 
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Figure 121. 3D tomography of PdSI/CNF-HHT. 

 

As expected, Pd nanoparticles tend to distribute on the outer wall of the nanofiber for the 

sol-immobilisation technique while, for impregnation technique, remarkably, a certain 

number of Pd nanoparticles were allocated inside the inner wall as shown in figure 120. Note 

that, as in the colloidal method, most of the nanoparticles were deposited outside the 

nanofiber, however, a bigger number of nanoparticles were observed inside the nanofiber 

than for sol-immobilisation. The only purpose of the image chosen in figure 120 is to show 

without a doubt the location of some nanoparticles, although a representative image would 

be closer to figure 121. Since 3D tomography is by far the most laborious and expensive 
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technique used in this Thesis, no quantitative analysis could be performed. Nevertheless, as 

a rough and personal opinion, for the impregnated samples, approximately 95 % of the 

nanoparticles were located in the outer wall and the remaining 5 %, inside the inner channel. 

However, no scientific evidence could be extracted. 

 

4.2.5.7. Ammonia -Temperature Programmed Desorption (NH3-TPD) 

Acidity of the nitrogen and oxygen functionalised CNFs was measured by temperature 

programmed desorption of ammonia. This technique allows getting a qualitative overview of 

the acidic strength of the active sites. This strength is estimated according to the intensity and 

temperature of the ammonia desorption peaks. The acid strength can be classified as weak 

(150–250 °C), medium (250–420 °C) and strong (420–750 °C).21 Figures 122 and 123 show the 

NH3-TPD desorption profiles obtained.  

 

 

Figure 122. NH3-TPD desorption profile of PdIMP/N-CNF-PS and PdIMP/O-CNF-PS. 
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Figure 123. NH3-TPD desorption profile of PdSI/N-CNF-PS and PdSI/O-CNF-PS. 

 

For impregnated samples, the oxygen functionalised CNF present mainly three desorption 

peaks at 296, 317 and 603 °C while, for the sol-immobilisation method, only 267 and 336 °C, 

indicating thus the presence of medium strength acid sites in both catalysts, and strong acid 

sites only in the sample prepared by impregnation. 

Regarding the nitrogen functionalised CNF, these peaks shift to a relatively higher 

temperature, appearing for sol-immobilisation at 385 and 492 °C, and for impregnation, there 

is just one medium strength acid sites peak at 363 and one strong acid peak at 730 °C. 

As commented in the experimental chapter, a more in-depth study using pyridine FT-IR would 

provide more information about the types of acid since Bronsted or Lewis acids could not be 

distinguished using NH3-TPD. However, due to the presence of carbon as support, FT-IR is not 

suitable due to the fact that Beer’s equation would not be followed.22  

 

4.2.5.8. Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) method surface area  

Table 27 presents the total surface area determined from the BET equation.  
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Table 27. BET surface areas for the as-synthesised catalysts and supports. 

Catalyst Support Impregnation Sol-immobilisation 

Pd/CNF-HHT 34 37 36 

Pd/CNF-LHT 32 41 36 

Pd/CNF-PS 43 50 47 

Pd/N-CNF-PS 45 51 37 

Pd/O-CNF-PS 48 52 47 

 

It ranges from approximately 32 m2/g to 52 m2/g. This low surface area compared with carbon 

nanotubes (up to 1200 m2/g) is caused by the thickness of the walls (ca. 45 nm). By comparing 

preparation method, impregnation leads to slightly higher surface area, however, since BET 

surface area instruments have a certain error, in some cases up to 10 %, no conclusion can be 

extracted for the apparent variations in the surface area of these samples. 

 

4.3. Conclusions 

In this study, a series of monometallic Pd nanoparticles supported on carbon nanofibers 

(CNFs) were synthesised. Five different types of carbon nanofibers were used: three 

graphitisation grades and two functionalisation, oxygen and nitrogen. The objective was to 

study the effect on the catalyst activity of graphitisation, and subsequently structural order 

from one side, and, from the other side, of the modifications of the electrostatic interactions 

with the support. Sol-immobilisation and impregnation techniques were selected as model 

preparation methods widely used for the deposition of Pd nanoparticles.  

An initial screening of the full series of catalysts established that catalysts synthesised by sol-

immobilisation method exhibit higher initial activity when compared with catalysts prepared 

by impregnation method, although after 2 hours of reaction, similar conversion was achieved 

by these pairs of catalysts probably due to the presence of PVA which may occupy active sites 

and thus, leading to a faster deactivation. Characterisation techniques showed that the 

catalysts synthesised by sol-immobilisation present a higher surface atomic Pd percentage, 

and a higher percentage of Pd0 due to the presence of PVA ligand that tends to inhibit the 

oxidation of the Pd surface. Through TEM analysis it was found that these catalysts present 
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smaller Pd particle size as well. These are the most probable reasons for the enhancement of 

activity. Furthermore, an initial analysis by means of 3D tomography showed a slightly higher 

presence of nanoparticles inside the inner wall for the catalysts prepared by impregnation 

method. 

The study of catalyst activity with different graphitisation degree showed that the catalytic 

performance significantly increased with the increase of annealing temperature and so, 

structural order. It was observed that catalyst activity was greatly enhanced by the samples 

supported on the carbon nanofibers treated at 1500 °C, even though the surface was only 

slightly modified. A further increment of the heat treatment up to 3000 °C, significantly 

rearranged the structure by improving the structural order, however, the increment in activity 

was not proportional. Besides the structural order improvement, smaller Pd nanoparticles 

were formed, and with improved dispersion, as the annealing temperature increased, 

explaining the enhancement in activity. 

Regarding functionalisation, the lack of enough variety of samples rendered impossible the 

obtention of a conclusive result. Nevertheless, for the impregnated samples, an increment in 

activity was observed for the catalyst using oxygen functionalised carbon nanofibers. This was 

explained by a favoured deprotonation step due to the presence of O- on the surface although 

deactivation of the catalyst was occurring soon after the start of the reaction most probably 

due to concomitant CO formation on the catalyst surface paradoxically also caused by the 

presence of oxygen from the functionalisation.  

Optimisation of the reaction conditions with the two most active catalysts confirmed that the 

initial screening of the series of catalysts was performed under kinetic regime and therefore, 

making the data valid and reproducible. Under the optimised conditions, a remarkable initial 

TOF of 979 h-1 was achieved by PdSI/CNF-HHT, the most active catalyst in this series, with high 

selectivity for hydrogen (>99.9 %) at 30 °C. 

Reusability studies for the two most active catalysts exhibited a certain loss of activity for each 

run. Once leaching, agglomeration of nanoparticles, and CO poisoning (at 30 °C) were 

rejected, the remaining possible reasons for the deactivation were adsorption of reaction 

intermediates on the catalyst surface, as confirmed in the previous chapter, and migration 

during the reaction to the inner wall of nanoparticles with less metal/support interaction. 
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The next chapter will make use of the results obtained so far. It will be focused on the 

preparation of Pd nanoparticles by the sol-immobilisation method. This preparation method 

will be extensively studied by varying a set of parameters in order to investigate the effects it 

has on the structure and morphology of the synthesised catalysts. 
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5. INVESTIGATION OF SUPPORTED Pd-BASED COLLOIDAL 
NANOPARTICLES IN THE LIQUID PHASE DECOMPOSITION OF 
FORMIC ACID: EFFECT OF STABILISER, METAL LOADING, SUPPORT, 
AND BIMETALLICS RATIO 

 

5.1. Introduction 

This Thesis started with the evaluation of liquid-phase formic acid decomposition using a 

commercial catalyst to optimise the reaction conditions. In Chapter 4, a series of Pd 

nanoparticles supported on carbon nanofibers with different graphitisation degree and 

functionalisation, prepared by two preparation methods and the catalytic performance of the 

synthesised materials was evaluated for the liquid phase decomposition of formic acid and 

thoroughly characterised.  

In previous works, it was found that final morphology and structure of synthesised colloidal 

metal nanoparticles can be affected by the selection of ligand and its amount, variations of 

concentration of metal precursor, reducing agent, temperature of colloidal reduction, and 

nature of ligand and reducing agent.1–3 For this purpose, the present chapter reports the 

synthesis of Pd nanoparticles using colloidal methodology varying the amount of stabiliser 

(polyvinyl alcohol), Pd loading, support (activated charcoal and TiO2) and Au-Pd atomic ratio, 

with the objective of tuning the morphology of the catalysts and so affecting catalytic 

performance. Subsequently, reusability studies of the most active monometallic Pd catalyst 

were performed.  

The catalyst activity was evaluated as usually, using liquid phase formic acid decomposition 

as the model reaction for hydrogen production at mild conditions.  

 

 

5.2. Results and discussion 

As for Chapter 4, a similar experimental procedure was followed in this chapter. However, a 

slight variation in the experimental conditions was performed since preliminary tests 

displayed a generally lower activity for this series of catalysts compared with previous 

chapters. For this reason, initial conversion after 5 minutes of reaction did not provide with 

enough difference in the activity so as to extrapolate a trend and be able to elucidate how 
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activity is affected by structural changes. Hence, the temperature at which the reaction was 

performed was increased from 30 °C to 50 °C since it would increment activity and thus, 

emphasise the differences. Furthermore, the reactions were also kept running for 4 hours 

instead of 2 in order to find a more accurate behaviour trend.  

 

5.2.1. Catalytic activity screening of the as synthesised Pd catalysts 
for liquid-phase formic acid decomposition: effect of PVA 

Catalytic performance of the Pd catalysts prepared by sol-immobilisation was evaluated 

under the optimised conditions of substrate/metal molar ratio of 2000:1 and 750 rpm, and at 

50 °C and 0.5 M initial HCOOH concentration. As introduced in Chapter 1, polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA) was used during the preparation method as a steric stabiliser to prevent agglomeration. 

Figure 124 displays the catalytic activity of the catalysts synthesised by varying the PVA/Pd 

weight ratio.  

 

 

 

Figure 124. Conversion vs. time plot for the effect of stabiliser. Reaction conditions: 50 °C, 26.5 mg of catalyst 
(substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 4 h reaction time. 

 

In terms of conversion, the highest catalytic performance was obtained for the catalyst 

Pd/AC-0.3 (PVA/Pd weight ratio = 0.3, initial TOF 366 h-1). Nevertheless, the highest initial 
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activity is achieved by the catalyst Pd/AC-0 (PVA/Pd weight ratio = 0) with an initial TOF of 

560 h-1 (note that TOF was calculated for the first 5 minutes of reaction even though the graph 

does not show the points for clarity of results), however, after the first hour of reaction, a 

steep decrease in catalytic activity is observed only for this last catalyst. This result is 

interesting since it indicates that, from one side, PVA may occupy active sites and therefore, 

in the sample in which PVA was not used a higher percentage of active sites are available at 

the beginning of the reaction although, on the other side, samples with PVA tend to maintain 

a higher degree of stability. Since the role of the stabiliser is to prevent agglomeration, this 

could explain the result obtained in this study: even though a higher initial activity is achieved 

by the sample without PVA, without the effect of a stabiliser, metal nanoparticles tend to 

agglomerate to relax the electronic structure and consequently, the long-term use of this 

catalyst may be prevented due to a higher increment of Pd particle size. 

By plotting final conversion against PVA/Pd weight ratio, figure 125 is obtained.  

 

 

Figure 125. Effect of PVA/Pd weight ratio on catalytic performance. Reaction conditions: 50 °C, 26.5 mg of 
catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 4 h reaction time. 

 

A volcano plot is observed in which the catalyst synthesised with PVA/Pd weight ratio = 0.3 

reached the highest final conversion. This means that an equilibrium is necessary probably 

due to blockage of active sites to a large extent when PVA/Pd weight ratio increases beyond 

0.3. As usual, through catalyst characterisation techniques, this effect will be explained and 

the structure and morphology of this series of catalysts will be studied to find the 

structure/activity relationship when possible. 
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5.2.1.1. Catalyst Characterisation  

Characterisation of the series of catalysts was performed by means of transmission and 

scanning electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and BET surface area. First, 

SEM-EDX analysis was performed to confirm the presence of Pd and quantify the Pd loading. 

Subsequently, by TEM, Pd particle size distribution was calculated, and BET surface area was 

performed to identify possible changes in the morphology. XPS was used to correlate Pd 

content on the surface and presence of metallic Pd with changes in the PVA/Pd weight ratio. 

Table 28 presents elemental chemical composition, mean Pd particle size and surface area 

analysis of the catalysts studied during the optimisation of the colloidal preparation method.  

 

Table 28. Pd elemental chemical composition, mean Pd particle size and surface area analysis of the catalysts 
studied during optimisation of the sol-immobilisation method. 

Catalyst 
PVA/Pd weight 

ratio 

Pd (wt. %) by 

EDX 

Surface area 

(m2/g) 

Mean particle 

size (nm) 

Pd/AC-0 0 1.03 62 - 

Pd/AC-0.05 0.05 1.03 64 8.2 ± 3.0 

Pd/AC-0.1 0.1 1.17 62 7.7 ± 2.7 

Pd/AC-0.2 0.2 1.11 81 6.9 ± 2.2 

Pd/AC-0.3 0.3 1.07 56 4.8 ± 2.0 

Pd/AC-0.65 0.65 1.15 57 3.0 ± 0.9 

Pd/AC-1.2 1.2 1.25 54 3.1 ± 1.1 

 

SEM-EDX confirmed that Pd metal loading of the as-synthesised Pd catalysts is in concordance 

with the nominal value of 1 wt. %. Activated charcoal possesses a specific surface area of 64 

m2/g approximately, therefore, as in previous chapters, no significant modification of the 

surface area is produced after the immobilisation process. 

Pd mean particle size and particle size distributions of the catalysts were analysed by TEM 

(Table 28) and representative bright field TEM micrographs are shown in figure 126 for this 

series of catalysts. 
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Figure 126. Bright field TEM micrographs and corresponding histograms of the particle size distributions of the 

catalysts. A: Pd/AC-0, B: Pd/AC-0.05, C: Pd/AC-0.1, D: Pd/AC-0.2, E: Pd/AC-0.3, F: Pd/AC-0.65, G: Pd/AC-1.2. 

 

A significant variation in terms of Pd mean particle size, particle size distribution, and 

agglomeration of Pd particles on the surface was observed when modifying the PVA amount 

used during the synthesis of the catalysts. At the lowest PVA/Pd weight ratio (PVA/Pd=0, 0.05, 

0.1) agglomeration of Pd nanoparticles and the presence of larger Pd nanoparticles were 

evident. An inverse relationship was observed in table 28 between PVA/Pd weight ratio and 

mean particle size: as PVA/Pd weight ratio increased (up to PVA/Pd weight ratio = 1.2), mean 

Pd particle size decreased, and a steep drop in Pd particle agglomeration was observed up to 

E 

F 

G 
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PVA/Pd weight ratio = 0.3. Further increment of PVA/Pd weight ratio from 0.65 to 1.2 led to 

very similar mean Pd particle size (3.0 and 3.1 nm, respectively). In summary, by using a 

PVA/Pd weight ratio of 0.3, small Pd nanoparticles with narrow particle size distribution was 

achieved. Although a higher amount of PVA produced smaller Pd nanoparticles, figure 125 

shows a decrease in catalytic activity due probably to blockage of Pd active sites due to the 

high concentration of PVA. Furthermore, at the temperature of the reaction, PVA is soluble 

in water and so, during the reaction it can slowly solubilise. 

 

XPS analysis of the as-synthesised catalysts was performed to quantify the surface Pd atomic 

content and identify the Pd electronic states and its percentages. Pd atomic content and 

percentage of Pd0 are shown in table 29.  

 

Table 29. Palladium atomic content and % Pd0 on the surface from XPS. 

Catalyst 
PVA/Pd weight 

ratio 
Atomic % of Pd % Pd0 

Pd/AC-0 0 2.2 44 

Pd/AC-0.05 0.05 2.8 72 

Pd/AC-0.1 0.1 3.6 64 

Pd/AC-0.2 0.2 7.2 38 

Pd/AC-0.3 0.3 7.8 39 

Pd/AC-0.65 0.65 3.7 62 

Pd/AC-1.2 1.2 2.4 30 

 

 

As in previous chapters, the presence of two peaks corresponding to the Pd 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 

transitions were observed. The peak at 335 eV was assigned to the presence of metallic Pd4 

and the peak at approximately 337 eV, to the presence of PdII species, mainly present as PdO 

nanoparticles.5  

It has been shown from previous catalytic studies that the amount of metal on the surface 

can significantly influence catalytic performance.6,7 As displayed in table 29, atomic Pd 

content on the surface increased up to 7.8 % for the catalyst synthesised using PVA/Pd weight 
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ratio = 0.3. Plotting the Pd content on the surface against PVA/Pd weight ratio, a similar 

volcano plot to figure 125 was obtained. This result confirms the influence of PVA/Pd weight 

ratio on the exposure of Pd on the surface and subsequently, on the activity of the catalyst. 

Figure 127 compares figure 125 with the effect of PVA/Pd weight ratio on Pd content on the 

surface. 

 

 

Figure 127. Effect of PVA/Pd weight ratio on catalytic performance and on Pd content on the surface. Reaction 
conditions: 50 °C, 26.5 mg of catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 4 h 

reaction time. 

 

As previously commented, the catalyst synthesised using PVA/Pd weight ratio = 0.3 presents 

the highest atomic content of Pd on the surface, increasing this the probability for formic acid 

to reach the active sites and explaining the increment in catalyst activity. 

Atomic surface Pd content was observed to increase up to a PVA/Pd weight ratio of 0.3. 

Further increment above 0.3, produced a sequential decrease. It is expected, as it has been 

shown from previous studies that the content of Pd on the surface may be affected by (i) 

particle size of Pd, (ii) amount and presence of PVA and (iii) porosity of the support.8  
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For a PVA/Pd ratio lower than 0.3, it is expected that the dominant factor for Pd exposure on 

the surface is influenced by particle size effects. This means that large Pd particle size leads 

to lower surface Pd exposure and therefore, low number of active sites and subsequently, 

low catalyst activity in terms of corner, edge and flat sites.  

Catalysts synthesised using a PVA/Pd weight ratio above 0.3 presented a mean Pd particle 

size of approximately 3 nm. The pore diameter of active charcoal is around 3.7 nm. This means 

that smaller Pd nanoparticles than 3.7 nm could lay deeper in the internal surface of the 

activated charcoal support, and thus, rendering not observable through XPS technique which 

is surface sensitive. Formic acid molecules would encounter more difficulties reaching the Pd 

active sites when Pd nanoparticles are supported deep inside the pores and therefore, 

negatively affecting conversion as observed in figure 127. As previously commented, 

conversion would also be affected by the blockage of Pd active sites by the presence of PVA. 

In summary, a delicate balance must be reached. A low PVA/Pd weight ratio produced 

catalysts with high agglomeration of Pd particles and high mean Pd particle size. Above 

PVA/Pd weight ratio of 0.3, even though the Pd particle size is small, the blockage of active 

sites and the presence of nanoparticles inside the pores reduces catalyst activity. 

 

5.2.2. Reusability tests 

Reusability of the most active catalysts, 1 wt. % Pd/AC-0.3 was studied at 50 °C and 0.5 M 

formic acid for 5 subsequent catalytic cycles. Reusability test was carried out by filtrating the 

catalyst at ambient temperature without further washing and using it for a new reaction 

under the same reaction conditions. Figure 128 displays the results obtained. 

There was a certain loss of catalytic activity for the first three runs. Afterwards, activity 

reached stabilisation and preserved approximately 69 % conversion of its initial value after 

the fifth use. As previously commented, this decrease may be attributed to (i) increment in 

particle size or agglomeration, (ii) decrease of Pd loading by leaching, (iii) poisoning from CO, 

(iv) strong adsorption of reaction intermediates and/or water. 
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Figure 128. Reusability of Pd/AC-0.3. Reaction conditions: substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1, 50 °C, 0.5 M 
HCOOH, 750 rpm, 4 h reaction time. 

 

Representative images of the used catalyst after five runs and particle size distribution are 

reported in figure 129.  

 

 

Figure 129. Bright field TEM micrograph and corresponding histogram of the particle size distribution of the 
Pd/AC-0.3 after 5 cycles of use. 

 

While for the fresh catalyst, mean Pd particle size was 4.8 ± 2.0 nm, after the fifth run, it 

increased to 6.9 ± 3.1 nm and the particle size distribution was broader: 50 % of the particles 

were in the range 6 - 11 nm. Sintering phenomena is visible from the snapshot presented.  

XPS analysis was performed to quantify Pd content on the surface and identified signs of Pd 

leaching or migration to the inner pores. In this case, Pd surface exposure dropped from 7.8 % 

for the fresh catalyst to 2.3 % after the fifth use. Since XPS is surface sensitive, the main 
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reasons for the reduction of Pd metal content are (i) leaching, (ii) migration of the Pd 

nanoparticles from the external surface to the pores, (iii) increase in Pd mean particle size. In 

previous chapters, Pd was found to present a relatively good interaction with the support, 

preventing leaching. Agglomeration was confirmed and could be the main reason but, 

migration of Pd nanoparticles to the pores may take place to a certain extent as well, 

however, mean Pd particle size was reasonably higher than mean pore size.  

From previous chapters, the most probable reason for the decrease in reusability was 

attributed to adsorption of reaction intermediates and water on Pd active sites. Due to the 

slightly low activity of this series of catalysts, enough volume of gas evolved from the reaction 

could not be collected rendering impossible the analysis of gases, however, in previous 

chapters CO was found to be in acceptable range also at 50 °C. Sintering phenomena is 

observed and Pd particle size increased approximately 30 % after the fifth use. Therefore, a 

sum of several factors seems plausible to explain the decrease in activity.  

 

Once the effect of PVA/Pd on catalyst activity was studied and the preparation method 

optimised, several catalysts with different Pd loading were synthesised to investigate how this 

parameter affected catalyst activity and find the optimal value. 

 

5.2.3. Effect of Pd loading on Pd/AC catalysts 

Loading plays an important role in catalyst activity since, among other effects, it can influence 

nanoparticles dispersion and particle size. Besides 1 wt. % Pd/AC-0.3 already prepared, four 

more catalysts were prepared by sol-immobilisation using the optimised value PVA/Pd of 0.3. 

Table 30 displays the initial TOFs achieved and characterisation results obtained of the as-

synthesised samples.  
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Table 30. Structural and chemical composition of the catalysts studied during effect of loading investigation. 

Catalyst 
TOF 

(h -1) 

Pd 

loading 

(%) EDX 

Mean 

particle size 

Surface 

Area (m2/g) 
% Pd0 

At. % 

Pd 

0.2 wt. %-Pd/AC-0.3 278 0.20 3.9 ± 2.3 71 55 1.9 

0.5 wt. %-Pd/AC-0.3 272 0.48 4.9 ± 1.3 60 50 4.6 

0.7 wt. %-Pd/AC-0.3 239 0.68 4.9 ± 1.4 71 50 4.8 

1 wt. %-Pd/AC-0.3 366 1.07 4.8 ± 2.0 56 55 7.9 

1.2 wt. %-Pd/AC-0.3 326 1.25 3.8 ± 1.1 35 44 6.9 

 

 

A loading of 1 wt. % produced the highest catalyst activity of this series of catalysts. First, the 

theoretical amount of metal was confirmed experimentally by EDX analyses and then the 

samples were characterised by means of TEM. Figure 130 displays the TEM micrographs and 

particle size distributions of these catalysts. 

 

 

A 

B 
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Figure 130. Bright field TEM micrographs and corresponding histograms of the particle size distributions of the 
Pd/AC catalysts as a function of Pd loading. A: 0.2 wt. % Pd/AC-0.3, B: 0.5 wt. % Pd/AC-0.3, C: 0.7 wt. % Pd/AC-

0.3 and D: 1.2 wt. % Pd/AC-0.3. 

 

As observed, even though the catalyst with the highest loading had the lower mean particle 

size and narrower distribution, effects of agglomeration were observable (as presented in the 

EDX mapping in figure 131), explaining the decrease in catalytic activity.  

XPS analysis revealed the most probable explanation for the behaviour of the observed 

catalyst activity: the presence of Pd on the surface showed, also in this case, a volcano plot 

where the amount of Pd on the surface reached the maximum for the 1 wt. % loading, 

providing a plausible explanation for the maximum of activity produced by this catalyst as 

shown in table 30. 

 

C 

D 
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Figure 131. EDX mapping of Pd/AC catalysts as a function of Pd loading. A: loading 0.2 wt. %, 
B: loading 0.7 wt. %, C: loading 1 wt. %, D: loading 1.2 wt. %. 

 

5.2.4. Characterisation and catalytic performance of AuxPdy/TiO2 for 
liquid-phase formic acid decomposition 

In previous studies, it was reported by many research groups that the combination of Pd with 

Au may significantly enhance catalytic activity in several catalytic reactions, including 

oxidation of alkanes, alcohols and polyols, hydrogenation of aldehydes and in situ hydrogen 

peroxide synthesis.9,10 With this aim, the catalytic activity of AuxPdy ratio for TiO2-supported 

nanoparticles for the liquid phase decomposition of formic acid was investigated. These 

catalysts were prepared using the optimised synthesis procedure reported for the supported 

monometallic Pd catalysts (PVA/M weight ratio = 0.3). Instead of activated charcoal, titania 

was used as support. This way, a possible comparison with activated charcoal can be 

performed and spectroscopic characterisation in terms of CO-DRIFTS and FTIR could be 

carried out. Furthermore, TiO2 enhances an electronic effect where hypo-d-electronic Ti3+ 

promotes electrocatalytic features of hyper-d-electronic noble catalyst surface atoms which 

have been related to a decrease in the adsorption energy of CO intermediates and 

consequently enhancing the mobility of CO groups.11 This could lead to higher resistance 

against CO poisoning and therefore, result in an improvement of durability of the 

heterogeneous catalyst. 

A B 

C D 
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During the preparation of the catalysts, as explained in Chapter 2, section 2.1.3, UV-vis spectra 

(200-900 nm) of the colloidal solutions were recorded to follow the reduction of the metal 

precursors. The UV-vis spectra are presented in figure 132. 

In the case of Au, when the AuCl4
- anion is reduced to Au0, the peak at λmax= 220 nm 

disappeared and the plasmon resonance band appeared at approximately 505 nm.12 It is 

known that particle size lower than 9 nm produces a plasmon resonance peak below 517 

nm.13 In the case of Pd, the peak of the metal precursor at 235nm14 disappeared after the 

reduction. Pd0 plasmon peak was not observable in the UV spectra. Metals for which the 

imaginary part of the dielectric constant is small, such as Au or Ag, present the strongest, 

narrowest resonances. Nevertheless, most of the metals possess inter- and intraband 

transitions that enhances the imaginary part of their dielectric constants. For this reason, Pd 

among other metals such as Cr, Ru, Pt, and W have weaker, broader plasmonic resonances 

rendering not visible in the UV spectra. 

 

 

Figure 132. UV-visible spectra: A) reduction of Au; B) reduction of Pd; C) reduction of the alloy Au-Pd. 
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For bimetallic AuxPdy systems, no plasmon resonance band for Au was apparent in the 

spectra. This behaviour is typical among the bimetallic systems when one of the metals does 

not present plasmon band. Several examples can be found in literature such as in the 

formation of Ag-Pd nanoparticles,15 or Ag-Rh.16 Specifically for Au-Pd, Deki et al. 

demonstrated that due to the formation of the alloy the plasmon peak of gold disappeared.17 

Same conclusion was reached by Dimitratos et al. during the studies about the effect of 

bimetallic Au-Pd systems on the oxidation of glycerol.18 

 

Once the formation of the alloys was confirmed and the preparation finished, catalyst activity 

was evaluated. Figure 133 displays the catalytic performance of the AuxPdy-TiO2 catalysts for 

the liquid-phase formic acid decomposition at 50 °C.  

 

 

Figure 133. Conversion of formic acid as a function of Pd:Au molar ratio. Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 26.5 mg of 
catalyst (substrate/metal molar ratio: 2000:1), 0.5 M HCOOH, 750 rpm, 4 h reaction time. 

 

As observed, Au presented very low catalytic activity towards liquid-phase decomposition of 

formic acid. On the other hand, a small amount of Pd with Au (Au3Pd1/TiO2) produced a 

synergistic effect exhibiting a high catalytic activity with a TOF of 627h−1 at 50 °C after 5 min 

indicating that the presence of a small amount of Pd is essential to significantly promote Au 

activity for the liquid phase decomposition of formic acid. The observed catalytic behaviour 

has been already extensively studied elsewhere.19,20  
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Furthermore, the monometallic Pd catalyst can be compared with the previously presented 1 

wt. % Pd/AC-0.3. Table 31 compares both initial TOF and conversion after 4 hours of reaction. 

 

Table 31. Theoretical composition and characterisation data of the monometallic study. 

Sample Initial TOF (h-1) Conversion after 4 h (%) 

Pd/TiO2 71 33 

Pd/AC-0.3 366 77 

 

Clearly, for this type of catalysts, using TiO2 as catalyst support negatively affects catalyst 

activity. Activated charcoal typically presents a pore size of approximately 3.6 - 3.8 nm, while 

pore size of titania is about 28 nm. This could prevent nanoparticles from entering the pores 

and, since pore size is large in the case of titania, allow nanoparticles to be immobilised inside 

the pores increasing the difficulty for formic acid to find the active sites and consequently, 

reducing catalyst activity. Furthermore, nanoparticles supported on TiO2 present typically a 

hemispherical shape due to the wetting effect of the metal nanoparticle onto metal oxide, 

reducing so the active metal surface area and thus decreasing catalyst activity. 

 

5.2.4.1. Catalyst Characterisation  

Characterisation of the series of catalysts was performed to identify the structure/activity 

relationship. Techniques used were transmission and scanning electron microscopy, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy and BET surface area. As previously explained, the first step was 

the quantification of loading by means of SEM-EDX analysis. TEM was used to calculate the 

metal particle size distribution and BET surface area was performed to identify possible 

changes in the morphology. XPS was used to find possible binding energy shifts when alloying 

the Au and Pd metals. 

Table 32 summarises the theoretical composition and characterisation data of the as-

prepared catalysts. 
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Table 32. Theoretical composition and characterisation data of the monometallic-bimetallic study. 

Sample 
% mol 

[Pd2+] 

% mol 

[Au3+] 

Loading 

Pd (wt. %) 

from EDX 

Loading 

Au (wt. %) 

from EDX 

Mean 

particle 

size (nm) 

Surface 

Area 

(m2/g) 

% Pd0 

Pd/TiO2 1 - 0.96 - 3.6 ± 1.9 51 54 

Au1Pd3/TiO2 0.75 0.25 0.80 0.13 3.2 ± 2.2 51 56 

Au1Pd1/TiO2 0.50 0.50 0.70 0.40 3.4 ± 1.1 45 58 

Au3Pd1/TiO2 0.25 0.75 0.30 0.70 3.0 ± 1.0 50 56 

Au/TiO2 - 1 - 1.00 4.0 ± 0.9 47 - 

 

 

First, SEM-EDX mapping was performed to confirm the loading of Pd and provide information 

in terms of metal dispersion. SEM-EDX mapping presented in figure 134 shows that Au-Pd 

nanoparticles were well dispersed in the as-synthesised catalysts without areas of high 

nanoparticle density/agglomeration; and the calculated metal loading and theoretical values 

were within the experimental error.  

 

Figure 134. SEM-EDX mapping. 1) Pd/TiO2, 2a) Pd in Au1Pd3/TiO2, 2b) Au in Au1Pd3/TiO2, 3a) Pd in Au1Pd1/TiO2, 
3b) Au in Au1Pd1/TiO2, 4a) Pd in Au3Pd1/TiO2, 4b) Au in Au3Pd1/TiO2, 5) Au/TiO2. 
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Mean particle size and particle size distribution were calculated by TEM analysis. Figure 135 

displays representative TEM images and particle size distribution of the as-synthesised 

catalysts.  

 

 

A 

B 

C 
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Figure 135. Bright field TEM micrographs and corresponding histograms of the particle size distributions of the 
catalysts. A: Pd/TiO2, B: Au1Pd3/TiO2 C: Au1Pd1/TiO2 D: Au3Pd1/TiO2 and E: Au/TiO2. 

 

TEM analysis presented a good level of dispersion of the supported metal nanoparticles in 

agreement with SEM-EDX mapping. As already presented in this and in previous studies, a 

decrease of mean particle size produced a positive catalytic influence for the effective liquid-

phase decomposition of formic acid.21–24 In this work, the monometallic Pd/TiO2 and Au/TiO2 

catalysts presented very slightly larger mean particle size (3.6-4 nm range) (Table 32) than the 

bimetallic counterparts AuxPdy/TiO2 (3-3.4 nm range). This suggests that the co-reduction of 

Au and Pd enhances the synthesis of slightly smaller mean particle size. Although this 

difference is almost negligible, so is the difference in activity of the bimetallic catalysts 

according to figure 133.  Hence, confirming that activity and particle size are intimately 

related. 

Furthermore, average pore size of titania P25 is approximately 28 nm, subsequently, a 

significant number of nanoparticles could be immobilised inside the pores as previously 

hypothesised, explaining the low activity compared with Pd nanoparticles supported on active 

D 

E 
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charcoal in which average pore size is 3.7 nm and therefore, preventing the nanoparticles to 

be immobilised inside the pores since average particle size is typically the same or larger. 

Regarding XPS analyses, Au(4f) and Au(4d) + Pd(3d) spectra are shown in figures 136 and 137.  

 

 

Figure 136. Au(4f) spectra for the series of AuxPdy/TiO2 catalyst. 

 

 

Figure 137. Au(4d) + Pd(3d) spectra for the series of AuxPdy/TiO2 catalysts. 
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The peaks at 83-84 eV and 87 eV associated to Au4f7/2 and Au4f5/2 respectively are related to 

Au foil. The shifts observed in the binding energy of the peaks have been previously studied.25 

Table 33 presents the binding energy shifts when forming the alloy. Note % mol are showed 

as theoretical values. 

 

Table 33. Binding energy and binding energy shifts of the monometallic-bimetallic study. 

Sample 
% mol 

[Pd2+] 

% mol 

[Au3+] 

B.E. (eV) 

Pd3d3/2 

B.E. (eV) 

Au4f7/2 

Δ B.E. (eV) 

Pd3d3/2 

Δ B.E. (eV) 

Au4f7/2 

Pd/TiO2 1 - 340.459    

Au1Pd3/TiO2 0.75 0.25 340.274 83.148 -0.1849 0.4731 

Au1Pd1/TiO2 0.50 0.50 340.295 83.318 -0.1642 0.6428 

Au3Pd1/TiO2 0.25 0.75 340.470 83.281 0.0108 0.6061 

Au/TiO2 - 1  82.675   

 

 

For Pd, only the Pd3d3/2 peak will be used to analyse the binding energy shifts since in the 

bimetallic catalysts there is an overlap of the peak Au4d5/2 with the Pd3d5/2 peak.26–28 As 

demonstrated by Radnik et al.,29 the relative binding energy of Au4f7/2 shifts at 83 eV, 

therefore, Au in the as synthesised catalysts is in the metallic state. XPS provides information 

about the net electron transfer during bimetallic alloying, however, due to the complicated 

combination of initial and final state effects, caution has to be taken.30 In terms of Pauling 

electronegativities of Au (2.54) and Pd (2.20), this suggests that a slight electron transfer may 

occur from Pd to Au. Regarding previous studies, when forming the alloy, binding energy of 

both Pd and Au tends to decrease. Moreover, particle size was found to have also an effect 

on the binding energy of metals.26,31,32 Regarding figure 136, opposite to the previous studies 

referenced, the peaks attributed to Au4f7/2 shifted to a higher binding energy (82.765 eV for 

Au monometallic, and between 83.148 and 83.318 eV for the alloys). This shift can be 

explained if particle size variations are considered. In the case of pure Au, mean particle size 

was 4 nm, while, for the alloys, it decreased to a range between 3 and 3.4 nm. Even though 

this is not a significant change, the electronic structure of the atoms may be modified to a 

certain extent and lead the shift to higher energy.  
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The same explanation applies for Pd. Regarding the mean particle size presented in table 32 

and binding energy shifts from table 33 and figure 137, a shift to lower binding energies was 

observed when forming the alloy (it decreases from 340.459 eV for monometallic Pd, to 

approximately 340.3 eV) however, for Au:Pd ratio of 3:1, binding energy shifted to a higher 

value (340.470 eV), explained once again with the reduction of mean particle size of this 

catalyst to 3 nm. 

Regarding oxidation state of Pd, negligible differences were observed when modifying Au 

content. Pd0 species very slightly increased until Au:Pd ratio of 1:1 and decreased for higher 

Au content, however, these variations were within the experimental error, consequently, no 

conclusive data can be extrapolated. 

In terms of surface area, for TiO2 P25 it is approximately 63 m2/g, while for the as-synthesised 

catalysts, it decreased approximately 20 % possibly due to factors such as coverage of PVA; 

nanoparticles immobilised in the mouth of the pores, blocking them; or intrinsic error of the 

system. 

Due again to the low activity of this series of catalysts, reproducible analysis of gases could 

not be performed. 

 

5.3. Conclusions 

This chapter started with the study of the effect of stabiliser (PVA), synthesising Pd colloidal 

nanoparticles by varying the amount of stabiliser (PVA/Pd weight ratio) and supporting them 

on activated charcoal. This study related the amount of stabiliser with the final morphology 

of the supported nanoparticle (Pd particle size, particle size distribution, Pd oxidation state 

and surface exposure of Pd). A progressive decrease in the mean Pd particle size was observed 

when increasing PVA/Pd weight ratio up to 0.3. Further increment of PVA/Pd ratio from 0.65 

to 1.2 did not present an effect on particle size. When modifying Pd/PVA weight ratio, two 

matching volcano plots were observed: catalytic activity and Pd atomic surface content 

presented the same trend. Below Pd/PVA weight ratio of 0.3 high agglomeration was 

observed and above 0.3, the blockage of active sites and presence of nanoparticles inside the 

pores reduces catalyst activity. Therefore, the observed catalytic activity could be attributed 

to (i) surface Pd exposure, (ii) Pd sites accessibility (coverage of the active sites) and (iii) mean 

Pd particle size. 
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Reusability test was performed for the most active monometallic Pd catalyst (Pd/PVA= 0.3) 

showing after 5 uses a drop of 31 % of the initial activity, probably caused by the growth of 

Pd nanoparticles besides the usual adsorption of intermediates or water on the active sites 

as observed throughout this Thesis. 

 

In terms of Pd loading, it was investigated from 0.2 wt. % to 1.2 wt. %, showing the highest 

activity for the catalysts with 1 wt. % Pd loading. Presence of Pd on the surface was found to 

be the most probable reason for the changes in activity due to Pd loading rather than mean 

Pd particle size which was in the range 3.9 - 4.8 nm and was not altered at different Pd 

loadings.  

 

In the case of TiO2, and using the optimised experimental conditions, a similar particle size 

was observed with a higher percentage of metallic Pd species than the analogous Pd/AC 

sample, however, activated charcoal-supported Pd nanoparticles showed higher catalytic 

performance. This difference was attributed to (i) the higher surface percentage of metallic 

Pd for the Pd nanoparticles supported on activated charcoal and (ii) to the shape of the 

supported Pd nanoparticles: on activated charcoal Pd nanoparticles were spherical whereas 

hemispherical Pd nanoparticles were observed on titania, hence, decreasing the accessible 

active surface area exposed and subsequently, the observed catalytic activity.  

 

A range of bimetallic Au-Pd catalysts were synthesized and the catalytic performance was 

evaluated. The highest catalytic activity was found to be with an optimum ratio of Au/Pd=1:3 

suggesting that the addition of a small amount of Pd to Au produces a synergistic effect that 

enhances catalytic activity.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK  

 

6.1. Conclusions 

The ability to deliberately and successfully transform unusable energy into usable one has 

been undoubtedly one of the key aspects of human being’s success. At this point in 

humankind History, energy has become a bottleneck in the research of new technologies and 

progress. For this purpose, new sources of energy are being investigated and the sustainable 

production of this energy is nowadays a key requirement. Hydrogen has become one of the 

most promising energy vectors in the last few years due to several advantages compared with 

conventional sources of energy: it can be generated, transported to the locations where 

needed and stored until being used. Fuel cells represent one of the most promising energy-

related uses for hydrogen. Specifically, for proton exchange membranes, these generate 

electricity with the only by-product being water, which ticks all the boxes related to 

environmental safety and worldwide sustainability. Nevertheless, the hydrogen fuel used in 

most cases utilises the consumption of fossil fuels. Consequently, the development of 

effective sustainable energy production processes is required. For this reason, formic acid 

presents itself as one of the most suitable compounds to be used in a hydrogen economy due 

to its properties and furthermore, if considering that it is a major product formed during 

biomass processing, it completes the “green circle”. 

This Thesis evaluates the catalytic liquid-phase formic acid decomposition as a model reaction 

for hydrogen generation. Chapter 3 started this investigation using a commercial Pd/C 

catalyst as a reference point. One of the fundamental studies performed was the optimisation 

of the reaction conditions to identify a kinetically limited reaction. Under these conditions, 

and 30 °C, an initial TOF of 1136 h−1 was measured.  

Reusability tests were carried out and, as a result, 72 % of its original conversion after the fifth 

cycle was obtained. Leaching, CO evolution and agglomeration of Pd nanoparticles were 

found to be negligible at the conditions of the experiment. By means of TGA-MS, water and 

formic acid intermediates such as CO2 were found adsorbed on the used catalyst surface at 

temperatures higher than 100 °C probably due to strong interactions of polar water molecules 

with the surface. Therefore, water and possibly other intermediates (CO2) to a lesser extent 
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are occupying active sites on the catalyst surface and rendering a less active catalyst in 

subsequent runs. 

Reusability was improved using a continuous flow set up. An innovative method, never seen 

before in literature for this only purpose, was developed. In this technique, both reaction and 

heat treatment take place in the same oven. At 180 °C, a significant portion of the water and 

reaction intermediates adsorbed into the catalyst surface were desorbed and the active sites 

liberated. Initial activity was almost completely recovered.  

HCOOH dissociation is known to follow two paths: through carboxylic (COOH) and formate 

(OOCH) intermediates depending on which hydrogen bond is broken first. By the study of the 

Kinetic Isotope Effect (KIE) it was found that C–H bond cleavage was the kinetically relevant 

step and so, formate decomposition represents the most probable pathway. Furthermore, in 

order to support the experimental data observed and expand the knowledge obtained from 

this reaction, Density Functional Theory was performed to identify reaction pathways and 

break them down to study the kinetics of each elementary step. By calculating the potential 

energy of elementary steps and its transition states, it was found that the main causes for CO 

evolution are the presence of Pd(001), and cis configuration, and therefore, COOH* 

decomposition explaining the low concentration of CO evolved since the formate 

intermediate is the main pathway. 

Once liquid-phase formic acid decomposition was studied using the commercial catalyst and 

computational methods, in Chapter 4, a series of catalysts with different properties in terms 

of particle size, ox. State, dispersion and metal surface coverage were synthesised by two 

preparation methods. To start, it was found that sol-immobilisation technique presented 

catalysts with higher initial activity than the catalysts prepared by impregnation since PVA 

ligand inhibits the oxidation of the Pd surface and also the colloidal method leads to smaller 

mean particle size. The location of the nanoparticles was evaluated by means of 3D 

tomography. A certainly higher presence of nanoparticles was found inside the inner wall for 

the catalysts prepared by impregnation method in comparison with the colloidal method. 

Nevertheless, a similar final conversion was reached by the nanoparticles supported in the 

same type of carbon nanofiber due to the presence of PVA occupying active sites. 

In terms of graphitisation degree, catalytic performance increased when the annealing 

temperature was higher and therefore, structural order. Through catalyst characterisation 
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results, it was observed that the increment from 700 to 1500 °C produced a smaller change 

in the graphitisation degree than the increment from 1500 to 3000 °C, however, catalyst 

activity was greatly enhanced by the samples supported on carbon nanofibers treated at 1500 

°C. At 3000 °C structural order was significantly improved, although the increment in activity 

was not proportional. This means that starting from amorphous carbon, small 

rearrangements in structural order have a remarkable impact in catalyst activity but above a 

certain level, this relationship between order and activity becomes less noticeable. At this 

point of the research, economical balances are put aside, however, as a brief note, the slight 

difference in activities observed for the catalysts supported on CNF-HHT and CNF-LHT will not 

justify the energy cost required to increase in 1500 °C to fully graphitise the nanofiber. As 

said, this statement focusses only in activity and no other parameters are being considered. 

In terms of functionalisation, even though the results were not undoubtedly conclusive, an 

increment in catalytic activity was observed for the catalyst using oxygen functionalised 

carbon nanofibers due most probably to a favoured deprotonation step because of the 

presence of O- on the surface which accelerates dehydrogenation of formic acid. 

Nevertheless, this presence of O- led to early deactivation of the catalyst due to CO formation. 

Once the most active catalysts were identified and the reaction conditions optimised, initial 

TOF was calculated to be 979 h-1 achieved by PdSI/CNF-HHT, the most active catalyst in this 

series. This is a very remarkable result in comparison with the commercial Pd/C catalyst.  

Reusability studies exhibited again a certain depletion in activity for each run. Leaching, 

agglomeration of nanoparticles, and CO poisoning (at 30 °C) were also negligible, hence, the 

deactivation was attributed to adsorption of reaction intermediates or water on the catalyst 

surface, as previously confirmed, and possibly, migration of nanoparticles during the reaction 

from the outer wall of the nanofiber to the inner wall. 

Once the best preparation method was identified, a set of parameters were modified in 

Chapter 5 to investigate the effects it had on the structure and morphology of the catalysts 

using colloidal methods. The amount of stabiliser was found to have a crucial importance on 

the final morphology of the supported nanoparticle and therefore, in catalyst activity. It was 

found that without any PVA, the catalyst presents a remarkably high activity, however, the 

surface suffers from deactivation due to the agglomeration of nanoparticles. When adding 

different amounts of PVA, a volcano plot is observed producing a PVA/Pd ratio of 0.3 the most 
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active catalyst. Below 0.3, agglomeration limited catalyst activity and above 0.3, active sites 

are presumably blocked by PVA, and nanoparticles are small enough to penetrate the pores 

which render impracticable for formic acid molecules and thus, reduces catalyst activity. 

As in previous chapters, reusability test exposed a decrease of catalyst activity, in this case of 

approximately 30 % of its initial value in its third run, however, in this catalyst, activity keeps 

stable during the third fourth and fifth runs probably due to a stabilisation of particles growth. 

Pd loading was investigated and the catalyst with 1 wt. % Pd loading reached the highest 

catalytic activity most probably due to the higher presence of Pd on the surface.  

Titania (TiO2) was used as an alternative support to carbon or carbon nanofibers since they 

are expected to produce less CO sensitive catalysts, however, catalytic activity was very low 

compared with its carbonaceous analogues due mainly to the lower presence of metallic Pd 

on the surface due to the bigger pore size; and possibly also to the hemispherical shape of 

the nanoparticles due to the wetting effect.  

Once formic acid decomposition was studied to a large extent with a monometallic Pd 

catalyst, an initial introduction to bimetallic Au-Pd catalysts (varying Au:Pd molar ratio) was 

performed in order to identify more possible pathways to continue in this research. An Au/Pd 

molar ratio of 1:3 was observed to produce the highest catalyst activity suggesting that even 

though Au is not active in monometallic state, the addition of Pd to Au produces a synergistic 

effect enhancing catalytic activity. A net electron transfer during bimetallic alloying takes 

place affecting binding energies, although this could not be quantified. In the next section, a 

method to shed some light on this synergistic effect is explained. 

 

6.2. Recommended future work 

This work has tackled some challenges and sheds some light on the combination of 

experimental and computational studies, however, new research pathways have been 

opened. 

Continuous flow set up was only used as an introductory study. Very promising results were 

obtained in which useful life of the catalyst was greatly extended in comparison with batch 

configuration. From this starting point, a set of parameters can be tuned to identify the 

existence of intraphase mass transfer limitations and therefore find the conditions where the 

reaction is under chemical kinetic control.1 Nevertheless, for this purpose, stabilisation of 
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conversion for a certain amount of time is required. In this work, continuous flow set up 

produced a peak of activity and subsequent drop of conversion after a short period. The 

reason for this deactivation was most probably due to the adsorption of water and reaction 

intermediates since, by increasing the temperature after the reaction, these adsorbed species 

were desorbed to a great extent. For this reason, trying to avoid the adsorption of species 

onto the active sites has become the most important objective for future research in this field. 

To try to overcome water adsorption and formate or other intermediate species on the 

catalyst surface, one possible solution may lie on the bimetallic alloying of Pd with Au since 

gold is known to form very weak Au-O bonds and generally thermally unstable.2 In this work, 

Au-Pd alloys were studied as a starting point as well, however, the reason for the synergistic 

effect observed between Au and Pd could not be addressed. By performing X-ray absorption 

near-edge structure (XANES), and with the XPS results obtained, it would be possible to 

calculate the net charge redistribution at the Au and Pd sites according to the procedure 

explained by Jeon et al.3 This way, the binding energy shifts would be normalised taking into 

account the work function, relaxation states and d and non-d charge transfers. By calculating 

the net charge redistribution, it would allow a conclusive comparison between samples. 

XANES, however, was not available, but would shed light into the interaction between Pd and 

Au when forming the alloy and subsequently relate Au:Pd ratio with the two types of charge 

transfer (d and non-d) and so, probably unveil the reason for the synergistic effect observed 

in the performance study. 

Another possible solution for water adsorption could possibly lie on pH variations of the 

aqueous media. In this work, only additive-free liquid-phase formic acid decomposition was 

performed, although additives have been reported to enhance catalyst activity in formic acid 

decomposition under a slightly basic environment. For this purpose, the use of NaCOOH has 

been demonstrated to be beneficial for catalyst activity since it is believed to increase contact 

probabilities of formate ions with metal catalytic sites,4–7 however, the stability of the catalyst 

still needs to be extensively studied. Since formate competes with other ions (including water 

and reaction intermediates) in adsorbing onto the active site, this surely is beneficial in 

decreasing the number of active sites occupied by water and other reaction intermediates 

which will not lead to hydrogen, and probably increase catalyst stability and activity as well. 
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When trying to improve reusability results, besides water, CO, as a reaction by-product, plays 

a crucial role. Even though CO evolution throughout this work has been always within the 

established limits for PEM fuel cells usage under mild conditions, very high CO concentration 

was found at 70 °C. PEM fuel cells are known to produce heat that, depending on the ambient 

temperature, may be difficult to exchange. For this purpose, a possible commercial catalyst 

used to decompose formic acid to hydrogen for PEM fuel cells usage should keep CO 

concentration below the limit of 20 ppm up to 90-100 °C. By means of DFT it was found that 

Pd(001) surface leads to the highest concentration of CO. As expected, the most common 

morphology in a catalyst exposes the lowest surface energy facets, which, in the case of Pd is 

the (111). On the contrary, Pd(001) surface is the most energetically unstable of the three 

representative surfaces. It is known that the synthetic protocols determine the facets exposed 

to the reaction media.8,9 For this purpose, it is of high importance to identify the preparation 

technique that grows the particles in solution with fewer constraints and focusing not only on 

size but also on shape control. In particular, in this work, sol-immobilisation was 

demonstrated to be preferred over impregnation due to the epitaxial growth in the latter 

method, which implies more constraints and therefore may lead to a higher proportion of 

Pd(001) surface.  

Besides the surface, formic acid decomposition through carboxylic pathway was associated 

also with higher CO concentration than formate pathway. Hence, it would be interesting to 

find a way to avoid or reduce carboxylic pathway. A possible solution may lay on the formate 

additive as well. By adding formate ions into the media, this will definitively have an effect on 

the pathway that formic acid decomposition follows, favouring formate over carboxylic 

pathway. 

These findings undoubtedly leave an open door to continue the investigation trying to design 

experimental methodologies that develop supported Pd nanoparticles exposed with more 

extension of (111) and (011) surfaces and whether possible, find experimental conditions that 

avoid carboxylic pathway.  

On the other hand, the support plays an important role as explained throughout this Thesis. 

Using commercial titania (P25) as a support has a theoretically positive effect on producing 

catalysts more resistant against CO poisoning as presented in Chapter 5, section 5.2.4. 

However, the lower catalyst activity, compared with carbon and carbon nanofibers, may lead 
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to titania being crossed out from the possible commercial catalyst supports. This drop of 

activity was mainly attributed to the larger pore size of approximately 28 nm while the 

average particle size of the Pd nanoparticles is 3.7 nm, meaning that a certain portion of them 

could be immobilised inside the pores and subsequently, formic acid molecules facing fewer 

probabilities to find an empty active site. The literature on how to tune the pore size has been 

extensively written.10,11 From the one side, a decrease of pore size to 3-4 nm could prevent 

the nanoparticles from entering them and, on the other hand, an increase of pore size to 

several hundreds of nm would greatly reduce the difficulty for formic acid to find an active 

site.12 

In regard to acidity or basicity of the carbon nanofibers, some results were presented 

however, the lack of enough variety of samples prevented the release of conclusive data. For 

this purpose, immobilisation of Pd nanoparticles on carbon nanofibers with different 

functionalisations could shed some light on the effect that acidity and basicity have on the 

metal/support interaction. Besides oxygen and nitrogen-doped carbon nanofibers, 

phosphorus has become an object of study in several fields.13,14 P has been reported to modify 

the electronic properties of Pd due to the transfer of electrons from carbon atoms to 

phosphorus atoms, favouring the formation of stable electron-rich Pd–P species. The 

functionalisation of the carbon/carbon nanofiber supports open a broad field of new 

experiments never reported before for formic acid decomposition. The interactions between 

metal and supports may be greatly modified by this method and so, activity, stability, 

selectivity, etc. 

To conclude, this work has combined experimental methods with computational studies 

supporting each other. Joint works of experimental and computational studies are not 

common. It undoubtedly facilitates and, in some cases, gives possible solutions or new 

directions of research to specific scientific questions, which cannot be answered by using each 

characterisation technique separately. For this purpose, in order to continue this research, 

this combination of methodologies is strongly encouraged. 
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